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AAAS STUDY GUIDES ON CONTEMPORARY PhOBLEMS

.

Since 1970' the American Association for the Advancement of Sci-
ence has conducted the NSF Chautauqua -.Type Short Courses for College
Teachers PrograA with the ,support of the Education Directorate of the
National Science Foundation. More than 9,000 college teaches of under-
graduate students have participated in the courses which have dealt with
ither broad interdisciplinary problems of science or the-applications
f,science and rathematiCs to College teaching. All of the courses are

d signed to make available the most current information.

0
Much work goes into the preparation of NSF Chautauqua-Type Short

Courses, yet there are, only limbted 'numbers of places in the classes for
college teacher participants. In order to make some of the instructional
materials rcre widely available, the AAAS introduced the Study Guides
experiment in 197i-75. Course Diredtors prepared test editions of Study
Guides for review by particlpants in the classes in'1974°775. These,
seven Study Guides al;e new being edited for publication, and should be
available From AAAS.by late 1975.

Public Policy Analysis by Elinor ()strut

(

Alternatives in Science Teaching by Joan Creager

Water Pollution by David idd

Atmospheric Science by Vi cent Schaefer and Volker Mohnen

Conflict Regulation by Pa 1 Wehr

Mathematical Modeling and Computin by Jac Cohen and
William Uorn

ti Thinking with Models by Th mas Saaty

The second seriescof six Study Guides based on courses in the,.
1975-76 program will be tested during the comi academic-year. ,After
testing and revisiofi, the following titles shout be available'from AAAS. %

in the late fall of 1976: -

. .

. .

.8iosociologx by Martin Schein

Social Impact AssessThent by C. P. Wolf

*,

Holography by Tung H. Jeong

Simple and Complex Societies: An Anthropohaical View'of ,.5

. the TraCsforation of Traditional Pco.,)les by An9rel Simic

Ethical Issues and the Life Sciences by Georqp Kieffer

Ori ins of Mien: Problems in the Interpretation of New
.vidence Ly

a.
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, . The Study Guides-series is in keeping with the overall objectives,

of the American Association for the Advancement of Science: ,". , . to

further the work of scientists, to facilitate cooperation among them, to

increase public understanding and appreciation of the importance and promise

"'of the methods of science in human progress."'

\'\



TO STUDY GUIDE REVIEWERS:

PREFACE FROM AAAS.

5

The test editions of the set of six Study Guides were prepared on
relatively short notice Ey the'ccurse directors during the summer of \
1975. To provide as much information as possible to the authdrs for use
in revising this study guide' for publication,,we ask you as a partici-
pant in 'the NSF- Chautauqua -Type Short Course to test these materials and
provide your reactions. Also we would 4ppreciat° receiving reactions of
your colleagues and students if that is possible. Your efforts will con-
tribute sianifttantly to the quality of the revised Study Guide.

If this Study Guido has been successfully prepared, upon completing
it, you wifi:t (i) have an overall comprehension of the scope of the
problem, (ii) understand the relationships. between aspects of the prob-
lem and- their implicatins for htman welfare, and (iii) possess a reliable
guide for studying one or more aspects of the problem in ,greater depth.
We ask you to'evalLdte the study guide on the basis of how cvell each of
these objectives is achieved. Of less importance but most welcome are
your specific editorial spnestions,_inZiuding punctuation, syntax,
vocabulary, accuracy of references, effectiveness of illustrations,
usefulness 4nd organization Of tabular materials, and other aspects of
the draft that are related to its function. Three copies of an evalua-
tion form follow this page and aaditional copies may be reproduced if
,needed. Each evaluator should return a completed form to: NSF Chautauqua-.
Type Short.Cqurse Program, A4AS, 1776 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Wash-
ington, O.C. 20036. Please type or print legibly. Feel free to include
any additional comment youcare to make. This evaluation is in addition
to,any evaluative requests made by the study guide authors; however, we
do encourage you to cooperate vtith all-requests Ocm authors. Your efforts
in evaluating this Study Guide are a worthwhile contribution to the im-
provement of undergraduate education and we express,ur appreciation to
you.

We here* gratefully acknowledge the services of Joan G. Creager,'
Consulting .Editor, and Orin McCarley, Production Manager for this series.

=
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'Arthur H. Livermore
Acting Director of Edutation
AAAS .

Don I'. Phillips
Project Director
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'AUTHOR'S PREFACE

This draft,Study Guide is onfy a fragment of the outline that follows. That out-
line is a promissory note l will be redeeming throughout the year by supplements

to the Guide. Thesi'Study,akide" is just that.; it is far froM an integrated text
that the spbject requftes and'whose preparation continues. The principle I have

followed in assembling.these materiajt is to make available the most useful col-
lection possible at this time in a dynamic and volitile field of study. .These

materials-are meant to be used in conjunction with other course materials: C. P..

Wolf (ed.), Social Impact Assessment (Milwaukee, WI: EnvironmentarDesign-Research
Aisociation, 1974); the special issue of Environment and Behavior on "Social Im-
pact Assessment" (September 1975); and what is to my mind the most practical guide
to field practice now available, Dave Smith's Social Impacts Notebook. It should,

be emphasized that this latter is also preseray in review draft, form, and. your
comments On it will be welcome. s

There are large segments of the outline missing from the present,Study
notably in the second half of the "text." Chapter 4, "The Methodology ofSocial. 1

Impact Asse4'sment," will be filled within the next feW months by a collection
of methodological essays and applications edited by Kurt'Finsterbusch and C. 'P.

Wolf (Stroudsburg, PA: Dowden, Hutchinson and Ross, 1976). The material contained
in Chapter 1 is basically a condensation of the "state of the art" article in
(Wolf 1974). It will appear in Sociological Practice, 1, 1 early in 1976. The

material in Chapter 2 was drawn from a paper, 'Social Impact Assessment: An Agenda
for Future Research," presented at the Quail ROost Workshop:on,Urban Water Resour-
ces Research, Quail Roost, NC, 25 July ,1,975. Hence its orientation toward urban
water resources development and management. The portion of Chapter 3 that appears
was given as a paper entitled "Socially Oriented Impact Assessment," given at the
Environmental Impact Analysis Conference, Allerton House, IL, 8 September 1975

In compiling other materials ip the Guide I have freely drawn on the workof many
colleagues, among them:

L%Raymond'Gold

R. N. Singh
E: A. Wilkening
Paul Friesema
Mark Dunning
'Al Galdis
Ruth Lave
Ruth Mack
Mark Shidys

Sap Carn
Mim Dixon
Gera'ld A. Cormich
Jane E. McCarthy
Paul Culhane
Frank Sharp
Pam Savatsky
William R. Catton, Jr.
Ed Bryan

Samuel Zflqausner
Elizabet h Peelle

Riley E. Durilap

Evan Vlachos
Girard E. Krebs
Ted L. Napier
Virginia L. Sharp
Rabe 1. Burdge

Sue Johhson

My thanks to them, to Naricy Reilly for typing parts.of the manuscript, and to
Don Phillips artd,Others-at AAAS for their assistance and patience.

r

'I

C. P. Wolf
23 September 1975



OverView

This is a ,state of the art report on "social impact assessment."

We will examine four components'of this process: (1) the problem of

social impact assessment; (2) approaches to social impact assessment;

(3) the methodology of social impact assessment; and (4) the future

Of' social impact assessment!.
.. -

THE PR1OBLE1 OF SOCIAL IMPACT ASShSSMENT

Technology as Environment?
4

The relationship between environment and technology, or nature

and culture, has become inverted in the evolution of society.

Originally, social life was environmentally' conditioned if not out -

'right determined. A great reversal occurred with,the advent of

'cultural controls over environmental conditions, primarily through
o

the agency of technology. By means of such cultural interventions,

passive at first and later actively asserted, the technosphere has

come to dominate the biosphere. This "environmental revolution"

(:;kholson,--1970) may yet encounterlits counterrevolution, wherein

these roles are reversed--that is the message of various catastrophisms

and doomsday scenarios. But in the historical present, it is the

human impact on environment that predominales.

Now a curious transposition has taken place. Technology,

socially directed or influenced f'rom its inception, has merged with

the environment. It is not only a matter of environment as the

recipient of technoloqic 0. damage and' the carrier of its malignancies.

Technology has heen,ass ilated to environment in respect to. its

pervasiveness', Its-ext rnality or human estrangement and the precarious-,

ness of cultural controls exercised dyer it. In this emergent
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condition of "technology as environment" (00 urn, 1956), it appears

that technology is acting on--"impacting"--us rather than We directing

its course. The problem'of social impact assessment (SIA) not so

much what we are doing to the enVironment; it is what wq are doing
-,_,J0

to ourselves through the medium of environment by technological mis-

applications.

..

In the past, social scientists' own definition of the analytic

situation has tended to reflect and reinforce technologic basis. The

main, pattern for SIA was set in Ogburn's (1922), classic formulation

of the "cultural lag hypothesis," whereih changes in material culture

are said to indealterations in the non-material, "adaptive culture."

A classic study of this relationship--apart from Ogburn's own

pioneering work (e.g. 1946)-7was W. F. Cottrell's %Death by

DiesL1ization" 1951):

. . . here is the average American community with .normal

social life, subscribing to normal American codes. Nothing

its members had been taught would indicate that the whble

pattern of this normal existence depended completely upon a

few elements of technology /e.g. high tensile steelfor loco-
motive boi4ers7 which were themselVes j.n flux. For them the

continued use of the steam. engine was as "natUral"'a
phenomenon as any other elehent in their physical environ-

ment. Yet suddenlttheir life pattern was destroyed by the

'announcement that the railroad was moving its division point,
and with it destroying the economic basis of 'Caliente's

existence. (p. 359)

.As Cottrell observes (1951: 360), "The story is an old one and

often repeated in the economic history of America. It represents the

'loss' side of a profit and loss system Of adjusting to technological
'10 4

change. Perhaps for sociological purposes we need an answer to the

question, 'just who pays?'" Who paid
'4'

moat inCaliente were those who,
, 1..

by traditional American standards, were most moral- -most conforming

to settled community and family life and accepting of "our traditional

1 t-
1 cJ
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system of assessing the costs of technological change . . on the .

theory that the costs of such change are more than offset by the
411

benefits to 'society as a whole.'"

The effects of engineering works are thus distributive in nature,

the incidence of social benefid and detriments falling unevenly and

unequally over various sectors arid of the population: This

will increase the more highly differentiated the society becomes.

Conversely, there are differing claims and demands for public goods

and services to be honored or refused..' One value ascendant since

"Great Society" days is that of social equity; projects are meant to

have redistributive effects on the availability and a cessibility of

social opportunities-7in employment,. recreation, cultural participation

and other areas (Lampman, 1974). -

The strained assumption of a "market" model of society working

distributive justice has in recent years been replaced by an assertion

of public responsibility in adjusting to technologiCal change (Turvey,

1966; Levitan and Sheppard, 1963). The "secialization" of technologi-

cal change now enters on both sides of ,the equation,' however- -cause

and effect. 4ocial technology" goes beyond recognition of the social

knowledge in policy formulation and plan implementation. It has

become acti e and often decisive in shaping the c ntours of society,

and itself represents a source of major social impact.'

What Is SJA?

Per/haps the most direct way of defining SIA is by analogy with

.thetenyironmental impact assessment required by Section 102 of

PL 91-190, the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, (NEPA).

Following the NEPA precedent, "social impacts" are then, understood



as an extension or broadening of environmental impacts and, indeed,

x

procedures fats SIA do generally resemble those prescribed for environ-

mental impact assessment. But at-the most gdneral level,' the problem

of SIA is a problem Of estimating and appraising the condition of a

society organized and Changed by large -scale applications of high

technology.

If the broad definitiqn of SIA can be given "simply" as the

-relatedness of social things,, it can be narrowed to particular

situational and institutional contexts and specified in particular

aspects and concerns:, Situagionally, it.can be located in those

circumstances and cases where human, usually governmental, intervention,
..

is intended or believed to affect the social condition. SIA is thus

a procedure for anticipating,'in !ierton's (193'6) phrase, "the un-

anticipated consequences of purposive social action," and thereby to

forestall or offset:adverse effects to which it may give rise. SIA

is in this-sense a hedge against uncertainty in the planning process.

Institutionally, familiar contextsof concern for SIA have
I

.
involved such areas of public works and private enterprise as dams

and reservoirs (Wilkening and others, 1973), nuclear reactors (Peelle,

1974), power transmission lines (Young, 1973), highways (Perfater and

Howell, 1973), large installations (Bieese and others, 1965), weather

,modiksation (Haas, 1973), industrial location (Ireland, n.d.),

planned community development `(Bird, 1973), urban renewal (Williams,

Jr:1_1270) and resource exploitation (Krebs, 1973). Less common are

studies of "natural" conditions where to "do nothing" is to hazard

human community and,hamper social progress (White, 1974).

SIA symbolizes the assumption of social resTrnsibility on the

17
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part of public authorities and its imposition on private interests.

What is being requeSted--indeed,'demanded--is nothing less than the

use of social forecasts as a planning base. Insofar a§ participatory

planning is involved, this becomes an exercise in what Tbffler (1973),

calls "anticipatory democracy." Clearly this implies a significantly

higher standard of governmental performance than that previously

attpined or'seriously contemplated. What SIA proposes is to. place

the expectation of desired outcomes, of legislative enactments and

program operation, on a reliable and rational basis--to augment

judgment with analysis.

SIA differs from "pure" science largely because of its special

relationship to prediction and control. SIA is operationally lodged
,

in these phases by virtue of its "social engineering" and social,

(policy) planning emphases. Prediction is entailed in making "with"
t '

and "without" project projections of the impact area, and control

is implied in the requirement to mitigate adverse effects of project.

construction (Office of the Chief of Engineers,' 1972: A-2-5).

'What is the substance behind this iml2ressive symbolisM? "Is

social science ready?" (Spengler, 1970). Can the scientific quality-

of social knowledge bear the analytic weight being pressed upon it?

Does this ambitious program incline towards utopian planning on the

one hand (Boguslaw, 1965) and totalitarian planning on the other

(Popper, 9'17)? Boquslaw's "new utopians," it will be recalled, were

not social` scientist., )ut systems analystg: still the apprehension

'remains. Since the days of Joseph ,Wood Trutch's humanistic

crItIques, there has been an equal and opposite fear--not that social

',cientists will ,f;111, but that they will succeed only too well. The

-4.J
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Federal prison experiment's on behaliior modification, with all their

"Clockwork Orange" overtones, betrayed (and belied) this great fear

(Holden, 1974), There is a respectable body of opinion that holds

social science will never bp predictive in the same sense as physical

science. A scientific attitude compels the

empirical question." And, on the -faith oft

knowledge most worth the having.

The "need to know" in'SIA'has been-inv

reply, "That is an

a'rationalist, it is

oked primarily in regard

to the "social effects" of technological change. As Eigefmam (1973: 1)

says, "Technology can visit upon its-implementers wholly unforeseen

and undesirable consequences . . . It follows that prudent men will

scrutinize the intensive application of any new technology and try

to anticipate the changes in physical, social and economic environ-

ments that it may induce. Impact assessment is precisely this fore-

'casting and analysis exercise."

The common characterization of socials impacts as "secondary"

underscores their relative neglect. Coupl d with this is tie often

impressionistic nature of SIA, contrasting iith the more certain

and precise knowledge of technical effects. Fundamentally though,

what engineering is about is people and their values; it stands in

the relation of providing material means to the satisfactiOn of

human needs. From thi's sociological commonplace it. follows that

civil works projects, say, are supposed to have,sociral impacts.

Such impacts.are'not merely incidental; rather thdy are the essence

of engineering j;1-actice.

1'9
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APPROACHES TO sOCIA.I.!..IMRACT ASSESSMENT
1

With this,pre1iminary statement of the analytic problem, we can

proceed to a review of approaches by whith it might be effectiyely

engaged. The leading contender is what \Baur (1973: 3) terms the

."interactive apprOach." He. g4ves this rationale: "Instead of assuming

that the social effect id. tie result of a specifiC cause or a chain /

of causes that are traced"to a technological innovation, I propose

that we think of anNfect as the outcome in the form of altered,

human conduct of the.interaction between the agents of ohange art

the people who have an interest.in the proposed public works project."

On this approach we understand that social factors are as much the

cause of SIA as they are the effects. '

The Interactive Approach td SIA

Consider'a simple S-1 model where the stiriulu's is provided by

some engineering project in planning, oonstr ction'or operation, and

the response is the social impact of that phase of project life.

Undoubtedly, that is the simplistic view of the matter held by some'.
.

Complications, a se when it is seen that in no ease can theimpact

be considered'a ' oint event"; rather the effects linger and inter-

mingle with others appearing later. Wtien these."interaction effects"
., .

are recognized, together with exogenous factors, 'the analytic problem'

appears anything but simple. The figure below suggests a number of

complexities:

6
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''The direc impact (1) is ,deformation in the state variables

descri)ing initial cOnditiong, but, if analysis were to end there it

would severely distort the reality situation of SIA. The cOntinUihg

effects of readjustment and adaptive change represent,asort of
...

"feed-forward" (2)., We can further hypothesize a differentiarsOcial

responsiveness on the part of impacted units. Conversely, iAhe .

planning phase the direct impact may reault in a kind of "reaction
..,

V,
. .,. , , .

formation" whichimPinges on project planning itself (3), in the, form
,

42/

of public,.Opposition and plan modification. Moreover, the project

itself may be.regardeCas the social effect of cause--its

"history" as a prospective solution to pr ex ing cOncerns, prdtlems

ane issues residing in the affected area (4), and this histori, condi-

tions public receptiveness at the points of iMpact and ,Subsequent

adaptation (5). Finally, the intrusion of exogenous variables (6),

whether random or systematic, compounds theproblemrof attributing .

measured effects to planned. interventions..

Substantive App*oaches _

-What selections and sets of variables can be drawn from the

universe of impact parameters? Answering this question leads back

into the cataloguing of social impact categories, and indeed, to the

40. very conception of " social" itself. Within e social category proper
,

category

there are various aspects that receive varying emphasis: cultural
, =

impacts, which hive been given operational,definition in archeological

sites and ethnic groups; value impacts; esthetic impacts (possibly a

joint effect of "cultural" and "value" impacts) cremographic impacts;

institutional impacts, including specific functional areas such as
4

recreation and family structure. The list ,could b. extended and

,

*-
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refined, and in keeping with the interactive approach we could'

'.?,..
\

introduce corresponding categories.stf social cause as well.

. . 6
.

, PerhapS the most'strategic approa,ch to_SIA might be expected'to
o.,-, . ;r, -

model itself op the growing reSearch tradition of program evaluation:
,

.*

4 The first condition of evaluative research, is that program objectives

be clearly stated;
I failing, that, there is nothing to evaluate. The.

chilif obstacle Jo SIA's adopting the evaluative research model is

the unwillingness or inability to elevate social performance to the

rank of a planning objective. Rather, social impact assessors are

asked to treat their subject systomatically, as unwanted and unde-
.

sirable by-products or side effects of the serious planning-business.

Senate Document 97 (U.S, Senate., 1962): 2) announces, "Well-

being of all the people shall be the overriding determinant in
1

considering the best use of, water and related land resources." Its

successor, the Water Resources Council's "Princir/les andStandards"

-(1573),, reaffirms the overriding consideration for "gualityo)f life"

and_purports to express_ "societal preference"iin its plannin

guidance. The extent of its success in this endeavoili4pears quite

limited. "Social well-being" .dwindles to the depressed status of

an "account" consisting of real income distribution, health and

safety, and a leftover from obsolete legislation on emergency pre-

-paredness.

Methodological Approaches. 4

Exploririg different content categories entails differing

methodological approaches--for instance", the application of stapdard

ethnographic techniques in assessing cultural impacts. Here our

concern is with alternative research strategies, of which the

90
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"deducpiye".and "inductive" approaches are emblematic. On a

deductive approach we ;Would ideally begin with a concept, convert,
) \

. .

it.to a variable, hypothesize a relationship-between variables.to,

achieve a theoretical formulation, then develop indicators (referents)

and measurement techniques, to determine the direction and test the

strength of association, finally arriving at a parameter,estimation.

This ultrarational procedure is seldom followed, alt,hough experimental

and quasi-experimental designs have been urged in evaluative research

(Canoraso and Roos, Jr., 1973). To all appearances SIA is still in

the "natural history" stage of science-building, at a point far

removed from-the'mature stage of deductively formulated theory.

This being the case, inductive approachessuch. as case studies

of -the community research variety--may be felt more fitting. Lest

SIA remain in perpetual infancy, however, they should'be fielded with

a view towards building a cumulative knowledge base. The optimal

strategy. of inquiry may he a "mixed" one, combining both inductive

a9d deductive eppoaches.

fur

METIItDOLOGY OF.SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Tuact Assessment Steps

Xhelreries of impact assessment steps postulated in Section 122

r:uidelines "(Office of the Chief of Engineers, 1'172) , "tells the story"

of SIA aq operational procedure:

rig. 2 IMPACT ASSESSMENT STEPS (SECTION 122 GUIDELINES)
LI°

R.rofile

"Without"
Project

Projection/

"With"
Project

Projection

(1) (2) 1 (3)

Identify
Significant

Impacts

`Describe

and

Display

Evaluate
with
Public

(i4 (5) (6)

-->



These stepsiform a continuous, "value-added" process, each of which)

is analyzable in terms of tA_ input received, the analysis performed,,,

and the output p%:oduced. In principle, the cumulative effect should

12

be,the'syStematic and comprehensivelaentification, measurement

ai evaruation.of all significant impacts and their interrlatioils.

In practice, this logic has yet to be carried through to a successfi .

conclusion, though fragments cf it have been assembled.

(1) ProfiLing: The purpose of.pi.ofiling is to develop a set

of social baseline data--in effect, a "before" measure of the impact
u

situation, in anticipation of project-induced changes. Examples of

this kind of analySis are Smith (1970) and Wilkening and others (1973).

'NO methodological prftlems intrude at this point: (el) defining the

impact areatboundaries and (2) determining the data points that will

dimensionalize and describe the referenttsystem. The extent of

impact predicted--and by implication the extent of system impacted--

bears on the first questibn. Roughly spea,king. the magnitude of

impact can be assumed as proportional to the magnitude of the project, '

with intensity falling offas a gradient of `determined steepness

from the epicenter of impact.
1

Two basic attitudes can be taken towards bounding the impact

.416
area. One is "prOjectrelated" and presupposes an existing pro)' ct

proposal;. the other and more difficult is "area - related=" and focuses

mor,eon-aceirate problem identification than on specific project

justification. "Project-related" area bounding has the advantage of

deteriinancy in what the presumed causative factors, and hene the

predictablv impacts, are to be--a harbof dredging operation, a

floodway clearance, an upstream reservoir or whatever, while "area-

tiv

.%*
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n r

related" is less well snecified but more open to consideration of:a

wider range of social conditions and planning possibilitieS. dh

the former, one might ask, "What are, the impa.cts?"; on the latterY

"What is the system?" 'While the water resources planner's typical

unit of analysis is a hydraulic system, the social impaA assessor's
.

is likely to be a social'system, in which the extent of functional

dependence and degree of functioul integration are crucial to

stamping unit character. The "community bias" is especially pro-

nounced in social analysis, though hard to localize in large-scale

project planning.

Social impact assessors should'ItOt bemuse themselves with visions

of "instant analysis." Data interpretation is as much a part of SIA

As data gathering and processing, and Kemper's (1974) inconvenient

cTuestion, "what does it mean sociologically' to be of a given age,

sex, social Class, educational level, race,.religion, region,

ethnicity, occupation, etc.?" is not easil4rprnswei.ed. Conceptual
Wa

analysis and elaboratyn of categories'Such,a's "community cohesion"analysis
.

is a pressing need; the tacit assumption is one of a consensu model,

whereas communitY.conflict is often the situation of fact.
. -

g: The system profiled is a dynamic one; time

:cries da -1st be enerated for purposes of trend extrapolation, to

forecast. c. viations from base conditions established in the profiling

sten. There are two states of the system protected over project

life, whic!, may be unWards of 100 years: "without" project and

"diti!." Ei4ernan (1973: 4) observes, "everything changes whether

a given --Jan is implemr,nted or not. Therefore, plan-induced' change

is not the iiffere-nce between What is forecast 'with' a plan and

some steady-state 'today.' It is trre diffIrence between two
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forecastsqwfmt is anticipated 'with' the plan and what is anticipated

without' i't." The second anticipation, "without project," entails
a

making a.general social forecast; "project-related" definitions of

`ar4a and derivations .of 'impact are insufficient.

(4) 'Identifying significant impacts: This is not a simple

o
operation. -The criteria of significance are already preconceived

the categoLes of effect that enter the profiling of step (1).

Moreover, the net balance of effects can only be measured here and

nottweighed in cofnparative judgment until evaluative factors come

into foci's in ste T5). What is sought in this step is an objective

appraisal of impact magnitudes, without fear or favor. Yet even

I( that dispassiematesanalysis -is beset with difficulty.

The.general.methodblog-icarrequirement for SIA is essentially

the same as for any coArolld,scientific'experiment. Un ortunately,
,

r

social impact sessors are seldom in a posititn to exert the

requisite experimental-controls. Moreover they cannot establish
, p I

V.

truly experimental conditions,because the analytic problem is predic-
,

tive in nature. At best, they can perfOrm What Weber called "mental

1

experiments" an d,,-hope that the outcome will be isomorphic to the
Fn -

unfolding reality situation within some tolerable margin of error.

The problem of-sOqal,p'reili.ction i$.furthercomplicated by'

condition0Duhl,(19'0) depicts S-of planning ;when you don't know the

names of the variables." Norse still, prediction' must be contingent
6,

on public authoritiena private interests orienting their future
ft -

actio siatacCord:with preseph expectations.

The kind of experimental controls 'a social impact assessor can

exerciSe,over indepenclea and dependen t variables is given in the

27
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#1,

available mix and choice of planning alternatives. But assignment

of hypothetical values, uncorrelated in the predictive caseby

application of empirical controls, stretches the deductive chain

to tenuous lengths after a few' interactions. Although second:order

consequences are general1 acknowledged, little analysfg has been

directed to tracing indirect effects. Coates (1971: 228-9)ihas

assessed the effects of automobiles, refrigeration and television

through sixth-order consequence (all of them found conducive.to

breakdown in community and family life, perversely,enough), and .

cross-impact computer programs such as Trend Impact Analysis (Becher

and Gerjuoy, 1973) provide at. least the technical capacity for

analyzing.complex fntvactions. Similarly with respect to "inter-

nationali4ing externalities;" through more comprehensive systems
/ 0 . , _

(mappings or other means, the methodological problems engendered by

acceptance of an interactive approach appear overwhelming in the

.present state of the,art. -The social scientists' response to

analytic complexity has been to intensefylcultiva'te a wide variety

of methodological approaches more or less adaptable to SIA.

, (5) Dispilaying and describing impacts: Information displays

base on inoperable or invalid methodologies will be artjfactual at

best and mischievous at worst. Without denying the useful work of

Miller and Byers (1973) and others, it seems fair to say that a clear

and r,tesent danger exists of "premature quantificatioh," foregoing

the hard analysis/ prescribed above. The conjunction of terms,'

"describe and display," does signify a willingnessto entertain

%NP
"qualitative" variables, values and analyses, Aitut the empiricist

trend, propelled by the social indicators "movement" and allied forces;
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seemsirresistable. Whether the outcome will be numerical analysis

or, numerology is in greater doubt..

U) Evaluating with the public: Display features are encouraged

as provi ing a basis for public participation in impact evaluation-.

A sharp distinction is made in Corps doctrine between "assessment" and

"evaluation." To this point in the SIA process, technical neutrality_

has, been the norm. "Going public" means now the attaching of values

and assigning or weights as to the desirability or undesirability of

the impacts,a''ssessed. Strict adherence to the act-valup dichotomy,-
0

rild.the segmentation of expert-public roles and relations attending

is relaxed however in the initial problem identification phase,

and 'the criterion of significance applied in (4) must be colored to

an extent by subjective impressions of public preference. Moreover,

the dichotomy may be false if it is astumed that "objective" assess-

nents are\ value-Tree or that value poSitions lack factuality. Two

essential Conditidhs must be met to elicit participation, for purposes

of impact evaluation: (1), the identification of publics (plural-)-,-,.\

and (2) some Preliminaeystructuring of the sitmation to which their.

- response isjilvited.
\ .

Public 'reaction is too easily ditMissed as apathetic or
it

ignorant; where an expectapon of public input is encouraged, at

least tor, attention should he paid to grounds on which the public

is approachablc and responsive. Use of 'simulation 'games such as

Impaste (Impact Assessment), (Duke and others, 1973) and visual
\

'stimuli such as LAND (Landsce Analysis and Natural Detign)(Everett,

N
1973) are. richly deservirri of 7160 fuller employment. The discounting

of public input occurs also in contention with expert judgments.

fj.\9

4
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Thk,vnpalatable alternative is to restore planner biases as to

"What the people want:" Manifestly, a method of.articulatingfexpert

judgment and public opinion must be devised. Crawford's (1972)

technique of expert responses to a Delphi instrument validated by

a random sample's value analysis is ,instructive to this poirkt.

There are'two unavoidable problems.of survey methoddlogy we

must confront, however." Supposing we succeed at obtaining verbal

responses from a representative public, what is their relation to

actual behavior? As matters presently stand, "the assumption that

feelings hre directly translated into actions has not been demon-

strated" (Wicker, 1969: 75). But even if we grant some tenable

relation between attitudes and actions, we are also aware,of shifts

in: the schedules of public preference expressed over time. The advent

of environmental concern as a public issue in the-1960's is one

imposing instance. Moreover;, we may, further suppose that attitude

change is itself a- fundtion of public. involvement., If effective,

public Otticipation is a learning process throughout Which attitude

formation; crystallization and change occur. Anticipating shifts

in public preference then becomes part of the predictive problem.

'Whatever the difficulties, we must 'agree with.Baur's (1973: 2)

assessment, "an qndersttanding of social effectS cannot be made with-

out regard to the kind and extent of.public involvement the

Manning and management of the prOject."
oir

TIF FUTURE' OF SOCIAL P1PACT ASSESSMENT

Our summary im6rssion of SIA is a mixed one. While the impera-

tive for STA is manifest in,statutory requirement and societal *

interest, its legal and administrative history has been ambiguous
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and ambivalent. The opportunity and occasion for social science
r

-khowledge making, effective contact with pragmatiC situations of

1

genuine concern abound, yet proponehts of SIA and the condition of

organized knowledge, in their field are in serious disarray. In the

fact of this, we might well heed Spengler's (1970: 70) cautious

advice: "What is needed is that practitionerS of each social science

greatly improve its analytical apparatus, limit research commitments-

to what that apparatu's is capable of doing, and so intensify internal,

discipline as to minimize the.influence of ideology and the persis-

tence of fallacy.'' Yet for reasons stated'above, SIA is a radical

act; Its adherents must be prepared to assume as much risk of

ignorance and error as those who willingly proceed in its absence.

In the midst of this confusion, we can however discern some central
4

tendencies and impending trends.

The Legal Challenge

Our is a legalistic society; the legal system is our chief

means of conflict resolution, of relief and redress, as well as prime

mover of social change. It would be surpriSing indeed if.requirements

and provisions for SIA were not subjected to the same legal challenge
A

as environmental impact assessment. Often the two are inseparable,

as one informant, a penologist,-disclosed inthis communication:

.Ever since the 1969 environmental protection legislation,
we have become increasingly involved in formulatidg stater
rents rerTarding social, cultural, and physical impact of
proposed correctional institutions. Our most recent work
pertains to the proposed correctional institution at Lorton,
Virginia. While cons4suction of this facility would have been
a grave error, from a t +'rectional point of view, it has been
largely our environnental impact" study which has brought the
project to a halt.

In this instance, no-.olo;:: and t:ot ecology' is. the point at issue Is

3
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this barely hidden agenda to be lightly regarded as a perversion of

Congressional intent? Qr doe's i rathei place a propet emphasis on

social -impacts and their involvement in physical alterations? The

courts will decide, on the grounds of.historical and cultural

heritage as well as environmental protection. Yet as Greenberg and

Hordon (1974: 174) contend, the legal Toute is 'a hazardous one:, "r

Moreover, although legal sanctionis-sometime thought to'constitute

the sole means of enforcing official conformity, they conclude,

"Tudgihg by the several score of impact statements we have reviewed,

the courts have had a minimal, if any, effect on the preparation o'f

the vast majority of environmental impact statements." It may be that

S'IA will he dragged through the courts_and that "impact fees" regt uiOnq

'developers to pay, beyond normal property taxes, the cost of capital

improveMents that the presence of a project would ordinarily place

'or the community'(Nordheimer, 1974) will be ruled constitutional.

However necessary legal compulsion may appear, it is not likely t

prove sufficient, Certainly it will not substitute for the regular

performance of professionally competent assessments on the part of

responsible administrators and their staffs.

Acquminn C-)mpetence in STA

For,their nart, responsible social scientists will strive to

rl lace their, best knowledae and judqmeht at the disp/bal of social

mr,act assessors. Their reward system will need realignment, extending

professional recognition to colleagues who dedidate professional

lives to this calling, or who volunteer theirl'expertise in advisory

roles. Academics will have to come out of their cloisters td engage

-real world problems on itq terms, ;lot their own. They must grant the
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social truth of others'-experience, even as they demand respect for

,their own learning. Inl consultant roles, they will regard the

problem of SIA more as intelleptthil challenge than income Mupplement.

Conclusion

-Practice makes better. Though still primitive, the state cf

the art of SIA is,rapidly improving. Two years ago there was no, such

and scarcely more than a glimmer of interest..- ther is

a fast-growing body of'literature (Wolf,41974; Shields, 1974;

Vlachos and others, 1975; Wolf, 1975; FinsterbliSch and Wolf, I'976

and research in progress. The real cutting edge of SIA however i

the actual practice of growing numbers of social impact assessors,

irk al-l.\\,quarters and' sectors f an increasingly knowledgeable socie

It is tdo early to speak of a SIA "movement," but the directions as

set andmovement i .perceptible across a broad front of interest'

and activity. There will be obstacles in our path; nobody said it

was easy. Overcoming them will be the work of perhaps generations.

to come, but a beji'nninq has begn achieved. What matters now is

what fol,lows afterward:

Li

4
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1. The problem problem. Simply stated, the "problem/ problem"

is that there is no specific legislative or analytic requirement

to perform social impact assessment (SIA). On the side of agencies,

there is the easy assumption that either social impacts are

adequately covered in benefit-cost analysis or that there is no

warrant to cover them at all. Beset as they are with normal
,-----

operating pressures and planning complexities, they are scarcely

receptive to the additional copplications. that SIA introduces. Such

concerns are not real, merely ",self - inflicted., From the side of
. .

.

t:)..! professions, the attitude is that SIA is "what we always do."

If so, it remains that until NEPA there was no operational context

with which such research made effective contact. The origin of

SIA in the public sector and the impetus given it there have served

to reinforce professional insularity. A further manifestation of

this problem, when recognized, is the divergence in approaches

between academic professionals and operating agencies, the former

typically adopting a research orientation and the latter adhering

to more routine planning practice,
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2. The problem of interest. Federal recognition of the problem

of SIA has been slowly evolving since the early 60s; highway legis-

lation was an early leader in this respect. The Federal interest

in SIA might be said to have culminated in NEPA, except that "human

environment" is highly equivocal in that landmark act. only now

are judicial interpretations beginning to address substantive social

concerns and demand positive social content. More explicit language

is written into PL 9.1-611 (Sec. 121) and g2-500 (Sec: 208), but

in both these cases SIA occurs in conjunction with economic and

environmental impaci assessment and cannot be said a particular

emphasis of either (except for its relative neglect in previous

legislation). Concurrent"requirements for public involvement do

suggest a direct Social impact,of.the statutes themselves, however.

Counterpart to legislative requirements are administrative procedures

such as Dc;T's "Policy and Procedure Memorandum 90.4" aiid the Co-rps'

ER 1105-2-30"), "Section 122 (uidelines." Recent Federal actions

have devolved 'similar responsildlities on state and local authorities,

3s in the) Action Plan Implementation procedures required of state

hiqhway planners.

Effective assertic.r of ,the Federal interest "in SIA will likely

cre.ito r)ressures to impose similar standards- of accountability and

performance on Y,rivate interests, as well. Corporate social

responsibility can he e)mressed and enforced both internally through

the mechanism of the "social audit" and externally through the

exercise of investor resnonsibili:ty. :Mile both are extremely 0

tenuous at present, a iable alternative to., governmental regulation

7-which is to sal, con.pul-;len--seers necessary and desirable. Corpora

image mana(lorent will rrtilre c.re than a puLlic relations gesture

dIrection. n
zi
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(

The problem of interest is basically a quest for Constituents.

Who is demanding'SIA?. How effective is that'demand? In whose

interest is it that SIA be adequately performed?

would appear most directly affected: environmentalists, consumer

protectionists and social scientists. The former two have been

only slWctly responsive, to date, while the latter is just ,now
40

starting to assert its right of interest. Environmentalists might

.a
Three'publics

'well seizeNpon social impacts as yet another ground for legal

interventihn, The public, interest research eoffort has be largely

devoted to to product safety and general health concerns, laith some

,branching out to environmental issues however. Social scientists'

professional interests are whetted by

it.'

'teningapademic job

markets, shrinking research budgets an expanyng non-academic

employment opportunities. Pecuniary interest aside, s also
. .

1

true that the intellectual challenge of SIA-spans'a broad spectrum,

,from technology assessment to historic preservation.
'I

3. The criterion problem. Supposing a "mandate" for SIA to

be embodied in recent legislation ancLacknowledged by the artieS-

at-intereSt, still the question terrains:- What are 'we solving for

in SIA? At the most general level, this is the criterion problem.

Were social well-being to be established as a planning objective

the'answer might be sought in coherent goal's, consistent policies
:45. .

and effective programs of collective decision and action designed
.- . . .4
to achieve that end. In the'absence of such we are nevertheless .

faced wits, the necessity to formulate guidelines for "adequate"

SIA. "Adef-luate" 'for.,7hat? Pro forma compliance with-legislative ---'
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and apiniStrative.requirements clearly falls below professional

standards, however shaky the consensus on which those judgs

rest." Rather'what is required is a searching examination of the

full and proper use of social knowledge and social research in EIS

preparation; review, and other administrative practices.

Principles and Standards' predecessor, Senate Document 97,

states that the "Well-being of all the people shall be the over-
,

riding determinant in considering the best use of water and related

land resources." Perhaps that noble sentiment was never intended

as more than a rhetorical flourish. The intervening years have

witnessed the dwindling away official concern for social well-

being until now that account is bereft if not totally bankrupt.

The latest thinking reduces the "social" (or, more anonymously,

"fourth") account to a consideration of health and safety factors

associated with water resources development and management. At

that, the deduction of "real income distribution" and "emergency

preparedness" is no great loss; both were anomalous to distinctively

"social" concerns:*

We are bound to recognize that oven wiwn well-intentioned,

agency experience has not-besdaltogether favorable. EPA has not

'succeeded in operationalizing the quality of life concept as a

tool for envipnmental.manageMent. The Water Resources Council has

not been able to address the SNB account on an analytic par with

*"-Real income distribution" would properly be placedin the ,

National Economic Development account,'but forythe redistributive-
effects implied. The ind1ividualistic treatment.of social concerns

\is an unfortunate inheritance from earlier economistic thinking; '

fuller attention to collective and group characteristics is now
warranted., "Emergency preparedness" is illustrated by the efforts

'.to offset a A-otended shortage of chlorine for water supply
treatment in 1974.

4
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those of national economic demmlopment (NED), environmental quality

(EQ) and'even regional development (RD). Social impact assessment

criteria and guidelines have been sought without great success by i

the Coips of Engineers, the U.S. Forest Service and other Federal

agencies., The record in this area seems consistently poor. It

should be said at once that this problem is by no means 'unique to

government. Private and professional groupS have struggled, with

it fruitlessly.' For exampl,e,( Critical Choices for '76's " ottom

line" is in effect a social well-being criterion, but,wha goes

on that line remains mysterious. Clearly we are in the presence

of an acute, and perhaps chronic, state-of-the-art problem.

This merely confirms a marked reluctance on the part of
t

Federal agencies to fully acknowledge the range of con rns implied

in such concepts as "quality of life" ((C0L) and "social ell-being"

(*B). Rather than ascribing such resistance to natural recalci-
r.r -

trance and bureaucratic caution, it might be faifeir to say that

social scientists have yet to present a convincing case fortheir

dbgency and inclusion. If we are someday able to generate a
04,

"QOL" or "SWB" with the same facility as economists"produce

"BCR," such interest might find readier acceptance. How primitlye

the present state of social accounting is glimpsed in Cook's

(1974: .1.54) reckoning.

From the standpoint of social wellbing, the evidence is
on the side of justification. The threat of sudden death.
and destruction from floods, although far from eliminated,
has been lessened substantially by4Canyon Dam. The use of
Canyon Lake by more than a million visitors each year with
negligible problems of litter, vandalism, or other criffie,
suggests that the reservoir provides social therapy on a
large scale. ft

ti
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What accounts for impoverishment of the social account? One

argument cs. that social well-being in its-larger sensesomething

akin to "the general welfareshould never have been a goal or

even a concern (much'less A "determinant") in water resources

planning. Social conditions and problems, of health and housing,,

education and employment, can be attacked frontally pirOugh direct

social legislation. On this View, shifting the, misplaced emphasis

on social objecti=ves is cause for relief, not regret. While there

is merit to the argument for direct action to cure social ills,

_recent experience on this'scoreis hardly reassuring. Social

legislation of the 60's is badly in disarray; social"problems have

proved obdurate if not intractable. ,Conversely, the use of

environmental quality controls such as sewer moratoria to stem

urban growth h'as been ar.1,effective indirect measure. Coupled with

the general eptance of multiobjective planning, the social'

implicati, --it not the social purposesof urban water resources

planning seem inescapable.

A further and more plausible account .for the lowly estate of

social well-being is' the current failure to achieve societal

consensus on any major social issue onpublic program. The

dithering over energy policy is but symptomatic of a general

para s'is of societal guidance. Caulfield's "blockbuster" paper

on dismantling the Federal water resources development establish-

%pent implies a more serious erosion of political consensus regarding

population and growth, urban and regional development, and perhaps
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a

even environment. The "new federalism" appears-`an effort to

achieve consensus on a less grand scale where; in fact, if may

be achievable. Yet the emergent "new urban majority"ohe recognizes

7
scarcely amounts to an effective urban coalition for all its

numerical strength.

Social well-being "objectives"-are not operational because

they are not objectives. This is not a'problem of conceptual

understanding or operational measurement; we can very well know

and gauge When people are (and think they are) better or worse

Off. There is no shortage of definitions of the "good life" and

the "good society," or of "quality of life" indicators. To the

congrary,-they can be understood anI..measured in nany various ways.

There is no definitive definition or exhaustive measure, however,;

conceptually 4nd operationally the phenomena are "overdetermined,"

-not 'Underdetermined. Rather the essential problem is one of

value Consensus and value commitment, and a corresponding commit-
./

ment o,f institutional,resources. The real problem is the faulty

mechanisms of coal formation and consensus building for collective

decision and action. To remedy this calls for a normative approach

to water resources:and.related land use plannlheribea sterile

and pseudo-rational exercise in benefit-cost estimation.

One reason for wanting to assert the primacy of social well-

being is the desire to legitimiZe and authorize Federal actions

that now fail to carr under prevailing, basically market, standards.

Traditionally our view of government his been that it should under-

take only those actions that cannot he-performed,economically and

efficiently by the-rrivate sector. This implies that legitimate

I
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As,

governmental operationseare confined to those,that are dis-

economical by market standards. It is a testimony.to the

prevalence (I am tempted to say "virulence") 'of those standards

that we now findthem applied where they do not belong--to govern-
/

mental actions. Nobody wants to see the public purse squandered

(except in his own private interest); everybody wants the most

economical and efficient use of limited planning resources. But

the misapplication oflmanket-rationality to the public household

0

stringently limits planning options and initiatives.

The irratinnAl!tY of existinj decision rules is, nowhere more

,1',,parent than in regard rj Principles an d Standards. Here we
(-

find

the peculiar situation of "two nbjectives,four avounts," Of

what account ar,, tnose other two accounts," regional, development

(n'and SWII? hdt weight in the recision process are they supposed

to carry?* Tlatters presently stand, we are invited to examine

tho social (onl.cTuences of Federal actions without regard' to their

r:11.1Sc2S. mitrcjate adverse effects (or then again, we may
0

not) but must not induce beneficia/ ones--except as those can be

subsumed undr?.r market-valued .rAeria,,e.g. the economic benefits

of recreation opportu-lity.

*Ideally, I would concc.ive only three-accounts-,--NEO, EQ, and
SUB, each occurring on four levels-&-;iational, regional, state and
local. Tho .!xistence of "D as a separate account seems largely
a question of equity, ,JT_ tila7 rclr:Jires an external (national)
criterion. .f interest comes to rest on Appalachia, for instance,
:1,at is because of its roc! tonal ,liparity relative to national.
tandards.

45

\'
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In short, the position I am arguing emphasizes the-social goods'

that can be delivered through public planning and public7)rks.
.

The neighborhood upgrading effects of middle-income housing

(DeSa']-1974) is one case in point. On this view the anticipated

payoffs are notfor urban water management per,se but for the

social well-being of urban communities in which- it operates

. think otherwise is to invert the relation between means an dn.

lAscussion to this point ,las focused on "social well-llein;"

as a nlannilw objective. 'The "Straw Ian" (later. Techcom) research

was aineC at aevisinq a 1anning methodology whereby this goal

rii,Tht be al,broached, and while their final report (Technical Committee

1974) has been received, it still awaits critical evaluation,. This

is the "affibitious" nrograi and doubtless it should be supplemented
11

by other cognate research. 4 second and complementary level of

research is the "modest" program of developing and refining the

methodoliogy of social irlpact assessment. here it is argued that

use'ul 1or, can be carried on even assuring that "social well-
45

heing" remailt 1cateuory of erect rather than of cause. While

the 1mger-teril 'nal of nor:rtative social planninq should, he pursued,

-iore inmediate.and leqitimato' is one crnsiderinq social concerns

in the\relation of effects. Pro(ss on this level of analysis

tAke nnnw.ledfle rase on Wh1Ch to advance thn

-10ro an:)itinus -,rnyram: What is wanted at tnis stage then is a

concert,m: and coordinatnJ 'ror!ram of r6sare'l in social impact

oa-Lliri- that proram, it is necessary

to review a rvinrer of seeHin- to :,tai d in ,its way.
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4. The analytic problem. Critics have argued that the legis-

lation on which SIA, is based is not "analytically sound," and indeed,

such legislation generally prescribe an ill- defined procedure for

analyzing social dmpiacts without ever addressing substantive issues.

Agency guidnce has been correspondingly vague, and often promulgated

Without serious feagtbility testing. Any degeni Professional

standards of adequacy must contribute to solving the analytic

'problem of SIA. At a minifium this means the problem of knowledge

must be seen as a whole and be seen in context. Holistically, the

analytic problem is one of 'mutual causal rq.jAtions with social

factors standing as causes as well as effects. It is highly inter-

active, in the sense that responsiveness to change becomes a causal

factor in ,tracing out higher-order consequences. Contextually, SIA

can be said to qpcur on levels of policy, program and project impact.

'Analysis proper to one is frequently misdirected towards another,

although the theee are (or ought to be) closely interrelated.

A good e4mple of this is. the case cf Locks & Dam 26, where what

was reallat issue was a question of national transportation
4

policy--nota local replacement projectopose local effects were

piactically,negligible.

If the analytic situation of SIA is fraught with complexity,

however, counsels of pe ection--Perfee't knowledge, perfect
A.

consensus, and so on--are definitely misplaced. If SIA.is to
.

become an operational planning methodology it must be made workable.

An incremental strategy of inquiry is perhaps the only one

47
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. supportable at present levels of study effort. The implication of

this is that substantial basic research is required outside the

operational context of,mission-oriented agencies such as the Corps.

Orders of magnitude improvements in the state of the art are required

for developing the methodology of SIA. Presently we have arrived

t a stage of methodological inventor'ing; beyond that lie codifi-

cation and translation to actual user needs. Systematic work on

these lines is ba'rely discernible, even to the extent of fully

assimilating methodological developments in causal modeling,

social indicators, cross-impact analysis, etc. already extant.

Equally, the prOblem of science-building in this area implies the

cumulation of social science knowledge, its fast retrieval and

flexible deployment. The intellectual and institutional apparatus

to support these operations are nowhere in existence.

A subset of the analytic problem of SIA may be termed the

"predictive problem." Unlikefe'valuation research, which gauges

ti

the effect of functioning programs, the analytic requirement for

SIA i, ,anticipatory research.. Its purpose is to predict and

evaluate the social effects of a policy, program or project while

it is still in the planning stag efore those effects have

occurred. In reference to public planning, the trick is to make

debisions that will look good in 50 or 100 years', allowing for

shifts in the evaluative criteria by which those decisions will be

adjudged. Hence the prediction of value change i integral

part of STA and the relevance of futures research should be obvious.

4
:j
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S. The problem of integration. If the problem of social

knowledge SIA must address is practically coextensive with that of

social science as a whole, its true proportions can be grasped

only in conjunction with those of economic and environmental

impact assessment. Together/they comprkse a generic "effect

, -assessment" process in which questions of resource conservation

and development, environmental preservation and enhancement, and

social progress and equity must be balanded. The methodological

integration of effect assessment--economic, soclalnd environmental

--is a fundamental "state of the art" problasieboth foracademic
r-0

social science and pragmatic societal guidance..

Here is an analytic problem of fundamental importance to a

number of disciplines and professions, one which expresses an

urgent "need to know" on the part of operating agencies as well.

It involves a generalization ofqcopomic analysis,. to interndlize

the "externalities" of social cost by means of Arginal utility

theory, input-output modeling and benefit-cost analysis. At the

most general level, it implies a solution to the long-standing quest

for a general welfare function. It involves a broadening of en-

vironmental impact assessment methodologIessto encompass significant

features of the human environment. It further involves application

of cicision theory in an effort t "compare incommensurables" within

iaframework of multiobjective planning. It calls for a "socialization".

of the methodology of technology assessment and for the methodologi-

cal integration of all these in a general planning methodology.
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Foremost among the methodological innovations required, is a

unified/analytic framework for comining interdisciplinary approaches
4

and a comprehensive accounting scheme for "comparing incommensurables."

Attempts at extending the present boundar s of benefit-cost analysis

or enlarging h PPBS framework have grossly underachieved theSe aims.

While the ultimate solution will approximate the general utility
-function long sought by welfare economists, some partial solutions

appear possible in the generalization of input-output Modeling, in

decision theoretic applications such as multiple-attribute utility

theory (MAUT), in energetics and elsewhere. SIA must actively

participate oi.n these methodological approhches, whereas today we

find it thoroughly submerged in hyphenhtect appendices that are

vastly more economic and environmental than "socio-.."

6. Tiesystem problemJust-a-s-&-Itr-dges-ubsist in an

intellectual vacuum, neither does it *eside in a social one: The

"environment" of -SSA is' densely populated by°actors-in a maze of

overlapping and intersecting systems: the-Congressional system,

the agency system, the legal system, he professional, system, the

consulting system and the planning system:, to Mention only the most

prominent among them. The basic question here is how to institute,
11;tothe."SIA system" as a working part in th total systemic context.
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Bor examp a frequent comple is that SIA is mainly a

rationalization for project justifica n after key plan g

decisions have been already made. To counteract this unfortunate

tenden8 so the argument runs, SIA must be moved forwaroilin the

'planni g process so as to influence problem identification and the

formulation of alternative plans. Conversely, at the end of the

P
planning process the need is for validation studies of social pre-

,dictions and for.reassessments of social'impact situations that

continue to change as longer-run and higher-order-effects are

experienced. The logical conclusion to the SIA process would be

a system of continuous monitoring as a permanent fixture in long-

range comprehensive planning information systems.

Along with the institutionalization of SIA in the planning

'prOcess goes a related question of professionalization. Acquiring

competence in SIA means some reorientation of professional attitudes

towards applied social science and personal adjustments to work

situations and wo g conditions that are far from professionally*c

ideal. The typical IA study is one of short duration, meager

unding and low priority( A "conscientious withdrawal of

efficiency" (as Veblen phrased it) would not be surprising under

the circumstances and has occurredin some instances, leaving open

the question of who, if not reputable professionals, will perform

these needed studies. One distressing answer is subprofessionaidi,

and indeed there is some evidence for staffing being done on these

depressed levels. SociolOgical technicians can. play a vital

supporting roAe in assessment teaM activities, but hardly the lead.
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Not only, do professional attitudes need adjusting to the

reality situation of STA; that'qituation must itself be adjusted

towards accommodating. md6 fully i5rofessional standards' of

competence and excellence. The overriding standard of SIA practice

should be no different--and no.less--than in comparable assessments

of economic and environmental impacts. Nothing-less should be asked;

nothing less will suffice.

I have directed my remarks towards clarifying the general

situation affecting SIA as regards goal structures and research

settings in the belief that getting the right, answers depends

crucially on getting the questions right. If any single conclusion

. emerges, it is thatthe problem of SIA must be engaged on a broad

front and in concert with others in the planning situation. Solving

the analytic problem of STA entails the creation of a social pro-

cess'as well as the generation of analytic.systems. A major reason

why the problem of knowledge remains intractable is th have

scarcely begun working through this process. More generally, the

Federal, interest in has been faint and the Federal investment,

sli On'this res4rch topic as on others, a system of "research-
°

,by-objectives" seems imperative. It implies, among other things,

the fuller institutionalization of SIA in scientific research and

professional practice. If we concede a clear and present "need'

to know" in this area, then it follows we require a heavier

concentration of resources and a higher density of activity to solve

the analytic problem of SIA.
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'ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Without question:the major impetus to SIA has been passage of the National En-

vironmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA). As practiced to date, environmental im-

pact assessment under NEPA has slighted a critical "human" dimension. The,fol-

lowing pages explore possibilities for "socializing" this vital center of SIA.

The Humanistic Coefficient

Environmental impact assessment is nothing if it is not an effort to engage the'

human--that is, social--consequences of environmental modifications.' Those con-

sequences are themselves tike products of actions by human agents. As Harvey

(1972: 325) observes, "The sensibilities of mankind cannot remain permanently

immune from the environmental changes man is bringing about through his own ac-

tions. It is, therefore, salutary to remind ourselves occasionally that 'the

long-range question is not so much what sort of environment we want, but what

sort of man we want." That social impacts are- what are really at stake in pn-

virionmental impact assessment is cogently argued by Pattison (1974: 4):

Apy asses-rent of environmental impact--to be meaningful--must necessar-:

ily be built upon assumptions as to public -attitudes -as well as on tech-

nical findings. Our benchmarks for clean air, clean water, or clean

streets have less to do with a definable "degree above zero" than with

what various members of the public consider acceptable or attainable.

No matter ho,, accurately the probability and magnitude of, -say, certain

fish kills are quantified, the impact of such kills is essentially sub-

jective, loaded with emotional factors not amenable to cost -value analy-

sis. It is the impac't of a particular set of findings or predictions on

the minds of men--not the. impact of the pollutant on the environment per

se--that is our key unknown.

-Thus-it Would-appear that- those xesponsibLe for_environmental

studies really should begin with attitude measurement in the affected

.communities. This might well call for a scientific opinion profile of

a rgpresentative sample of citizenry to determine their levels of con-

cern for changes In the environment, good or bad, from the standpoints

of health, economics,- recreation and aesthetics

Onl. with such a public opinion study at hand can the significant impact

of robable environmental changes be fgrecast. . . . Without such an

analysis to set a baseline for an impact study, the findings of scien-

tists and engineers will never satisfy the ecologists, the anti-ecolos-

gists, or the-folks who pay the bills.

'The quote is from Robert Sommer. Similarly, The New York Tines of 17 April

1972 quotes a congressman, "I like wildlife and fish lifeand animal life, but

mainly the environment exists for human life, and we are improving the environ-

ment for human life."
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The social definition of environmental quality underscores a reciprocity of hu-
man environment and human experience. It is the socialenvironment which is our

,experience and expression. Environment is the carrier of human value; it is

shaped to human purpose. "Envicinmenta0 quality" must therefore resolve to
"quality of the human environment." Correspondingly, the aim and achievement -
of environmental planning and management must be to,enlarge and enhance the
quality of life. A good deal of the intellectbal work required of social sci
entists at this point is to effe'ctively formulate these "quality Of life" cri-
teria and to accurately gauge their indicators. Both are needed, to deepen
conceptual meaning and refine operational measurement. NEPA affords the Oper-
ational context in which this social knowledge and social researchican make a
Positive connection. Tile environmental. hmpagt assessment protess it establishes
is p powerful social technology for regulating the human causes and consequences

. -of environmental modifidation.

The Social Orientation of IfEPA

The social orientation of NEPA is found in its stated purpose to "encourage pro-
ductive and enjoyable harMony between man and his environment and stimulate the
health and welfare of man. . . ." NEPA further recognizes "the profound imOact
of man's activity on the interrelations of all components of the rvatural environ-
ments" and prescribes the use of "all practicable means and measures . . . to

create and maintain conditions iiider which man and nature can exist in productive
harmony and fulfill the social,T5conomic and other requirements of present and
future generations'of Americans." The means and measures cited, including those
"which will insure that presently unquantified environmental amenklaties and values
may be given appropriate consideration," entail an interdisciplinNY approach VW
insure the integrated use of natural and social sciences . . . in decision- making

,which may have an iMpacton man's environment." While distinctively "social" im-
lipacts have tended to be imglicit, indirect.and qualitative under these provisions,
'Recent 'admihistrotive regulations and legal interpretations have broadened and
deepened the social concerns admissi440 and the social content required under NEPA
(Savatsky 1974; Francis 1974). Three main provisions in NEPA seem especially per-

,

tinent to socially oriented impact assessment: (I) designation of the "human en-
vironment," (2) "interdisciplinary approaches''!and (t3 "indirect. effects."'

(1)A broadened concept of."environment" which enco asses its human dimension
enters into official definitions, e.g. "The environment in this case includes
both the-natdral envi.rot5ment and the social and economic envi'ronment' Depart-

ment of Agriculture 1973: 31937). More broadly still, "Environment is of de-

fined in NEPA or in the CEQ Guidelines. However, it is clea'r from Sec ion 102

to the Act and elsewhere that the term is meant to be interpreted broadly to in-
s.

elude physical, social, cultural*, and aesthetic,dimensions.I

1(Department of Housing and Urban Development 1973: 19183). "Examples of envi-

ronmental considerations are: air and water quality, erosion control, natural haz-
ards, land use planning, site selection and design,, subdivision development, con-
servation of flora and fauna, urgan congestion, overcrowding, displacement and re-
location res;Itinn from public or private action or natura4 disaster, noise pollu-
tion, urban blight, code violations and building abandonment, urban sprawl, urban
growth policy, preservation of cultural resources, including 'properties on the Na-
tional Register of Historic Places, urban design and the quality of the built en-
yironment, the impact Of the environment on people and their activities."
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The Department of Housing and Urban Development (1973: 19183) outlines "exist?$ --/

social environment" in these categories:

a. Community facilities and services. Description (general description,

location, responsible body, relation of capacity to existing deu6nd)

of school, park; recreational and cultural, police and fire and health

facilities servicing the site and area.
b. Employment centers and commercial facilities servicing'the site and

area.
Character of community. Socioeconomic and racial characteristics.

d. Other. Not included in above categories.

(2). For the first 'time NEPA has provided an effective means for enforcing stand-

ards of environmental quality across traditional boundaries of political juris-

diction, agency operation and disciplinary affiliation. But'increasingly, Fede-

ral enactments and agency procedure; call for the assessment of the economic, so-

cial and environmental impacts of public policies, programs and projects. This

overall "effect assessment" process is intended to make possible the rational

choice among means for achieving multiOle goals. It is aimed at creating an an-

alytic framework of comprehensive and multiobjective planning. As in NEPA, in-,

terdisciplinary collaboration between natural and social scientists is implied

as a condition for performing this operation. The methodological integration of

assessment procedures is a major challenge to economists, social scientists and

environmentalists alike.

(3) A further point of entry for social impact assessment concerns the assessment

of "indirect" or Ysecondary, impacts." "Primary impacts "' are defined as "those

that can be attributed dlrectly to the proposed action" (Environmental Protection

Agency 1975: 27). CEQ guidelines (1972: 12) require that "Secondary or indirect,

as well as primary or direct, .consequences for the environment should be included

in the analysis:"

Many.major Federal actions, in particular those that involve the construc-

tion or sing of infrastructdre investments (e.g., highways, airports,

sewer systems water resource projects, etc.), stimulate or induce second-

ary effects in he form of associated investments and changed patterns of

social and econo is activities, or through- changes in natural conditions,

may often be even more substantial than the primary effects of the.origi-

nl action itself. For example, the effects of the proposed action on

population and growth may be among the more significant secondary effects.

Such population and growth impact shoul -d be estimated if expected to be

significant . . . and an assessme t made 6C,the effect of any possible

changes in population patterns or growth upon the resource'base, includ-

ing land use, water, and public s yes, of the area Pri question.

Similarly, EPA (1975: 27)` defines "seco dary impacts" as indirect or induced

.changes;,"If the action invplves the construction of a facility, the secondary

impacts would include the environmental impacts related,to: (i) induced changes

i n the pattern of land use, population density .and related effects on air and

water quality or other natural resources; (ii) increased growth at a faster rate

than planning for or above the total level planned by the existing coMmunm."

While the secondary impacts are referred to as environmental impacts incident

to changes in land use, population density end growth, usually they are con-

strued as socioeconomic effects (e.g. Soil ConservationService 1973: 31913).

5 zr;
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For example, DOA (1973: 31926), prescribes that the implications, if any, of the
action on population distribution or concentration should be objectively esti-
mated and an assessment made of the probable effects of such changes in popula-
tion patterns upon the resource bases, including land use, and public services
of the area in question. Include also, economic impacts,on employment, unem-
ployMent, changes in local culture, social and other economic factors."

Social Impact Assessment under NEPA

We have seen that there is some kind of charter, if not an outright "mandate,"
under NEP1 to examine and anticipate social, impacts. Occasionally this is em-
bodied in d'ency regulations, e.g. "Identify, analyze, and discuss the full
range of social, physical, and biological factors which -change as a result of
direct or indirect 'effects of the proposal" (Department of Agriculture 1973:
31'926); "Both long- and shorlt-range implications ofdgproposed action to man,
his physical and social surroundings, and to natur e to be evaluated . . .

the degree of public interest, potential controversy, urban or rural setting,
and econdmic and social i4mpacts should be assessed" (Soil Conservation Service.
1973: \31910, 31912); "The environmental impact statement process should be used
to explore alternative actions that will avoid or minimize adverse impacts and
to evalute both the long and short term implications to man, his physical and
.social surroundings and to nature" (Department of Transportation 1973: 30216)
The latter spells out social impact assessment in some considerable detail (pp.
'30224-25):

Impacts of the proposed action on the human environment involving com-
munity disruption and relocation. (1) The statement should include a
description of probable impact sufficient to enable an unde.rstanding
of.the extent of the environmental and social impact of the project
alternatives and to consider whether relocation problems can be prop- .
erly handled. This would include the following information obtainable
by visual inspection of the pr6posed affected area and from secondary
sources and community sources when available.

(a) An ,estimate of the households to be displaced including the
family characteristics (e.g., minorities, and income levels, tenure,
the elderly, large families).

.(b) Npact on the huTian environment of an action which divides or
disrupts an established cbmmunTty, including, where pertinent, the ef-
fect of displacement on types of families and individuals affected, ef-
fect of streets cut off; separation of residences from community facil-
ities, separation of residential areas.

(c) Impact on the neighborhood and housing to which relocation is .

likely to talee place (e.g., lack o sufficient housing for large fam-.
iljes, doubling up).

(d) An estimate of tne businesse fo be displaced, and the gene-,

ral effect of business dislocation on the economy of the community.
(e) A deSinitimon of reloeatron housing in the ,area and the abil-

ity to provi8r,ddequate reloca-tion housing for the types of families
to be displaced.

7
Other social impacts. The general- social groups specially benefitted
or harmed by the proposed action should be identified in the statement,

,
-

.including the following:
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(1) Particular effects of a proposal on the elderly, handicapped, non-
drivers, transit .dependent, or minorities should.be described to the extent

reasonably practicable. .

\ (2) Now the proposal will facilitate or inhibit theig- access to jobs,
educational facilities, religious institutions, health and welfare services,

recreational facilities, social and cultural facilities, pedestrian move-

ment facilities, and public transit services.

Judicial reviews have developed some legal precedent for considering social impact

assessment under NEPA. Chelsea Neighborhodd Associations v. U. S. Postal Service

(7 ERC 1707) found NEPA not satisfied by an EIS on a proposed Vehicle Maintenance

Facility that did not adequately consider housing aspects. Tierrasanta Community

Council v. Richardson (6 ERC 1065) considered the EIS "did not adequately consider

the psychological and sociological effects of the proposed youth facility on,fam-.

-Hies residing in the conimunity 'adjoining the proposed facility, surrounding prop-

erty values, the character of the adjoining residential neighborhoods, or the ed-

ucation of elementary school children 'attending a school adjacent to the facility."

The ecological effect of the proposed federal youth facility in the El-liott

Community isrio-t- significant, but the effect of a youth facility on the
human environmenein a planned residential ,area in close proximity to a

proposed elemeRtary school site is so significant_ that an agency decision

to the contrary is so questionable as to render it arbitrary and.capri-

cious.

In Scherr v. Volpe (4 ERC 1435) it ish.e...4.1...that "Through the enactme of these
,,

procedural requirements the Congress has not only permitted but has ompelled the

responsible federal 'agencies. to take environmental, values into accou t. . ,.. Not

only must the'environmental consequences of a particular action be c hsidered, but

Section 102 requires also that these consequences be wei.ghed and bal nced against

other considerations, such as financial or social, which may be invo ved." Hanley.

v. Mitchell (4 ERC 1152) and Lathan v. Volpe (.'ERC 1487) both requir demogra-

phic effects be assessed where the proposed project could reasonably be projected

to impact significantly on 'ocal populations: On the other hand, Life o the Land

v. Brinegar found no parallel in plaintlffs' claim that runway extension w Id

cause an increase in tourists becoming permanent residents detrimental to the

"quality of life" in Honolu)u, and in Nucleus of Chicago Homeowners v. Lynn (6

ERC 1094) Justice Hoffman turned back residents' efforts to prevent the constrtic-

tion of low income housing in their neighborhood with the observation that

Prognosticating human behavior and analyzing its consequences on the en-

'
vironment is an especially difficult, if not impossible task. Sociology,

a discipline attempting such prediction, has not yet attained the stage

of an exact science. By its very nature, it relies upon general conclu-

sions drawn from average propositions based on sample data. The differ-

ent expert conclusions that may be drawn from the.s me data is evident

'\' not only in the evidence before this court, but in t e literature of,the

social sciences. As such, these conclus-lons are not very persuasive in

a court of law. 1.

More specifically,

57
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It is the court's conclusion that the evidence does., not support the prop-
osition that prospective tenants of public hou.sing will'significantly af-
fect the environment. The evidence does not support the allegation in
the complaint of differing socio-economic characteristics of the plain-
tiffs as contrasted with prospective tenants of public housing. There
is no evidence to support the plaintiffs' allegations that prospective
tenants of public housing are more likely to engage in anti-social con-
duct than present community residents. Indeed, there is little, if any,
evidence of-the social characteristics of the individual plaintiffs, none
having testified. ThuOthe proposed construction of the housing units
will not significantly affect the environment and the defendents' action
in filing a negative impact statement was nit in violation of the National
Environmental Protection (sic) Act.

As to the actual social science content of EISs, Friesema and tulhane (1974: 4-5)
make the following points:

1. The most likely social impacts to be discussed in any EIS are the eco-
nomic benefits to be derived from the pvoject, or a calculation of de-
mand or need for such a project. The modal economic "justification"
is an unelaborated statement that the project or proposal will lead to
some kind_of increased economic activity; since the statement is un-.
elaborated, one can often infer that the statement represents an as-
sumption, rather than the result of rational evaluation.

Needless to say, we view calculations concerning social ,impacts which
are presented without reference to the ways in which they were derived,
as being of little use.

2. Of course, for most of the (social impacts which are identified in en-
vironmental impact statements, there is notreal calculation of impact
to either use or attack.

3. While impact statements will occasionally discuss and propose amelio-
. rative or mitigative strategies to reduce the negative impacts upon

wildlife, parklandu air and waterlfuality, or aesthetics, which would
otherwise accompany a; project, we know of virtually no detailed plan
or programs, considered in-EIS's, to ameliorate or mitigate the neg-
ative social impacts which may accompany a project.

4. The analysit of social impacts in EIS's is likely to be devoid of rec-
ognizable theory. or is there, in our experience, any reasonable re-
view of the social science literature applicable to anticipating the
impacts of a,project.

5. There is usually little, if any, primary social research cAducted in

preparing EIS's on programs where major social impacts are likely. In

contrast, it is common to find natural science studi s reported in
EIS's which were cbnducted in preparing the EIS, were directly re-
lated to the proposal or project.

5-
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6. Certaim important social impacts of major federal actions are largely
taboo subjects for public documents such as EIS's,`even though they

may be important considerations in agency decision-making.' These

would include certain political consideration, a1nd often any mea-

sures of differential social impacts among status, class or cultural

groups. cia

7. All the social science which appears in an EIS is marshalled as Pro-..'

ject justificati,e2, as if the EIS were an advocacy statement, and

operates within the basic assumption, that the project (or a very sim-,

ilar, acceptable,alternative), is surely desirable.
":.,,. ..

They conclude, "in \fiew orthe wide and expanding range of 'major federal actions'

for which environmental impact statements are prepared, which seem likely to have.-

significant social impacts,:the.social consequences which are actually considered

11 d discussed in EIS's are Very limited and narrow" (p. h). In accounting for -

this paucity of social science content, Friesema and Culhane (1974: 6) advance

four reasons:

1. The EIS process, by law and common understanding, gives higher weight

to impacts on air, water, land, and ecological systeMs.than to social

impacts. The emphasis is, and will continue to be upon evaluating im-

pacts on the natural environment. While some of us may look wishfully

at the statutory language discussing the "human environment," the CEQ

guidelines, agency regulations implementing NEPA, and the settled law

of NEPA suggest that evaluations of social impacts are likely to con-

tinue to'be add-ons in the EIS process.

2. The backgrouhd and inclination of agency decision-makers, their staffs,

agency EIS writers., and even the consultant groups are not iii the so-

cial sciences, but in the natural sciences. These people are freq-,

uently unaware and unappreciative of systematic social science.

3. Agencies value and need to preserve myths that their activities serve

an undifferentiated public interest. Thus it would be pure pOitical

dynamite for them to publicly debate the merits of providingwme pos-

itive values to some groups, at the expenseof other groups. '..:We.can

anticipate that many of the most consequential social impacts of ma-

jor government actions will,continue to be undefined or only'luzzily

alludedeo, in EIS's.

4. For many of'the anticipated social impacts of major projects, there

are serious epistemological or other research,complexities which make .

it difficult or impossible for social scientists to give very preci'

or 'useable predictions of social consequences,.

The MethodMogy of Social Impact Assessment

This last point leadeLdirectly to the chief impediment to instituting and im-

' plementing a systematic procedure of social impact assessment: operational

methodol)gy. Social impacts might be more heavily weighted, agency personnel

less grAging and more responS'ive'rb differential impact assessment were social

'59
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scientists more dexterous and adept in practicing the art of social impact assess-
ment. While it is problematic as to what is cause and what effect (just as in the
analytic situation of SIA itself), that seems a reasonable hypothesis for working
toward the desired result. At the same time, generalization of existing assessment

4P methodologies for economic and environmental impacts can greatly facilitate the
"state of the art" improvements needed. While results to date have been meager,I
some lines of methodological development such as input-output modeling (Isard and
others 1969) appear to hold promise. Mainly though it will be a matter of self-
help, and here again some appreciable progress can be noted (FiRsterbusch and Wolf
1976). In any case the overriding criterion must be the level, of scientific qual-
ity expected and demanded on the environmental side of EIS prepaation. Nothing

less should be-asked; nothing less will suffice.

,

For aI representative sampling of.environmerital impact assessment methodologies
.

see Warner and Preston (1974). A disappointing attempt to generalize on EES (En-
vironmental Evaluation System) uethodology (Dee arld others 1973) is reported in
Baker,. Dee and Finley (.1974).
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NEPA, Sociologists and Succession: A Position Paper

by

William R. Catton, Jr.
' Washington State University

The Ad Hoc Committee on Environmental Sociology, like the rest of our

profession .(and even most of the rest of our species) has permitted itself to

remain myopic in its response to the situation now confronting humanity. Yet

it is from this situation that our mandate arose.

The mandate of this committee was stated in a resolution passed by the

197 A. business meeting and subsequently approved by the Council. It

/as co eyed to us in the Executive Officees letter inviting us to servilas

committee members. We were instructed ",to develop -guidelines for sociological

contributions to environmental impact statements."

Environmental impact statements are required by law to be included in

"every recommendation or report on proposals for4egislation and other major

Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment..."

In all our correspondence and discussions to date,-it seems to me we as a

committee have overlooked the very issue that would tend to generate the most

fundamental. guideline of all. In Part I of this paper I mean to show why we

must question the connotations of the word "impact" as used in the National

Environmental, Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) and in disucssipns, documents, and

actions consequent thereto. In Part II, I will=go on to show what can be

learned from examining the most valiant effort so far made by many governments

to curb manmade environmental change. Finally, in Part III, I will suggest the .

nature of the distinctively sociological inputs called for by these considerations.

q. Succession: Reaction Rather Than Impact

According, to my dictionary, the noun "impact" is defined as "1. a striking

-'-t5,-9,r; violent contact; collision. 2. the force of a collision; shock." ,

According to my pocket thesaurus, the word "impScelis associated with such

approximate,synonyms as "clash, collision, encounter, shock, brunt, crash,

bump," and with 'charge, onset; percussion,-concussion." In neither referen e

source does there appear to be'any connotation of sustained, long-term, indtect,..

ramified, latent, incipient or insidious effect.

Thus, by acquiescing in the use of the word "impact", this (committee seems

to have joined t4e authors of NEPA in assuming (presumably no less unwittingly

than uncritical) 50 that the environmental and social side - effects of purposive

federal'projects are inherently short-term and direct. Moreover, we have im-

plicitly accepted the unstated premise that the "impact" of a proposed.pro ect

or policy can be assessed by reference to particularized environmental cont ts°

and segments of our society, without regard for global trends or the comprehen-,

sive situation of our species now and tomorrow. -

Instead, I gubmit, the ,beginning of wisdom in the'modern world consists

of recognition that a human-dominated biosphere is inexorably undergoing a

process of global succession. Actions and public policies whose unwanted

6,3
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side-effects would have been negligible in the context of low density popula-
tion using nineteenth century technology have lost their disregardability
precisely because the density of population and the Power of technology have
increased so much.

"Succession" is a word that has been used too,superficialty in sociological
literature. An essential component of succession is the effect of organisms
upon their habitat; ecologists call this effect "teaceion" (Clements, 1916:
79-80). Sociologists misconstrued the concept of reaction rightlrom the start;
e.g., Burgess (1928: 112) wrongly took the word to mean resiste to.invasion.
What ecologists mean by this term is more nearly what we should have had in mind
when we got into the unfortunate habit of referring to environmental side-effecls
of human actions by the inadequate label "impact.". Reaction refers to the fact
that any pbOnation of organisms inevitably produces changes it ,its habitat LI
the very process of using it. This modifying effect of organisMs upon habitat,
unless offset by opposite reactions from other kinds of organisms, must eventually
diminish the habitat's carrying capacity for th artl'cular species or aSsociatidn
producing the cbange. Reaction is not only uninten tional, it is,cumulative. It

may be gradual and synergistic. "Impact" connotes none of these attributes.

The significance of reaction as a component process in succession can be
understood by contrasting succession with its absence. SuccesSion is absent
from a "climax community" (Kormondy, 1969:,158-9). A climax community comprises
a combination of species that oan successfully outcompete any alternative com-
bination that might otherwise exist in its place. A cliptai;community can only
exist when the assortment of niches within the'community isrsuch that the en-
vironmental effects of their occupants are mutually complementaryland the popu- ..

lation in each niche is kept stable as a result of influences upon each popdla-
tion by other populations in the other niches. The climax community is an
intliced and self-perpetuating community, equilibrated in various ways. In
it, example, the organic fixation of carbon by photosynthesis (what ecolo-
gists mean by-"production") is in balance with the return.of oxidized carbon
to the atmosphere by "respiration." i

Most communities are not climax communities. They undergo continual
ch nge wherein one species is progressively replaced by another. Even more
em hatically, most human communities (at least in the modern world) cannot be
cli x communities. Certainly in modern urban-industrial societies photosyn-

.

thetic production does not match total respiration (augmented by combustion
of fossil fuels). As a creator and user of technology, man's efforts to do
the very things for which his species has special aptitudes have the in6scapable
effect of fostering this imbalance. Human ascendancy thus undermiheS itself.

But dominance has been self-terminating in various associations of non-
human species, too. NEPA has made reaction (alias "impact") seem more unprece-
dented and strictly human than it really is. An orderly and directional process
of community transformation results from.modification of the habitat by'the
biotic co unity that exists in it at a given time. As the habitat changes,
the assoctation of plants and animals it will support must change. Succession
is the pOcess of change from one community type to another, and some sociolo-

)---
gists have recognized it as such (Park, 1936; Park and Burgess, 1921: 554;
Mukerjee,. 1932).
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AP
A minimal form of succesS'ion happens when a more effectively adapted /-

species replaces a competitor that is less effectively adapted toithe,same
niche. A moreldrastic form of succession happens when, as a habitat undergoes

change due to,its use by its cupants it becomes less suitable for some types

of organisms that once prospere in it, and they are progressively replaced by

other types betts.r../adapted.to th changed conditions wrought by their prede-

cegsors,.

Sociologists have neglected the more drastic form of succession., Insofar

as the interests of sociologists have turned toward processes they hale labeled

succession, their c cern has been for such examplesas_the displacement of one

ethnic group by ano er in some neighborhood of a city or in an occupational

stratum (Cressey, 1 8; Hollingshead, 1938; Lind,!1938). Important as the

social .repercu_ssions may 46, and traumatic as the experience may be for some

of the individuals involved in the process, this represents the minor form of

succession. The more comprehensive, form is a process that can now be recog-

nized inhuman experience on a global scale, as, 'for example, supertanker
traffic is helping destroy the world's fisheries.

The entire sequence of community types characteristic of a given site

is what ecologists call a "sere", and the developmental steps in this process

of community succession are "seral stages" (Odum, 1971: 251). The key idea

involving this cluster of concepts is that most biotic communities are subject

change because they do change the characteristics of their own environments.

Succession is a very -common (and virtually inescapable) ecological process. It'

happens to human communities as well as to animal communities and plant commu-
* ni ies (Clements, 1916.. 3).

Man h imagined Himself to be more unlike other mammals than he really

As In the tuentiAacentury, man's response to his own \increasing numbers

clo ely paralleled-tlee response patterns typical of other mammal species (Rus-

sell and Rdssell, 1968). Mankind is part of the animal kingdom;\ The human

species is as dependent as the rest of the animal kingdom upon the\plant king-

dom (Sears, 1957). As human numbers have increased, an increasing fraction of

the plant kingdom's total productivity has been diverted from feeding,other

animals to feeding man or e animals'man uses. One ecologist has estimated

this fraction,as one-ei of tjlie net production of all the world's land

areas, and thi,s does pot includman's use of vegetable fibers, timber, etc.

(Odum, 1971: 55). Thus, with only three ItiorWoublings of his numbers, man
and his domestic animals would be consuming everything else that grows on all

the continents and'all the islands of the world, and eating it all just as

fast as it could be grown and harvested.

.

SAlice man began to shift from hunting and gathering
I,

to agriculture, some

10,0009tears ago, he'has g513.teciably altered the structure of the worldWide

lieb'of fife. He has tremendously i reased.the fraction of that web that con-

sists or hjiman fiestiv and the+ fracti n of it that consists of other organisms

he consumes. In only about 400 huma,n generations -- a short time in an evolu-

tionary perspective the hum poplilation has doubled nine or ten times. Nine

doublings amounts' to a..huge Increase, for 29 = 512: Since the dawn of agriculture,
.

the world
Icis human population hds.tfub increased at least'five-hundredfold and

prossply a thousandfold. Together with enormous technological progress, such

growl- in human numbers implies immensely magnified poiwer of human activities

to producen-additional changes in thv h'iosphere and -its geochemical substrate.
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Worldwide, as human numbers continue to increase, the effort to divert
to human use still larger fractions of the annual .produce of photosynthesits
becomq more and mole unavoidable. Yet, obviously;,the least difficult diver-
sions must generally have been the first to be achieved. So, as the fraction
already diverted to human use becomes larger, the difficulty of diverting still
more to human use becomes greater, and reaction upon the environment becomes
more severe.

From the early nineteenth century onwards, new tools and new techniques
gave man, increased power to outcompete other members'of the animal kingdom in
consuming the products of the plant kingdom's life processes. Accordingly,

human numbers increased more rapidly than ever; two of those nine or ten
doublings during the 100 centuries since the dawn of agricultor occurred in
the one and ,a half centuries since mechani'zed agriculture began becoming the
dominant mode of sustenance production.

V

Notable events of the twentieth century have simply` accelerated a fate
that began to overtake mankind about eight Centuries ago. It-was about that
long ago that our species commenced using any appreciable quantity of fossil
fuel (stored left-overs from phkatosynthesis.in the Carboniferous era). The

postwar population explosion and the explosive increase of technology have
been only the most recent means of that acceleration. We all naively welcomed
the technology, oblivious of its reactive effects, and when the tert "population
explosion" became common, it was too often taken to signify only a short-term
occurrence, merely a bothersome part of the ltAacy of Wirld War II. It is

ortant to recognize that the exknential increase of human numbers was not
nea ly that recent. The increase in 'the world's human population by five-
hu dredfold (or more) since Neolithic times, has foreclosed many options.,
Pr occupation with just the mut. recent doubling of world populationds to

'obs ure the fact that even if a growth rate of zero were somehow adieved soon,
the lanet is already inhabited by many mor- people than it was able to

ort in its pre-manmade condition.

Until about eight hundred years ago, an communities had relied, almost

entirely on organic sources of energy -- ant fuels and animal muscle power --

supplemented very modestly by the energy of moving air and flowing at r

(Hubbert, 1969; 158). All of hese en= gy sources were self-renewin Man was

thus 1,iving within the earth'g urrent Income of solar energy -- not rom wisdom
but from ignorance of the burie. rea .re yet to be discovered. Hi ctivities

re almost entirely fueled by a small part of the organic, materials produced
ea growing season. These materials absorbed by photosynthesis only a small
frac ion of the unending inflow of solar energy.

Wh n the buried treasure began to be found (and its utility recognized),
man comma ted himself to the fatal error of supposing that his life could thence-'

forth be l'ved on a scale and at a pace commensurate with the rate at which
treasure wa discovered and unearthed. No regard for its total quantity, or

for the rate t which natural processes'might he replenishing it, seemed

necessary. ti

Shortsighte Homo sapiens took no notice of the fact that in building life-
styles based on combustion of coal (and later petroleum) he was beginning to live
on the earth's savings deposits. By withdrawing these savings he could 1j..7ve; for

PO-
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a while, on a grander scale-, 'The rate of withdrawal was misperceived as a

rise in income. This abyeal misunderstanding of what was actually being done

was epitomized by a jegaFranomaly, the oil depletionp4110wance. This venerable

loophole in the corporate income tax laws of the United.States permitted so-

called oil "producer!,:; to offset their taxable revenues by a generous percentage

on the pretext that.,;their earnings'reflected depletion of "their" crude oil

reserves. The t9y., writc-off was rationalized as an incentive to "production,"

t4&but itwas equilent to paying someone interest on the rate of withdrawal of

savings ratheA r than on the principal left in the bank.

Natu s depoJ?ts were vast, but not inexhaustible. As man developed

the technology that increased his to withdraw and spend th se savings,'

he itreased dramattcally the quantity of energy per capita per ye r available

to useful tasks. Eventually this increase led to reduced man ower require-

ments in agriculture. It also led to the development of many new occupational

niches for increasingly diversified human beings (Cottrell, 1955: 148-64). The

new niches depend on continuing to withdraw and spend the earth's savings.

When the withdrawable savings are tone, the niches will inevitably collapse.

The social ramifications of the partial collapse that is already resulting from

depletion of the most readily withdrawable deposits are unpleasant to contemplate.

But it should be the 4r4siness of this committee to point out that the Great

Depression was a mild preview.

One thing that kept mankind from seeing all this, andenabled'our species

to rush exuberantly into occupying niches that had to be temporary, was our '

ability to give ideological legitimation to occupations that made no senle.

ecologically. In America, under both major political parties, the military-

industrial complex helped obscure the fact that population was expanding to

fill niches that could not be permanent because they were founded upon the

use of prehistgric (and exhaustible) ghost acreage (Borgstrom, 1965; Carton,'

1974). As temporary niches proliferated, population increased to fill them.

As population grew, the rate of withdrawal of savings ,also grew. Moreover,

the growing technology gave man increased access to other deposits -- mineral

materials as well as stored energy. These offered enormous (but again,tempo-

rary) advantages over organic (a td pus renewable) materials.

If we are to understand wha now happening to us and to the world, we

must learn to see that process s a crescendo of human prodigality. The human

farifily, even if it ,li'ere soon to top growing, has committed itself to living

beyond its means (Borgstrom, 1969). As long as the savings have held out, we

have really been able to live it up! But the higher the rate of expenditure

to which we hive accustomed outsehes, the sterner the readjustment resource

depletirn will require.

'I. nisled by the tempor.lry aduiantages of prodigality we allowed the human
.-

tamily to multiply sc much that by now just three more doubl gs (about what

1:Britain has already experienced in the short time sin0Malt s) would mean

that all the net photosynthetic production on all the continTits and all the

islands on earth would have to`be used for supporting he human comMunity -7.

whose members would still be living at an abjectly "Unrdevei.oped" level.

Such total exploitation of an ecosystem by one dominant species has probably
,

never happened, and is almost surely not possible. For Home f4apiens,' it seems

doubtful that we can safely divert very much more than the al eady unprecedented

fraction.of" total photosvntheqP; to our uses.
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It should thus be apparent that.tbday's age of overpopulation is more
than just the unfortunate aftermath of a)nemoiable age of exuberant expansion

' into a New 1orld. It is, much more importantly, the ominous prelude to a monu-
mental, collapse. Nature must, inethe not far distant future, institute bank-
ruptcy proceedings against prodigal Homo sapiens. The imminence of thaeshow-
down really was why the United States Congress had to enact legislation such as
NEPA. The national policy' eclared by that law was meant to begin the process,
of venting this nation's portion of the only earth we have from being
rendered uninhabitable by its human passengers. Os purpose was no less Ulan
the arresting of global succession, even if it was rarely understood in such
terms. The'guidelines formulated by this committee will be of little signifi-
cance if they fail to point this out.

Mankind's excess numbers and ravenous technology have already brought us_

to.an ecological impasse. But man is not the first species to undergo resource
bankruptcy. When yeast cells are introduced into a wine vat, for example, they ,

find their ".New World" -- the moist, sugar-laden fruit mash -- abundantly endowed
with the resources they need for exuberant growth: But as their population
responds to this magnificent circumstances by an "irruption" or "bloom" (popula-
,tion explosion), the accumulation of their own fermentation products makes life
increasingly difficult (and miserable, if we permit ourselves to think of their
plight anthropomorphically). Eventually, they all die (and, to be anthropomor-1*
phic again, the coroner's reports would have to attribute this "crash" or "die-
off" to self-made "pollution").

Nature treated European man as man treats the yeast cells, by endowing
our New World with abundant buClexhaustible resources. Man responded,to this

-circumstance as the yeast cells'respond to the conditions in the wine vat.
When the earth's deposits of fossil fuels and mineral resources were being
laid down, Homo sapiens had not yet been prepared by evolution to take advan-
tage of them. As soon, as technology made it possible:Jot- mankind-to do' so,
we eagerly (and without foreseeing the ultimate conseq6nces) shifted to a
high-energy way of life. We "bloomed", and we must now expect the massive
die-off. Thecrashthattypicallyfollowsanirruptionisaver,_special (and
.unpleasant) version of the process of succession. It results from a population's
reaction upon, its habitat. We must realize at this seral pattern is what we
have been experiencing. We delude ourselves when we imagine we can avoid its
culmination. Guidelines from this committee ought to correct such delusion.

Eve the most sophisticated are prone to reassure themselves by insisting
full-scale die-off will not begin in our life time. This is probably an unwarranted
assumption but anyway there is an urgent need to begin facing some of irruptio,'s
more immediate social implications. Affluent Americaps deceived themselves, as
tragically_as they misled the rest of the world by parading theitobwm industrial
development as a preview of the future condition of the underdeveloped countries.
It would have been more accurate to reverse the pture. The revolution of
rising frustrations in underdeveloped countries became an undeniable obstacle'
to environmental maintenance when expressed vituperatively at the Stockholm
Conference in 1972 and still more so in Bucharest and Rome in 1974.

Economists have considered it normal to expect nations # "take off" into
sustained economic growth (Hagen,.1962). But the myth that "we did it, so you
can do it too" was a cultural export by the political and industrial missionaries
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of elop countires that may outweigh in its ultimate cruelty the inhumane
consequenc ss,of outright exploitation of colonial dependencies. Nations of the

so- called third World began to return that cruelty when their spokesmen used't.,

the World ood Conference in Rome as a forum for denouncing the industrial
i

nations, articularly,the United States, for allegedly causing famine conditions

derdeveloped countries. It was one thing to be an underdeveloped nation
in the eighteenth century when the world hAd no developed nations. It is quite

another thing today. When the developed nations were still underdeveloped

/

a d .

81just 'approaching their take-off point, European technology was just startin to

harness the energy stored in the earth during the past several hundred million

years. The sparsely populated New World had only recently been explored and
opened for exuberant settlement and exploitation. These conditions which made

take-off possible no longer prevail. The underdeveloped countries of Asia,

Africa, an Latin America in the twentieth century,cannot realistically' be -
expected to follow in the footsteps of-the underdeveloped nations of eighteenth
century Europe, now developed. Most of today's underdeveloped nations are
destined never to take off.

( ...

f

Hard as it is for the people and leaders of underdeveloped countries to
face that fact, they are not alone in finding it repugnant. tThe peoplOand
leaders of the affluent societies have also resited believing it (Cottrell,
1955: 110-11). Recognition that the world's poor will mostly stay poor will
destroy the comforting convict on of the world's privileged that their good
fortune is pardonable because '"in time, Others will catch up."

Nature's limiting factors will not clear most underdeveloped countries
for take-off. Worse yet, If many did somehow take off it would turn out to

augment global reaction and hasten the inevitable worldwide crash, now that

people are so numerous. Not only are there not enough 'of the substances

a developed human community has to extract from its habitat in the process of ,

living to permit a world of nearly four billion people to be all developed;

the capacity of-the world's oceans,_, continents, and atmosphere to absorb the

substances a developed human community has to "get rid of" is limited. Even

as'a waste disposal site, the biosphere is finite.

To this day, we mislead ourselves by using so bland a word as "pollution"

for this part of our plight. It is the plight of the yeast cells in the wine,

vat. Accumuration of the noxious and toxic extrametabolities of high-energy

civilization has now become a world problem. Too many people have not yet

seen, that it would become a world disaster if the benefits of modern industry

were bestowed as abundantly upon everyone in the underdeveloped countries as

they already have been upon the average inhabitant of the overdeveloped nations.

II: Efforts to Halt Suc.cession: The Test Case

Sociologists wishing to assess the possibilities for minimizing human

reactions Upon our habitat would be well advised to give close scrutiny to a

particular class of governmentaractions that have been explicitly intended

to avert succession. National parks provide a test case, though sociologists

concerned with "more serious" forms of human organization have tended to diS-

count their' sociological importance.
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National parks/have been established in many lands, partly as a result
of cultural diffusion from the United States where this extraordinary land-
management form ,444 invented. They are dedicated by their.respective govern-.
ments as sanctuaries in which human reaction on the local ecosystem is meant
to be held to a' minimum. On national park lands, humans as visitors rather
than inhabitants partake of special kinds of benefit and enjoyment. National
parks afford people edifying and re-creative contacts with more or less primeval
nature, exposure to a heritage from which they may derive a special awareness
of' man's part in the biosphere, and encounters with interpretive displays by
which they can pleasantly absorb knowledge of nature's ways.

The national park idea first took institutional form in 1872, when the
U. S. Congress passed an "Act of Dedication" establishing Yellowstone National
Park. In the national park systems of many countries since then, more than
under any other land-use regime, Homo sapiens began consciously evolving the.
self-regtraint that Aldo Leopold (1933) knew was mankind's only alternative to
habitat destruction. In 1969, Congressional passage of the National Environ-
mental Policy Act made.istart toward generalizing this self- restraint to man's
relation to the entire biosphere. Section 2 said die purp ses of that Act were:

To declare a national policy which will encourage productive
and enjoyable harmony between man and his environment; to
promote efforts which will prevent or eliminate damage to the
environment and biosphere and stimulate the health and welfare
of, man; to enrich the understanding of the ecological4systems
and natural resources important to the Nation...

But from examining some of mankind's experience with national parks we can see
that there is etason to doubt that the measures authgrized by NEPA (or any
feasible measures) can accomplish so ambititous a purpose as the elimination
of human damage to the biosphere'.

Most visits to m synational parks are recreational in the ordinary sense,
but for many visitors these heritage-preserving institutions contain the possi-
bility of illuminating the human condition in a very extraordinary way. In

New Zealand's Westland National Park, for example, a perceptive visitor driving
up the roa toward the retreating terminus of the Fox Glacier may observe,that
in the las mile as he emerges from the dense shade, of a mature rain forest of
.rimu and t tara into stands of, younger and smaller trees, he looks out onto an
area of tall gray shrubs, the mountain akeake. Beyond these he finds smaller
bushes of native broom and the dark green tutu. Past the area of shrubs, ko
within perhaps a hundred feet of the glacier, he sees grass and tufts of willow
herb, followed by rocks colonized only by mosses and lichens, and at last by
rocks too recently uncovered to be colonized at all. Knowing he is still just
a few hundred feet above sea level, the visitor may realize that these changes
of vegetation type cannot be due to altitude differences but result from the
different lengths of time the various parts of the valley have been exposed by
the melting glacial ice. °

In the park headquArters he can see this same gradient of vegetation types
represented in miniaturd in an eloquent table-top display, accompanidd by a
succinct and vivid explanation of succession. The area adjacent to the plastic-
simulated glacier terminus on this model represents the land most recently

I

40#
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vacated by the melting ice, and most recently colonized (by primitive species

of plants able to live on rocks rather than soil). A foot or so from these

pioneer plant specimens on the table-top model -- pd'rtaps several hundred feet

downstream in the real world -- is an area occupied by other plants that could

not take root until the pioneer species had modified the rocks. And so on.

The greater the distance,downstream from the glacier, the longer ,the time since

the area was uncovered and s'nce soil-building4egetation first began to occupy
it. The older the plant com unity on a given site, the more seral stages it
has gone through.

From viewing this exhibit; the visitor can come away with the knowledge
that pre-climax life forms cannot avoid enabling their successors to replace
them, because they inexorably alter their habitat in the process of using it.
Pondering what he has seen, the park visitor may sense the shortsightedness in

man's assumption that his own species is exempt from any such process.

In the same year as the Yellowstone centennial,'the United Nations was
obliged by concern for %Pie condition of our planet to convene the first world

Conference on the Human Environment. After a century of experience with national

parks, what the people and industries of all nations of the world were still

doing to the°9.9-plus percent of the biosphere outside these enclaties required

facing up to the most, important national park lesson, namely, that mankind

derives important benefits from ecosystems not dominated by man, benefits not

available from ecosystems man does, dominate.

The conference in Stockholm did not mean that human societies could,

should, or ever would make the whole world into a "public park or pleasuring

ground", but it did reflect the fact that to, protect ourselves from succession

we needed somehow to protect ourghabitat from ourselves.,

Homo sapiens was slow to learn that extraction of particular resources

from the earth can mean' destruction of our ultimately indispensable resource --

a self-renewing world. Within 200 miles of the place where, the national park

idea was conceived, there,had been gouged into the earth by the time of the

centennial a huge manmade' hole. Its edges were eating into the city it was

dug to support. Butte, Montana provides sustenance fir its people by under-

mining itself, extracting and selling metallic ore. The same principle applies

more subtly to the whole world.

The 1916 Act creating the National Park Service to administer the several
national parks then in existence assigned this new bd eau in the Interior De-
partment the task of conserving these specimen s tems. The parks were to

be managed so as to "provide for the enjoyment,of the same in such manner and,
by such means as will leave them unimpaired for the enjoymentkof future genera-
tions" ( }se, 1961), language copied in tip National Park Acts of other nations

sharing. the same ideal.

DICtionaries give tw$ related meanings for the word "enjoyment". One is

inclusive, the othersmore specific. The broader meaning of "enjoyment" is

"having the use or benefit of something; having as one's lot or advantage".
Within this broSder meaning the word can be more, specifically defined as
getting pleasure from". It,is'of course this narrower meahing that has been

applied to national parks; Yellowstone in 1872 was designated a "pleasuring _
ground ".
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The broader definition makes it apparent, though, that the task assigned
by Congress in 1916 to the new .Park Service was a sample of the task NEPA would

belatedly set for all agencies: to enable man to have the use, the benefit, and

the advantages of the biosphere in such manner as-to leave it unimpaired for"
future generations to have its use, benefit, and advantages.

, .

This is a large order, perhapt impossible. In the American national
parks, as visitor loads increased exponentially, serious problems of overuse '

aised increasing doubts whether it was.possible tp "use" any habitat (even, in
supposedly non-consuming ways) and still leave it "unimpaired." Human reaction
upon even these dedicated lands began, to suggest that succession was quite
inescapable. Even in the national parks, which embodied an ideal of environ-
mental preservation, realities perpetually-threaten that ideal. The wider

implications in their problems transcend the realm of recreation.
.

American Congressmen in'1969 knew too little ecology to realize that when
they passed the National Environmental Policy Act they were trying to halt by
legislative command the man-caused succession overtaking man.

e

Could Homo sapiens really suspend succession? The national parks of
various nations seemed to provide a test case, shedding light on the future
of mankind's world. Of all bureaucratic organizations,in the United States,
it would be,difficult to find one (in or out of government) whose personnel
were more unselfishly dedicated to a mission, whose mission was more inspired
by altruism, and whose public was more unmercenary in responding to it. Park
rangers, park superintendents, and Park Service directors, were human and did
sometimes err, and park visitors sometimes made inappropria demands on park
resources. But if there was ever going to be an Opportunity r mankind to
show that use of a habitat could be reconciled wit its prese on, the
national parks were the optimum context. yet; by the time of the Yellowstone
centennial, the volume of traffic in the park was so great it could belaccom-
modated Oily by constructing an utterly unprimeval.cloverleaf highway inter-
change adjacent to the visitor area at.dld Faithful, an area replete with acres
and acres of_parking lot pavement.

In Britain there is increasing pressure to devastate by other means such
"amenity areas." Scenic characteristics imparted by the ice agegto Snowdonia
National Park in Wales are threatened by,strIp mining for metallic ores British
industry must have to make the export goods Britain exchanges for food imports
indispensable to sustaining Britons' lives. For many metals the world's richest
ores have already been mined and smelted. Leaner ores are thus in increasing
demand, even though the leaner the ore used...the greater thL volume of rock
removed per pound of metal obtained.

Stephen Mather, the .founding Director co? the National Park Service in
America, sought during his administration to elicit widespread public support
for park protection policies by encouraging park visitation. He wanted an
increasing fraction of the public to have first-hand acquaintance with their
c91lectively owned natural wonders so they would appreciate the need for pro-
tecting them. Ultimately, visitor numbers increased beyond Mather's most am-
bitious expectation, and overuse reated park values just as underminl
threatened Butte. By the 1970's such protective desecrations as the clover--
leaf interchange at Old Faithful ad become unavoidable. Such planned violations

of virgin nature were required to protect this habitat frdm still greater damage
that would have been inflicted by visitor loads left unchanneled.
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The everity.of visitor pressure on the natibn 1 parks was isa_at all

what the enthusiastic explorers around the campfire)at Madison Junction had

had in mind when they opted for a new pattern of self-restraint in human land

use. We must therefore face the fact of succession. If even op these dedicated

lands, administered in trust by devoted public servant , n could degrade what

he meant to-preserve, it ought to be evident that a biosphere dominated by Homo

sapiens- is no climax community. The more of us there are, and the more techno-'

logical power we have to get from the earth things,we need and want, the more

we will change the world upon which, our lives depend.'

III. Avoiding Pretense: Realistic Sociological Inpdt

Die -off will follow irruption. We must hope that the fraction of humanity

who survive the crash will, have learned better than their forebears that when

man began to unearth nature's exhaustible treasures he began to "unearth"

man. It is to such future generations, presumably, that our guidelines may

have some meaning.

To sharpen our own insight it may be worth asking, what if the 41st

Congress 'r(instead of the 91st) had enacted a National Environmental Policy

Act (in 1869 instead of 1969)? What superhuman imagination would the 39 million

post-Civil War Americans have needed to be able to decide on our behalf that

we would be better served by the environment they were going to bequeath to,

us if their descendants did not become in a century five times more numerous

and twenty times more urbanized? Short of that kind of restraint, what difference

could an"1869 NEPA have made?

What if Ferdinand and Isabella had been cautious and had required Chris-

topher Columbus to submit an environmental impact statement (complete with a

section on .social impact) before, they authorized his proposed project of explo-

ration;.what could the earnest navigator have foreseen as ,the consequences to

be anticipated from his voyage of discovery? Suppose he had submitted a state-

ment describing an age of exuberant colonization andnational expansion, depic-

ting the culture'it would foster and the dombcratic institutions it would nur-

ture. Suppose he had foretold the irruption of Homo sapiens to fill up the

carrying capaCity surplus_in a New World,'the legalistic magic and the techno-

logical Deus ex Machina by which men in a subsequent age of overpopulation

would strive to perpetuate obsolescent ways. Would the explorer's royal patrons

have believed such wild ideas? Would they have sought safeguards to minimize

the regrettable portions of the project's probable "impact"?

No one ever had that kind of imagination and foresight. Let,us therefore

avoid pretending that sociologists in the 1970's can, by augmenting in our own

special way the pieties implicit in NEPA, repeal laws of nature or exempt our

species from

The best we can do, it seems to me, is to suggest that,the "social,inipact"

sections of "environmental impact statements" should inc ude informed estimates

(or shrewd guesses) of the following:

1. The additional stresses likely to be imposed or the existing stresses

likely to be alleviated, in social institutions formed in an age of -

surplus carrying capacity (when the New World was still new and under-

populated) andlOtow stressed already by niche saturation.
, pli;:).

czt
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2. The varioulforms of collective behavior (e.g., milling, rumoring,
covert 6%,overt Panic responses, etc.) likely to be engendered by
,predictaIde destructuring of people's life-space due to various
ramifications' of the proposed change of policy or proposed todifica-
tion of the physical environment.

. Probable short-term and long-term effects on public attitudes,
including:

a. The extent to which the project or policy is likely to rein-
force or counteract the illusion of limitlessness to which .

Americans became accustomed as a result of their expansionist
history.

4).

'b. The extent to which the project or policy'might lead people to
believe an increase in environmental carrying capacity had been'
achieved, whether such an increase had actually been achilved
or not; incase of a real carrying capacity increment, thg
extent to which it might be percdived as permanent even if
in eact it was temporary.

c. The extent to which the project or policy may facilitate or
impede public recognition of movement into another seral stage
by the local, national, or global human community.

These estimates would ba ultimately more important than'the more routine socio-
logical judgments of the fairly direct effects of a proposed. project or policy
upon family rKatiOns, employment opportunities, social mobility, leisure j;
activities, crime*Id delinquency, migration, etc.

The shape of the world today requires that assessment of a proposal by
, experts in engineering, biology, geology, agronomy, ,ihemistr5*meteorology,

and other sciences must aim at answering the questions: Will it enlarge or
diminish the carrying capacity of mad's habitat? Will it accelerate or retard
'the idwora8le process of succession?

Social assessment must therefore aim at answering the corollary questiOns:
.Will the project or policy promote realistic understanding of, the relation
between. population and,carrying capacity? Will it facilitate or obstruct public
recogni4.on of global and local succession and man's involvement therein?

Social assessment must also .a)sk whether.a project or policy, is likely to
help Americans adapt to the permanent prevalence of poverty, a condition'so
contrary to inherited expectations. Will it heighten or soften frustration
by enhancing or impeding our comprehension.of idpreasingly rigid inequalities
among men and nations? Will it help or hinder our reluctant and disjointed
efforts to readjust to living on income rather than savings?

And, for a while, we ought to ask whether any given proposal will assuage
or intensify the grief that must befall us as the world undergoes the crash
its earlier exuberance has made inevitable.

P.,)
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REVIEW OF SOCIAL IMPACTS J

in the Environmental Impact Statement of the Bureau of Land Management on the

Proposed Federal Coal Leasing 'rogram

for the Environmental Impact Assessment Project

of the Inetttute of Ecology

John R.NKelly
Department of Sociology
George Mason University

Fairfax, Virginia

I. General evaluation:

. p

The most striking element of the social impaci sec ons of the EIS is the

modest definition of "social." Social impacts are p _sented, in the sections en-..
titled "Land Uses," "Population Patterns and Considerations," and " n-Value

Resourcds." However, the matert21 under the three rubrics consists chie of a

few general comments on the conservative orientations of rural populations, .the

potential impaction of social agencies by population increases, and possible con-
.

flict between old residents and mining-related new residents.

Missing are any documented studies of the social and cultural systems of the

various groups in the areas where mining is proposed and any clear delineation of

new mining populations. Juit as critigal is the lack of analysis of the relation-7

ship of disruptions of the eco-system by mining to probable disruptions of the

social systems. \Changes in land-use, water availability, wildlife habitats,.air

quality, transportation facilities, and other environmental factors along with

long-tlerm degradation and reclamation will All affect those who define and direct

their lives together in the area. In turn, the environment is altered by the

decisions of those who live as part of it.
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The comments here are selected to represent the kinds of questions that ought

to be addressed in a'coal-related EIS. They will be restricted to the Northern

Great Plains and Rocky Mountain Provinces where the largest accessible reserves

are found.

An,outline of the assessment of pro a social impacts of mining or other

traumatic environmental intervention can be developed in a three-part progression:

I. Analysis of the present social systems including --

A. An historical'perspective of ongoing change in ial rela-

B.

tionships, trends, pipt impacts, and projections for a future

without mining intervention.
.4

Definitions of self and society among all groups in the social

sygtem. Decision-makers, representatives of constituencies

including youth and women,- and those miieftiaI-to-the_compunities

should be included with major economic segmentsin an examination

of the bases f life-shaping decisions.

C: The institutional structures and groupings that together form

social system should_be identified. These include the insti-

tutions of government, the economy, family, education, andsreli-

gion along with leisure; culture, and co unity resources.and

organizations. All groups that-may be affected by inauguration

of mining should be identified in their institutional relation-

ships. The premise is that change in any social institution

will result in change in all others in the system.

II. Specifying the nature of the environmental change.

(For coa ning the EIS ()Udine of impact& specifies those commor

to all 'Sr ces aid those unique to a province, those that'can be

mitigated and those tha cannot, and those related to themining

7

4
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processes of off-road travel, road construction, exploratory drilling,

exploratory excavations, development:iacilifY construction, produc-

tion, coal beneficiation, coal marketing, andsrehabilitations.)

III. Specifying impacts basic to t e social system and predicting probable --4

change. Such impacts may be the spatial and economic resources1

to social space with changes in population and distribution, to social

definitions, and to the institutional structures. Bringing together

the hittory, impacts, and social system provides data for assessment.

II. Evaluation of the 'Coal Leasing Statement Social Impact Sections:

The Statement contains very little _of the kind of analysis outlined above.

1t is distinguished both by a high level of generality in which environmental
A

impacts aTeltranslated into "threats" (III 1) and by what is .missing. Only a feW

examples of the inadequacy can be suggested here.

A. Histo cal perspective:

The mining history of the Rocky Mountain Province is mentioned (II 116) but
Y #

without an analysis-df the effect on the environment, the history of boom towns

and areas, or- success in reclamation. The use of up to 65 percent of the land in

some regions for the increase-in outdoor recreation.(II 107) is not followed by

predkctions of the economic or social significance of this growth to the region

or the potential logs from mining degradation.,.

The use of 60-70 percent of.the federal land in the'Northern Great Plains

for livestock grazing (II '173) is not related to the present economy or basis of

life styles, to the national and world food supplies and requirements, or to dis-

?et

ruption by mines and power plants.
= ,

More important, the viability of these rural areas and communities for the

personal and social development of the men, women, and children now there is not
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assessed in any way. The relatively recent impact of paved roads,' mass media,

electricity, and consolidated schools has changed the communities. No data on the ,

historical development of resources and social institutions is included.., How can

prediction begin without such a historical basis?

The lack of history is even more evident in the attempt to Avoid dealing

with the Northern Cheyenne, Crow, and other Native Americans using federal lands

urida laid with coal. The reservation system, powerleSsness and hopelessness, and

continual eco omic depression are only part of the history. An ancient culture,

self-definitions related to the land, and a revival of social identity are elements

in the Native American's definition of the potential impact of mining on attempts

to reweave a delicate social. fabric.

B. Definitions of self and society:

The summary of an evolved and evolving set of Self:Image's and orientations

as "ru-r-a-1" and "conservative" neglects change, differences.among arious groupings

of people, and problems of labelling one culture by values from another.
,.

"conservative" describe adequate.l.y,the orientations of both landowners and the

marginal poor, of generations of early settlers and generitions of youth with new

horizons, or of "cowboys" and theiefamilies and of,miners and theirs? Conflict

in politics and in aims is ignored, yet is quite real to residents.
\

-Th

A kind or contempt.for the culture, especially that of the NatiVe American,

is reveal in the reference to the "social fabric for what it's worth" (V 8).-

Presumedimprovementy the infusion of more "liberal" values from mining new-
,

comers (V 6) is not supported by data on the values of either group.

, -
Adequate data on social orientations requires listening, not labelling. It

, requires identification of different groups, not lumping by region. Just as im-

portant, theorelationship of the self7images and social definitions to the probable

impactS and to possible:conflict, adaptation, surrender or retreat, calls for

8
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analysis relating definitions to-decisions.

vC

Howeverit the EIS correctly suggests that due to theTy possibility of

mining changes in social orientations have already begun (IV47).

C. Institutions of the social system:.

The "threats" to social institutions 149 population increases of 800 percent

(III 59) '414, some areas are suggested, but not specifj.ed. Impacts are -Wined

almost entirely in terms of providing facilities and servides for more people

some of Thom may stay only months, others a few Years, and an unspecified number

indefinitely. Again, no data von previous population shifts and, depletions or on

experience elsewhere with strip- mining labor are provided.

However, social impact only begins with building schools, waste treatment

plants, and housing. In a social system - even one with 4eep d ivi ions - the

institutions are interrelated. Conflicts O. orientations among groups of youth

are not resolved simply with anew swimming pool and more police patrols. Effects

on family patterns amid growth and diversity, the loss of face-to-face relation-
-

ships in which everyone knows everyone else, new mass, increased pluralism, ney

job opportunities for youth, new reward structures, numbers of "unassimilated"

teachers in the schools, and countless other intera ctin4 institutional changes

are both complex andeprofound.

In brief, the social fabric of,Pie Rocky Mountain and Northern Great,P ns

areas will bealtered ii every respect by the incursion of mining and power pro-
.

duction:The social sy tem can be assumed to be at least as complex and at least

as important as the eco-syst4S71..No less careful analysis of probable impacts can

meet* the requirements pf the National Environmental 'Policy Act or of the 1973

Council on Environmental Quality Cuid nes. A few examples of missing analysis,

follow: a.
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- -t Economic impacts predict a "boom" for the areas to be mined (V 7). However,

which parts of.the economy will boom, which parts will be damaged, and what kind

of new economic system is likely to emerge are questions not addressed. Further,

the fOng-term economic effects of such disruption accompanied by degradation of(

the land on which the present economy is based are not mentioned. Concern of the

.Northern Cheyenne people over control of employment opportunities related to Min-
..

ing on their reseryation stems partly from evidence that local Workers have usually

been given only low-level jobs in construction and mining. The impermanence of new

jobs may as well lead to the disselutioh of communities as to their building.

-- The "temporary overload" of community facilities (III 16) in areas of sparse,

population would seem to be a problem requiring more than some planning. Govern-

mental institutions would have to be reconstitutes to deal with the "social insta-

bility" (III 43-). A massive and partly temporary influx of workers "(III 16)

alters land
/
use (III 20) for housing, transportation, service facilities, and

recreation (III 54). Resources such as power, water, and space require radical

development and reallocation.

-- In many cases, entire new communities will be built (VI 6). These wii1

require service's and facilities to be provided from existing governmental agencies

and structure. Further, many will have anFatmosphere of'imPermanence. The devel-

opment of social institutions in new communities may be no less difficult than

reorienting the old churches, bars, schools, and .shops in existing communities.

Rdcreation impact are'relatedtto present use of resources and to the new

populations. The effects of mining and power production on the environment of,

parks, forests, and priVate development are only mentioned (II 116). New resi-

dents ma' exert pressure for dif erent kinds than is now available.

More of the same (111'63) is not likely tp meet their expectations. The economic
-

41
.

impact of mining on the ascendent recreation ioduAry in'Colorado is suggested
,r-

.

,,

. asf a "threat"but-not analysed '(I1 118-9). 83
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References to indices of social problems such'as crime rates (V,7), to culture

clashes, to waste disposal, and to impacted facilities onl, hint at the manifold

aspects of a social system. Housing provisions, for example, affect family,

economic; political, religious, cultural, and educational patterns and provisions.

O
Social szstems are complex, many celled, permeable, and frequently quite fragile.

3,`

Predicting social impacts: A

Specific impacts on land and environment are not related to the social system

in the EIS. Forl/example, the probable massive dilErsion ofwater (III 56) means

that the water will'not.be available for other uses. The effects of this diver-

G7
sion on the eco- system, on agriculture, on the climate, and so on are not detailed.

In arid areas, effects of diverting the little water available will leave nothing
0

unaffected (VI 7).i-

The effects of strip mining may be relatively localized (I 6) although the
.

extent of land area that may be mined is vast and stretches from North Dakota to

New Mexico. Hbwever, the largest.expect4d use of the coal is for producing elec-

a
tric power (I 71). Due to delivery casts mdch power production is likely to be

AP

at or near the mines (I 187). eparating mtnine impacts from those of power
?

. r

plants would-seem to be 'unrealistic.

4r "
to yield the social impacts suggested in the EIS. They include ,emissions that

If go, then 42 or more plants in the Plains alone ..(III, 74) would be expected
,

would endanger tide twalth of people and-livestock, consumption of vast amounts

of waterjurthertraining the aqUifirs 'disrupted by the mining, 'fly ath'tivt may

be radioaCtive, and added concentrations of people (III 70=73). Add the aesthe-
.

tic disfigurement' and the relatiVe permanence,of such plants to,the ddunwind
I

dangers and the result is considerable increase in the scope of impacted areas.

The grazing-economy and agricultural society of vast downwind areas ma.); be con-
,

siderably dvgrAed by Dbwer Troduction.

The scope of the social effects of mining and power production together
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would have social impacts far beyond the Plains states. What the Middle West,

riight

gain in power could bp offset- by the loss in meat and grain productio.

4 )

The poSsible health costs of food shortages an contamination are incalculable.

A second liMit in the report, like ignoring power production, tehds to mini -
0 t

thlze"the social impact. The lands unde considei-ation for` mining adjoin Indian

Reservations at several critical locatlons. Coal is also in Reservation land.

Especially the Northern Cheyenne 'have been alerted to, the potential dangers to

their people, their land, and their ways of life. The efforts to renew the cul-

tures of Native American peoples in a world controlled b.y. laud, agencies, coats,

and customs foreign/to their ways face enough obstacles without massive industri-

alization. The fragile culture of such peoples could'be expected to undergo change

as rad cal as that forced by previous white invasions. As before, the invasion

of milers would be temporary and an "interiMi: use of the land, but the social

disruptions, would last. Serious consideration of models ofcextrcising some con-.:

lik160rol over mining (II 183) is needed. .1

A long-range assessment of social impact would be that neither the land nor

the people Will ever be"the same after such mining and power usage. The costs

Aug
will be spread over a much greater population and for a much longer time that

the EIS suggests. Clanges in the systems of interrelated institutions will be

'profound. The draft of the EIS is simplq not an assessment of social impacts at

all, but a collection of gener (=lents that are not systematicaliy,rel to

1
mining and power productj.o

III. Adequate Social IntAs ent:
. P.

If the examples of the dequacy of the EIS draft illustrate itS failure

to even addis the task of social impact assessment, what would be required to
4

begin the task again?

ti

o

4
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.G04'

The outline ,of an social impact assessmenvoin section I includes

the kind of material and analysis that would. be necessary. The aim is prediction,

of the social impact of specific interventions. In an approach that includes his-

tory, so ial definitips, and social institutions,a data base is already available.

Stial ientists need not begin de novo on each study. The assessment can begin

with what J.? already known about, in this case, social changes of this.century,

social definitions and decisions, rural ocial ..iristitutiong7

From what is known questions can be developed that enable the scientists

to gather data that is s ecific to the situatign and fully contemporary. Such

general and specific data provide a basil for.,analysing the social system.

Assessing the specific impact. of the intervention, in, this case mining and

-related power production, requires know he requirements of lge project and

the likely' environmental consequences. Spe of icchanges, the nature and location

of the social impacts, can be caltulated only knowing the scope and nature of the 14,

environmenta/*impacts. Prediction is tAn site - specific fOr the impact area.

The time span of each part of the project and the, probabilities of- -stora-

tion and, reclamation are also integral to the social impact assessment. Social

systems cannot be restored to a previous condition, but they are adaptable to a

wide range of changing conditions. The time frame of the i4eri.rention tis cruciai-

in assessing the long4term social changes. Prediction requires both a geographi-

cal and time.frame of impact reference.

Finally, an eval the social costs and benefits of an intervention

should be based on the most comprehensive assessment of,imPact possibleAllosts

and benefits to various populations May be compared for severity as well as the

, .

number or persons affected:. Decisions op an intervention such as mining are

gainusually based on some economic gain predicted for some segments of a total popu-
.

Q,,,
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lation. Such economic gain may involve economic loss for_others . The same Is

true of the more complex social assessment. Weighing of net gains in the quality

of their life together for some against net loss for others requires at least ds

comprehensive an analysis of relevant days does ttidR"onomic balance-sheet.

I

a

41,

8
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Sue Johnson provides this context for her and Rabel Burdge's open letter:

On August 1, 1974, a meeting sponsored' by the Red River, Legal Defense '-.

Fund resulted in our being asked to do a household survey of residents
scheduled for relocation by the controversial proposed Red River dam.
This survey could not be an offici1l university activity because the
Fund mould not pay the full costs of this rescArch; interviewers .were
reimbursed for expenses only. Seven interviewers were hastily assem-

- bled and instructed in the' use of a semi-structured interview schedule
based on past relocation studies by Burdge and Johnsdn. On Saturday,
August 3, teams-of interviewers canvassed the take-area, reaching 38
households of the estimated55. The rest were not at home. On Au-'
gust 5, the letter reprinted here was written. Coding of the inter-
view schedules took a full week. Structured questions were quanti-
fied, and open-ended responseS content-analyzed.

/The report of the research was written in eight hours on August 12 and
- 13, missing the August 12 deadline by half a day. (The deadline was

somewhat flexible due to the August 5 letter, but the Fund needed time
'to write up affidavits for their law suit.) The following Sunday, Au-
gust 18, Johnson signed arc affidavit alleging inadeqbacy on the part
of the Army Corps of Engineers in their preparation of the Final En-
vironmental Impact Statement.

,

The majpr defiAency of the (authors') study is, that there was insuf-
ficient time to interview residents of Clay City, who are frequently
flooded by the Red River, and flood protection for these residents is
an important part ofthe rationale for the dam. This necessary over-
sight may be corrected in the future as litigation proceeds and time.
permits. I should be pointed out that the Red River Gorge and envi-
rons has be n Called the "Grand Canyon of the East," and the cor)sider7
able controversy has surrounded/first an attempt by the Corps to flood-

- the upper Gorge in The early '60s and now'an attempt to flood the lower
urge, which would flood not,only valuable farmland bux increase the
pgssibility that the backup may encroach upon uniqbe ecoldgjcal and
scenic features of the upper Gorge.

( ,

The full'report is avail.Alefrom Sue Johnson, Center for Developmentar.Change,
University of 'Kentucky, Lesington, KY 40508. The title is "Regort of Household
Survey--Red River Resitients Du1 for Relocation," by Sue Jdhnson, Rabel J. 4uroege
an'd William F. Schweri. Its contents corroborate the basic argument made in the
lefter. c.

An interesting postscript on thig'study is added by Johnson. 1-n< itlesponse, the A

Corps hired their own consultants, whose independeht analysis confirmed the au-
thors''findings. When this portion of the consultahls' report was deleted by
the Corps study managers; their own consultants joined the plaintiffs in press-
ing' legal suit. Nevertheless, as Johnson and Burdge reflected upon their own

.-experiecce as expert witnesses, the 1o' is of social research is considerably at
variance,from the logic of legal proceedings. Qualifications a social scientific
researcher may .feel necessary tend to count agaihst the credibility of their own

e'lestjmony, as in,the,exhibit to f llow. ,

Cr

*,

a
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UNIVERSITY 'OF KENTUCKY

LEXINGXON.KENTUg Y 40506

CENTER FOR
:::_vELOPMENTAL CHANCE

'NW

5 August 1974

4

TO IT MAY CONCERN:

eg

Tnis letter addresses th issue of the adequacy of t.e Final
Environmental 1mpaeL SL,:tc7.en: (1974) of tne Red River Project
undert-ken.by the Ar.-ly Corps of Engineers, Louisville District.

2.1e area of _expertise represented by tne untlersined is in: the re-
location of families due to reservoir construction. Vitaes are appended.

0

The National Environmental Policy Act of 19 (Public Law 91-190,S107)
states (Stec. 102): "al/ agencies of the Federal overnhent shall

(A) ,2tilize a systerat c intey;disciplinZry apprOach which
ill insure ,thew ate6 use of the natural and social sciences

dna the environ:lent design arts in planning and in decision-
which may ha .e an impact on man's enviroln9enti-

nd] 4

(C) *4;,1('any'acvz:se envirocatental effects which cannot

be avoided should the pFoposal 5e im?lehented, need
off-z:cis::::.' (Italics ours)

It iS chlr contention that the Army Corps of E:.,,:neers has ..Dale _26
parts of Sgction 132 of NEPA. it.i r,e3erd.to the =Arse, the inclusive of the
social scien ge as socio10 istS see twat the only sociological data

*included in final :IS are
e
on r,-c,cs 'Toqueee:

"_hey lopulation fijures for tne taree county
area are given In TaAe 10, A:::enclif-; V. Olfe and :,:enifee
'counties have experienced adeeli;.-.0 iripop,1-tio,n over the iLst
decade while Powell County experienced an increase over the s,me
period alz.ost th'e dft.le other two couhties.
This is a result of Po%:ell Lo-nzy's sh-f.: from a basicallysag-
rloultuttl economy to a more service 'economy. This
:rend will prob.,:,ly be accel-rxted by construction of the
project as the co.;nty ices a-Lo: the p:_..ary access route5rpm
'major metropolitall con.ditions are also a major .0

89
to S
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5 August 1974
Page 2

(`17

.a

factor in the population decline of Wolte and Menifce
Counties. Per'callpta income in both of these counties
is below that of Powell County.

"Population chance due to the death rate is fairly constant
within the threes counties and it is expectedthat this rate
will be sustained for the next several decades. Population
change duet to the birth rate depends on various zocio-economic
factors. The birth and death ratiifigures for the three

s

counties are given in TabIe.10, Appendix V. /V comparison of

the figures for Wolfe County indicate that the outward'migration
from that county is predomitantly of younerTeople,of chile
bearing age.

6

"The median level or educational attainment for the three county
area is 3.3 years as compared with a national average of 12.1-
years.

"i'mnlovment and 'Farr. mic Leval of,Develo.:fl:nt. Alchou,n agriculture
accounts for the major Banc bf the area, it com?ris,...s a - -11
and constantly declining segment, of the economy. la3or :orce
is concentrated in-two areas of employment: manufacturing -1.d

. government em2loyme::t. In general, the individual manufacturing
establishment a c small, usually employ . less than 20 persons.
211 Powell,C ice re atedemplbyment, althouch totaling only
6.6. percen an inc ease of 43 percent durinqca four ..!ar

period fro 1967 his trend can be expected to ;continue
in the fut

' In 19§9 Ian family income was $5,L4 in Powell County,
'$5,065 in M e ounty, and $2,694 in Wolfe County. These
ale well gel the n tional median'ef $9,590,. The e low family
incomes are reflected in tIA welfare rolls of hese
counties. Tn Wolfe County, 371pefeent.of the famili s rece:Lve..
public assistance!. Po :ell and anifee Cdunties which have about'
double the medianiE_.ily income have about 18 percent of their
-family units on public assistance rolls."

The birth and deth'rates are not gien,insTable 10, Appendix V. , Howev
this iZ not to say there are,nossecio-ecor,om4 data given in terms of
projected benefits during the\Fonstructicn and op'eration phases ('pp: 38-41) and
from tae rec.reation potential 'of aed River Lake pp. 2.5, 52-53).

:ath rerard to the statement" about thcfamilies'to be
,relocated we quote:

4

"Displdc,27ent and :',,lccation of Farilies. Resettlement of the
residents displacee by inundation involves frustraEions;

.tt

ti

1
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5 August 1974
Page 3

4

4

88."

.

diffiCult decision:, and uncerLuinties. To the extent that

- these eaffeetb can be 41iLigated financially, ?rovis.ions have
been made for re4Att.lemcnt allowances,' allowances for dis-

4
location of farm an 56siness operations, relief from.higher interest
-rates, rebate of prepaid real property taxe4i, severance dama.es
and payment for property acquired. The project will result i.:. the

dg.splacemenE of approximately 55 family units" (Page 42). ,

1.

, The Environmental Impact Statement on page 45 lists as an.ong-term
unavoidable adverse effect on the eAvironment ,the possibility that'
"cultural traditions which are primarily restricted to the local are: .::.

be threatened by displacement. Kowever,.noneAlave b,en elaborated 6,,i7..

, stdy of this area." We .woulAsug,est that this is a "Significant effec.'
-- that is, according to Regulation ';:o. 1105-2-105, Department of the Atmy,
Office of the Chief of agineers (December, 1972), "One which would. be likeLy
to have a materiai., bearing on the decision making proeSs'", and the determination

of which "should be made at the earliest stage possible in the assessment
process" .(P. A-3.) Attachment A to these guidelines,ifaxes that the cos.: of
'eliminating or minimizing such adverse effects ,7: . jasTInjurious d' .-.-ce-

/

meat of people, businesses and falips . , ." (P.
.14

A-7),,//Thefsinal Enviro,nc-al
Impact Statement addresses one paragraph (see.above) to this potential impact.

a

ofTo suggest the magnitude or the'omission of this human concern, -

Saturday, August 3, a team of intcrvieers were sent to interview all the
families in the t ''. area that could be reached. A separate report c: cur
findings will folloCtZis letter. Fibwaver, a summary of findings from ..7eVious

studies is in order mere to mere* suggest the magnitude .of the possible imact .
-__.

of relocation on ruL,Zi. :(entqAans.
"

l 4

-.(Taylorsville and Caeser's Creek) of 259 individuals interviewed
who ware waiting to be relocated for the reservOiyk, 63.7%,

, r stated that the ch'anze due to relocation would/"p27bably" or' .6
f:certainly" not be rewarding. -4?

(TayIorsviile and Caesar's Creek) 79.6% of 260 individuals
said it was '"hard to leave" t:Leir ?lace of residences.
1-:easons given for this were "ties"to place (79.%),
neighbors (83.9%), and friends (83.50).

,(TaY,lorsville and Caesar's Creek) 73.5% of 260 indiViduals
Said, "not knowing wh.at to expect is unnerving," and 73.8%
said that they "like th:.s area best." 70.0% said this area
is In my blood," and 51:9% said "This is the.'orky place I can
call home."

s.:
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Mylorsville a:1d Caeser's Creek) 1S3 of the 2G0 individuals
could not say secifically where they would move; however

P.)

69.7% of thc.e preferred to move to another.fa-r-m. 95% of

those with unsl)ecified locations who answered how far they'd

be willing to move sai4 either not out of the county or "not
far" even if out of the county.

4

(Carr Fork) 33.8% of 193 families lifoand their financial situation
had. worsened after relocation. (This was before the Uniform

`location Act of 1971.), Of these 43.6% blamed this worsening on

relocation.
MX,

- (Cr ui- F(k) :lore tan half the people who bought acrea3e after
rePlocaCion had less of inferior quality and less tillable
than what they had 2reviously owned. Forty percent of the 110
families-with gardens no longer had one.

su,,gest that the 'POtential proolems associated with relocation are a
,Ignif,icant effect" or the proposed reservoir and thee the Army Corps of

-1.'in-ens has failed to take tt-.is potentially significant_.140at into
ateouat, rimarily through Cle non-utilization of social science input into
the pLunaing,proceSs.

After the briefest possible .evict: of the data collected on Auguoe 3,
we hay,: wary reasbn to believe t-at conditions similar to those described
uoove exist among those slated fa.;, relaiation by the Red River Lake ProjeCt.
A thoroush.'analysis,of.the data is now being conducted.

Repectfully, 0

Sue Johnson
Acting Dil'ecooc,,_.

Center for evelapr4ental Change

Rabel
ro:essor

Rurul Sociolosy

I

e
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PUBLIC L ANDS PROJECT

30

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
LVANSTON, ILLINOIS #0201

"Note: The Acdaemic Research Group
as a Model for Social Impact/Assessment"

0

2040 SHERMAN ROAD
EVANSTON, ILLINOIS 60201
TELEPHONE (312) 402.3%40

. . The Public Lands Project of the Center for Urban Affairs, Northwestern
University, engages in four types of activities. Of primary interest to readers 0

of this number of Environmental Sociology, the project has participated in admin-
istrative.agency deciSion making processes on, to date, some ninety governmental
programs or proposals, predominantly via the environmental impact statement (EIS)

review process. Second, members of the project conduct scholarly research on the
politics and administratiorlof natural resources and the public lands of the
United States. Third, project members serve as consultants to a variety of citizens'
organizations atd government agencies, particularly conducting applied, social
science_research on topics related to environmental policy making. Fourth, the

project Maintains a library of environmental impact statements, government doc-
uments, professional and law journals, and periodicals.

The project professional staff is-composed of H. Paul Friesema, Associate
Professor of Political Science and Urban Affairs, Paul J. Culhane and Sam A.
Carnes, Ph.D. candidates in political science and Terry L. Stranke, a political
science graduate student and law student. Richard A. Liroff, a Ph.D. candidate

in political science at Northwestern and member of the staff of the En-3-tronmentaL

Law Institute,;Washington, D.C., is also affiliated with the project. Mr. Culhane

will be leaving the project in the near future to join the faculty of.the Depart-
ment of Political Science at the Univerpity of Houston. The principal research
,interest of Professor Friesema, Mr. Carnes and Mr. Culhane, before forming the
Public Lands Project, was in the area of urban and community policy., The environ-
mental impaot statement review work, of the project is primarily conducted by Professor
Friesema and mr. Culhane.

The environmental impact statement review function of the project is not now,
nor has,it ever been directly financed by any source. Project members'have carried r

on their EIS commenting-work as a part of their profeggional research function.
Project overhead (office space, mailing costs, etc.) and an undergraduate research .

assistant/librarian have, been provided by Northwestern's Center for Urban Affairs;
a small grant in 1973'from Citizens for a) Better Environment, a Chicago environ-
mental group, has helped underwrite the cost of maintaining subsCriptions 'for the

Nr \project lihraiy.

O
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A EIS Review Activities. For the ,brpose of maintaining the project library,
Professor Friesema folrow6 the Federal Register and writes various federal agen-
cies, requesting a copy of each EIS they release for public distriblition.1
When EIS's are received by the project, they are briefly examined to determine
if project members might be interested_in commenting on the statement.

Project members elect EIS's for comment based on the relationship of the EIS
to other research acts ities, and on personal competences and predilections.
The selection criteria include;

. Geographic location; EIS's from geographic areas in which project members
have conActed research or are personally familiar with for other reasons.
For example, a number of the proposals commented on,by the project have been
located in northcentral New Mexico, a field research site of two of the
members or the project staff, and theihome of a third. ,

- Functional specialization; Professor Friesema tends to,specialize in water
:resources development EIS's (i.e., EIS's prepared by the Corps) and energy
EIS's, while Mr. Culhane'tends to specialize in public lands agencies (e.g.,
the Forest Service and B.L.M.).

Subctantive specialization; The project has, fore example, special interests
in EIS's related 'to energy development (particularly in the Northern Great
Plains), issues involv special impacts on Native Americans and other Cul-
tural minorities, and Fore Service recreation developments (primarily,ski
area leases.)

The project has, however, prepared comm s on almost all types of govern-
mental actions fdr which EIS's have been written .ads, dams, channelization,
mineral exploitation, recreation development, airportg., forestry, pesticides and'

, herbicides, power plants, weather modification, etc.); thes omments have been
directed at some 20 lead'agencia and the proposed actions we located in 30
states as well as nationwide. The project has commented on EIS's o major national
interest (e.g., Cochiti Dam in New Mexico, the Alaska Pqblic Lands, or CA,

proposals, and the-Mineral King developme ,as well as some rather more ob re

proposals (e.g., Pocket Gopher Control on the Angelina National Forest in Texas

In commenting on EIS's, the project has tended to focus on social, economic
and political impacts of agency programs. The project tends to ignore physical
environmental impacts as not particularly within the competences of the staff. "

1., There is variation in requesting, The project does not seek to acquire
many of the myriad Federial Highway Administration statements. The project has,
however, sought to maintain a complete collpction of EIS'.released by the fol-
lowing agencies: Forest Service, Corps, of Engineers, Burealr--olLand Management,
National Park Service, Atomic Energy Commission (now, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission), Bureau of Reclamation, Fish & Wildlife Service, Soil Conservation
Service, Tennessee Valley Authority, and the Environmental Protection Agency.
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Lastly, the activitiesof the staff have not been restricted to solely
commenting On EIS documents. Investigative and followup contacts with lead agency
decisidn makers and other interested parties are often absdlutely necessary for
effeIctive use df the EIS process. It is still, however, necessary in preparing
written comment's to write detailed yet concise comments which address issues cen
tral to an EIS, to Organize comments so that the logic of the comment is clear and
inescapable, and to write with decision makers' constraints in mind (while
not capitulating to those constraints.)

Findings about the EIS Process. The project's use of the EIS tool has been,
over the years, fairly efficaciou.A. A substantial proportion of projects which
the project deemed unsatisfactory have been significantly altered or halted as a
result of EIS processeS in which 'thy project was a participant. Sevetal of the
ways in which the EIS process Can'be quite efficacious have been discussed at
greater length than is possible.here by Friesema & Culhane (1974) and Friesema
& Culhane (forthcoming).

)
While the decisional outcomes of many EIS processes may be fairly,encouraging,\

Friesema ,& ,ulhane (1974) and Friesema & Culhane (forthcoming) are rattier pessi
mistic about .the quality or scientific rigor of the social impact analysis

9 fouPid in the typical environmental statement. The primary "social impact assess
ment" found in an EIS is an unelaborated, or at least unsubstantiated 4sSertion
that the proposed program will be economically 'beneficial. Other social impacts,
especially differential Ilimpa,As among social groups, are almost always either not
discussed, poorly discused, or misdiscussed. Among the factors which appear to
lead to inadequate discussion of social impacts in EIS's are: methodological
and/or epiSlomologigal deficiencies, lack of background in the social sciences
on the part of decision makers and EIS writers (and often, a distinct lack of

------_
appr.eciainfi Car social science), a common understanding that the EIS process

--does/should focus on physiographimpacts, thg proActjustification stance of
leada nqtr EIS w,riters,,.,and basic administrative taboos against recognizing the

"differentia -social impactbof,agency actions.
..,

,-------
.1--

1

,Evalu n of tee Public Lands Project's Experience. There are two aspects
.--of the a vAi ie'x of the project which appear salient in determing whether the

. proic*t.,,e erience is a generalizable model or social scientist who wish to
.affect the OCial' impacts of-governmental policy. The first is the project's
s-tructure as nonmemberShip "research group.", The second is the project's choice
of the EIS-pr cess as a vehicle for social assessment advocacy.

, As an advocate and adversary, the project's activities are roughly analogOus l'k

.

.

.
.

I
to the role of the pro essional staffer of an environmental (Or any other) in
serest group. This a proach may be more efficacious than, fdr example,,- a consulting
rdleOecause the project as a commentator can act independently, uncoopted and
uncompromised. 16

, i
The -limitation of this adversarial approach of an ad hoc academic group is

that such an organization is unfundable for general operating expenses, par
ticularly staff salarie. ALademicg who carry out socioenvironmental advocacy
must do so as an "extracurricular" activity or justify the activity as a part of
t,heir normal research responsibilities. However, it is no more difficult for
academics to conduct this activity thin it is to carry out other research'or

,,,,..community service activities without direct remuneration.
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The advantage of relying on the EIS process as a vehicle is that the EIS.
creates a fairly discrete occasion for a decision, and legitimate entry into
the decision making process irrespective of the'legal standing of the social
scientist, whether or not the social scientist was a part of the agency's organi-
ation set before the release of the EIS, or the geographic distance of the

'decisional locus from the social scientist.' 441

The disadvantage of the EIS prtess is that, of 'ourse, not all policy decNions
are made by administrative agencies(nor made by agencies following an ,EIS.- The
courts have been an important forum for environmental decision making, but the
project has ver litigated. Legislation (NEPA,,the Clean Air' Act, Federal Water
.Pollution Conl Act Amendments of 1972, etc.) has been important in environmental

policy making, but the project has never lobbied. However,agencies are also im-

portant-loci of decisions, environmental groups can be 'effective working primarily'
with administrative agencies (See, for example, Culhane, 1574), and the EIS process
has become an important feature of agency environmental decision.macing
(Culhane, 1974).

Selected Public Lands Project Publications

j'aul J. Culhane

'H. Paul Friesema. ".The Forest Servi e in Crisis in Northern New Mexico."

Paper read at the Meeting of the 'dwest Political Science Association,

.
Chicago, September 1971.

H. Paul Friesema and Paul J. Culhane. "The Environmental IMpact Statement

Process: Technical Assessment or.Political Advocacy?" Paper read at. the

,Meeting qf the Society for the Study of Social Problems, .,Montreal, ,

.s.

August 1974. %
i .4

Sam Carnes and H. Paul Friesemo. Urbanization and the Northe1.rn

,

Great Plains.

e, Evanstoh: Northwestern University, Center for Urban Affairs, Report to the
Northern Great Plains Resources

.,

Program, October
".
1974.

< 4,

Paul J. Culhane. The Lae Michigan Federation: Evaluation of an Environmental

Interest Group. Evanston: Northwestern University, Center for Urban
Affairs Report, November 1974.

\\ Paul J.-. Culhane. "Federal Agency Organizational Change in Response toEnvironmen-

\ talism." Humbolt Journal of Social, Relations. December 1974.

sRichardpA.- Liroff. "Environmental Administration: NEPA and Federal Agencies." '

in Stuart S. Nagel (ed.)% Environmental Politics, New York: Praeger, 1974,

pp. 291-305.

H. Paul Friesema. "EnvironmentafGroup Fragmentation and Administrative Decision

'Making." Paper Read at the Meetiag,of the American Society of Public
'Administration, Chicago, April 1975. .

.

;.H. Paul Friesema and Paul J. Culhane. "Social
,

Impacts, Politics, and,the Envir-

, f onmental Impact Statement Proce,," NatUral Resources Journal; forthcomi7g.,

t
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NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
, EVANSTON, iLLINOIS60101

PLCILIC LANDS PROJECT

Mr. Wayne E. Stephens
Director, Planning Support Group
Bureau of Indian Affairs

Montana

Dear r. r. Stephens:

November 3, 1973
2040 SHERIDAN ROAD
EVANSTON, ILLINOIS 0'201
TELEPHONE (311) 497-3559

In re: Crow Ceded Area
Cdal Lease - Westmoreland
Resources Mining Proposal:
Draft Environmental'
Statement.

We feel that thane are solje serious deficiencies in the draft environmental
impact statement and also in the mining proposal itself. We feel Lhat these

deficiencies arc so s2rious that the BIA should either cancel this proposal
entirely, or sTibstantially revise the: proposal and then submit an entirely new

draft enviromnental impact statement.

In the first place, we believe that the BIA has, once again, found itself

with a conflict of interest. On the one hand, as the introductory paragraph
illustrates, the DIA, as an agency within the Department of Interior is strongly
interested in solving the so-called energy crisis by rapid develbpment'of Fort
J.7nion co-al. But you also owe a trust obligation to the Crow Indian Tribe. In

this case, when the interests of the Crow clash with the interest in developing
the coal, the Crows lose. That is in the great and well knciWn BIA tradition, of

Fortunately for the Crows, and.the non-Indians in the area, the so-called

coal leases of June, 1,972 seem to be illegal and void, and so any coal mining

on Tract III will have to 'be renegotiated. The belated appearance of this en-

vironmental impact statement amounts to an acknowledgement that these developments
ate in fact likely to ha,,ie a major environmental impact, requiring the NEPA
procedurus: But NEPA and the CE guidelines make it unambiguously clear the'

impact procedure must be comp ed with prior to any major action on the roject'

such as these 111E-gal leases. i erefore, the contract should and must be

r..negetiated. it ou'r7m:- to be ren-gotiated on terms which are far more favorab"le

to thE Craw. .11-'F-' 77,re4favorableterms include'substanEially.more monay,

r,t77iOUS im?osed,rui-:erents upon Westmoreland-to amelicrate

the social, cultural, al.d environmental disruptions this development will create.

(1) Social and Cultural Impacts Our-first concern, in particular, has to

do with the social and cultural disruptions this development trill create, for

Inclinns J'nd non-rndins dike. We think that the evaluation concerning such

Ln entLrcly inadequate. It is generally recognized that urbanization

ena industrialLza.vicn in a rural s':et.i impose special. 'prcb1PrriS. They-need

to be antic..pateA considered, act only for tke Indian corm,:nity but for
the possiblyinp._,,:tc.d0c7-lunities of Hardin, Hyzham, Lodgegrass, Sanders, and

(
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Crow Agency. Although the proposal does not' project a vast, population increase
for these towns, any increase at all will have serious social and cultural

repercussions. We suggest that the final EIS consider that the development
will'affect family stability, life style choices, crime and social disorder,

, rates of alcoholisM, and the levels of happiness and aspirations for both the
Crows and the non-Indian inhabitants of the small towns in the area. It can

be anticipated that increased levels of employment would lead-to greater
mobility and more social choice, which, in turn, would lead to adeparture'from
traditional social and cultural life styles. If this is the case, do those
people invoived wish for this to happen? Also, the development would probabl
lead to increased social pluralism, so that traditional forms of family life d

authority would be seriously threatened. Some of these things may be occurin
anyway, as communities in Montana become integrated into tha urban control.'
structure, of American-society. But the changes precipitated by even the low level
of industrialization and urban growth predicted in the EIS for this first stage
will sharply increase and magnify these changes, as the communities lose control
'of. critical decisions to corporations and government agencies far away, and as the'
communities come to be places, of strangers.

,

Moreover, we think that the hiring and operating plans of Weszmarel:and
et al are in their interests, and not in the interest of the Indians. The'

proposal calls for the hiring and training of some Indians. That whole thrust

is migplaced. The clear assumption is that the Indians should alter their ways
to become the types of workers that the mining Contractor would like. 'our EIS
reports (paLle 90, "The training program includes continuing education and .

training to develop a sense of responsibility amon(fthe Indian work force." On

',ago 95 you say,. ''Later,' as .the Indian training develops a reseonsible
work fcrce,the Indians will move into openings created by workforce turn-over
andby future expansion of the mining operation." Rather than attempting to remake
the Didians in the mold of a European-stock urban work force, we strongly urge.
that thy: industrial enterprise should be shaped around the Crow's value system.
You do not'provide nearly enough information on Crow values to fully know what
might be apprOpriate, but you do quote a Crow that "personal gain and the ac- .

cumulatiorrof private wealth has little prestige valise in Crow communities."
You say, on page 36, that this is an accurate description. That implies, to

us, that the Crow workers may prefer an occupation in which they work until
they feel that'they have made enough for awhile, and then prefer to an other

'things. For any number of reasons whlch might seem inexplicable to those
geared to American industrial management, the Indian workers may prefer a.
workin; arrangement rather than becoming part of a "responsible workforca."
For example, indins ought not to be suLject to' disciplinary action for takthz

time off when they need to for tribal, familial or other cultural reasons.
Being, familic.r with other training programs for native Americans,.princ_rally
BI's SrPI in Albuquerque, New nexico, we recommend that both PINTO and future

e,Iploy,Tent by Uestmoreland be more sensitive to the various needs of the woe:ers.
Surely, W,istmoreland and PINTO could accomodate th2ir requirements' to the labor

fercelf. cl rural obli'4at:ons, interests and values. At best, such efforts can
only parts lly r--,duce the-impacts of bringing a complex technical process to
thez, people. For the ibdu3trially induced divislon of labor which will occur
will inevitably mean anion, other thin s, that present authority patterns an0
c=uhity cultunal o51: rations will be incre.isingLy overl,iin with a different

and co:iflictil set of nonq; .-;(1 obligitions of the urban . industrial world.

This will probably, lead to increased social disorganization among the present
a
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population in the area. Every effort'should be expended, by the BIA, acting
in its fiduciary capacity for the Indians, tomitigite and.reduce the disruptive
effects of this enterprise. There is nothing in the impact statement to suggest
that this duty is being fulfilled.

. ,

There is nothing in Ais impact statement tb indicate that the BIA'is'
, .

doing anythi,g 5, anticipate or ameliorate the social problems which this type

l'k_of developme will ine/itably create. Your "concern" over social consequence

is well illusOrated by your discussion of "Unavoidable Adverse Environmental ..

Effects" (Chapter 5) when you discuss "social impacts." You write, (p. 155)

"The adverse social effects of any endeavor or development can be'measured only'
.

'in terms of the inhibiting characteristics of Social change on reaching social
,--

goo. s" (sic). That totally defies interpretation. Yolt continue, "With a

planning process desizned to effectively use tribal income, adverse effects
can be quantitative,ly predicted and their significance,evaluated." We can .

interpret this sentence. It suggests that the tribe ought to use some of its

royalty pAyments to assess the adverse social impact's, which, you assert, can
be quantitatively predicted and evaluated. We suggest that you are required bys

law to assess the adverse effects a$ part of the impact statement. The responsibility

cannot be shuck ±d off-onto the tribe, for sometime after the proposal has
become operative.

There are.other probtems with the proposed hiring policies of Worrison-
Knudsen. You.,write "In view of the Morrisori-Knudsen record of successfu/'training
and employment of Indians and Crow and other reservations, it is safe to estimate
that substantially over 50 percent of the pOsitiont at the mine will be filled
by Crow Indians." It is absurd to leave that as a "safe estimate." The just

released U.S. Civil tights Commission staff report on the Navajo reservation clearly
and unmistakably indicates what little value the promises about Indian employmerft
on strip mining and energy projects can become. If, indeed, it is a qefe-
estimate" that better than 50 percent of the employees will, be Crow, then Morrison-
Knudsen ought 'to be under no difficulty in guaranteeing., as a term of the
contract, that bette.r than 50% of the workers will be Crow Indians. We would -

expec,.it to be necessary to impose some severe penalty upon the company (Whether

Morrison-Knudsen or Westmorelarrd, we care not), for non-compliance with this
'term of the contractural arrangements to be entered. We understand that there

may be.initial problems for the company in achieliing thiS rate, so suggest

that it-not becor ,! e?fective'entil the second year of the contract. By the third

year we believe'tne ccnt.ract also ought to mandate that at least 50% of the

supervisory. and man,,4em.i:,t positions be filled by Crow Indians. We even stlisgest

the desirability that the Crow-supervisory and managerial appointees should be
selected by '-he Tribe, rather titan the company, using tribally determined

criteria. a

We understand there may be sorde difficulty in getting Westmoreland, et

al to agree to such c:inditions-. But as much'shouid be extracted from the

companies is. possible. The companies appear to be at some disadvantage in any
renegotiation of the--;,, leasing and mining agreements, de nova, as they have

fairly heavy -n,..ak ITIver_;:_ments 1,r, Ceded Area Tracts II and III, as well as con-

tractural obligations to delivor coal. As a fiduciary, acting on behalf of the

Crow, it your,d,uty to pre rhis nPgotiating advantage as far as, it goes. If,

,became of,intorior 1.nleit', concerning coal 'development, solving
the "energy cris,:"" etc. interfere' .71:11 the B1A's ability to act in the interest

x.

("
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of the Crows, then it seeps to us that .the BIA ought to withdraw from any role
in determining thig matter, andhave the Crow represented by others who can
genuinely act on behalf of the tribe.

A ,

(2) Impact on Race Relations.- It seems almost certain that one .of the
byprodricts of the development as ou:lined in the draft environmental statement,
will be increased racial hostility and friction. Whatever the present acco-
modations-as between the Indians and whites in this area, they will become
unstuck as many new white workers" move into the area, and come into work and
other contact with the Indians., The respective ways of white urban workers and
the present, local population (both Indian and non-Indiati) will almtst certainly
be mutually incomprehensible, to some degree. That condition breeds fear
and distrAt. But when ybu adcrto that the fact that the white newcomers gill
have higher e'ducation, more skilled and responsible work, and more money than
,either the Indian, or much of the' present non- Indian population, you add up'
the conditions for volatile racial relatiors. It is abundantly clear thatmuch
of the current tumultuous state of Indian-white relations, as illustrated by
Wounded K:,ee, can be attributed to the impositions o,f an urban American industrial
state upon people whose -values are different. With stripmining and its ancillary
developments, that urban industrial state is going to be right there in Crow,.Agency and Hardin, Montana.

.

(3) Fiscal and Political I4.pacts - We think you greatly( understate and
misstate the consequences of the development upon the adjoining communities,where
people associated with the development will such as Hardin. You assert,
on page 18, that "the increased tax base would permit expansion of necessary
community facilities." But it appears that the industrial developments may not
be located in Mme of the taxing jurisdictions where people will live. If so,
it is probable that the increased public. expenditures for schooling the
newcomers, policing.then, etc. will not be paid through any adequate increase
in the tax base of the responsible jurisdictions'. If the Westmorelaid
developments are going Zo have the asserted impacts an adjoining communities,
then Westmoreland ought to be required to make some payments in lieu of taxes
to these jurisdictions for the costs of public service that the development
creates For, apart from a very small number of merchants, all the adczmulated
evidence is that the present residents of these towns will"Teceive absdlitely
no monetary benefits from these developments whatsoe'ver. The.jobs and wealth
will go to newcomers. The old residents will simply bear a large par'of
the costs. h.

)
:

Incidenta 17, we think that your' analysis of the demographi.c datAs(is
,inadequate, our essential comparison of income, poverty, etc. wag'between
Crow

t
Indians and all residents of Big Horn and Treasure count4es. ``ft veld

be more appropriate to present a-comparison of Indian and,non-Inian'tpcimes-,
pOverty, etc. If you did so (not counting the Indians twice),'. wethink
this would graphically illustrate why few of the new jobs would go to.present
non-Indiab residents of the area. .

Ir probable that, in addition to social and cultural pluraljsril; the
operation will lead indirectly to political pluralisin. Rather than the

style of decision-121-ing tivally present in *smalb town, poriCical
conflictswill increase in number and int.,nsity. Traditional sources oT authority,

.16.)

4,



whether it be the tribal council or a socio-economic elite in a small town, will
break dowry, and power will be diffused. The repercussions of this diffusion of
power needs.to be considered, we believe, in the final EIS. Another probable
political impact of the mil)ing operation will be a 'loss of local control over the
political process. Traditional loyalties,, whether to the tribe or the town, will
break.down, and other loyalties will, take their place., It would be expected
that as these transitions are Made, the local people would tend to becoffie
increasingly alienated from their local governments and would feel, justifiably
or not, less efficacious in their control over local governmental affairs.

. .

(4) Responsibility for Enforcement - In general it appears that the
various industrial interests, especially Westmoreland and Burlington Northern,
are responsible for complying with the various requirements set forth in this
proposal, with no provision made for external supervision. We do not believe
this to be reasonable. r,

For insta , would it not be better to have an independent agency, rather
than Burlington Northern, enforce the provisions of the railroad construction
contract relevant to the minimization of environmental impact? (p. 135) With
respect to the future discovery of sign4.4icant historic and.prehistoric sites
during the mining operation, r/e, do not believe that Westmoreland should be
responsible for notifying the State Archeologist, because it is not in
their interest to do so; perhaps Westmoreland could hire an i'dependent
archeologist to oversee this part of the operation. (p.136) With respect to
assessing the effects of coal strip minifig on wildlife species and their habitats,
we do not believe that Westiaoreland will do the kind of job-necessary in gathering
appropriate information and in monitoring the effects of their mining. They
are in the mining business, not wildlife management. It seems possible that
Westmoreland could appropriate :conies to the state or federal government to pay
for'expert analysis of coal strip mining effects. In general, we do not believe
that vested private interests should be;expected to'enforce impartially the
regulations under wnich they operate. ,:,We tave a number of shorter points.

(5) Future Developments We believe you are legally bound to consider (1)
the interactive effect of this development along with the other coal related
developments in the region and (2) tna effect of the reasonably anticipatible
future development associated with this project. -You do neither. You assert,
on page 3, that future environmental statements will need to study the
cumulative effects. 20 tie extent that it is posSible to do so, we believe you
must do, that in tnis document.

(6) Impact on Workers - We think there was an entirely inadequte discussion
of the noise problm. Some 6f tha decible levels you talk about seam damaging
to employees and anyt ing else nearby. The availability of precautionary measures
is not sufficient.

(7) Impact on Hydraulic System - We think that there was insutZicient attention
in the draft innact starenPnt to the prospect of damage to the coal bed 'aquifers -
and particularl-, d-oletLen of unund ,,ter out3id2 of the tr;icts under
lease, full coc.1 c.,:velopment. It may be true (dubious), that "Regionally
(outside of Tract ILI) f'>ffcct of the strip mdning operation on ground wafe'r
conditio ns ic, 7o'ierate, pr-,rosd minf_ni;

area 2.4 cx7in1-1 cv,2ry rel.,onao person know.- thi 4eL,LTLorel,.n4

plcns to c.i.paud the pin1:-.,; irea "considerably."

ti



(8) Mining Impact on the Topography - We do. not believe you, are correct
in asserting (p: 158) "Only through an unreasonable expense and amount of effort
could the land be put back into its original contours and conditions." Could
you clarify what is considered to be an unreasonable exranse for theetotal
reclamation of the land? (p. 153). What would the expense be, 'and would West-
moreland be willing to consider whatever additional expenses necessary to
accomplish the jab? We "do not,necessarily believe that it is desirable to
decrease the land surface gradient from the original, in that the land should
have esthetic purpose as well asiagricultural purpose.

(9) Crow Response to the. Proposal,..:-.It seems vitally important that in
the final EIS Crow Indian leaders (p1199). consulted- during the preparation

0 of the statement be identified and their opinions stated. ,Also, wesuggest that
Crows oppcsedn the mining preposal be solicited for their opinions and theL:
reasons for''opposition. This might be considered an incursion into the/authority
of the Crow Tribal Council, but given the controversy of this proposal and
the probbr'e Applications for similar leasing arrangements elsewhere on Indian
lands in t'le feture, and given tne incrasing interest in this topic to all
Indians °, we feel that would be appropr:ate to set such a preceuent.

(1'O) Now that the National.cademy of Science report on strip mining in the
west is-available, we believe this prousal ought to be strictly evaluated in
terms of those criteria in 'a revised draft environmental impact statement.

, (11) In view of the fact that thep.S. Senate has passed an amendment to
strip Nine control act, Which forbids any strip mining on land where tne

surface is owned by private citizens, but the mineral rights are in federal
"ownership, we believe you should do nothing, and allow nothing, which would
thwart t:: t, intent, pending .'rlcuse action and final passage of that federal
legislat icon.

Finally, we have one question: You simply - dd the expected tribal royalties
,

to present- tribal inccle, to afrive at the e:,:pectea economi,c benefits for the
Crow.. Eut will not the increased tribal income from coal leases (and salaries)
reduce soma of the other present income from the Ctiw, so that their net
gain will -be less than you assert? If so how much?

Thank ycu for your attention to our concerns. Should these comments arrive
in time, would you please read intointo the record at the public hearin7 as
well ag including them and res2onding to them.in the final EIS. We would
be de kited, of cours4, if this proposal does not go to a final EIS in this
form. You I,hould, it honor, completely renegotiate and redo this effort.

-Sincerely,

H. Paul Fri(e,e,mn

Sam C,rm;
On behalf of the

Cormu.-It t(., Stu
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ENVIRONMENTAL MEDIATION: A FIRST DISPUTE

Flood )Control: Recreation and Development ip the'

Snoqualmie Rivet Valley

.

.1'

Gerald W. Cormick and Jane E. McCarthy' k

The Sn9qualmie River Valley forms a green bracket around the Seattle, Washington
me'tropoLitn area. The vanes,/ can, be divided into th,ree distinct sectors: (1) .

the upper valleys of tbe North, South and Middle Forks'of the Snoqualmie which
flow .through steep alpine valleys; (2) the middle valley which includes, the con-

fluence of the three forks of the river and has two towhso9f about 12,000 popu-

lation; and (3) belqw a 168' falls, the, lower valley where the river meanders l

through rich, green farmlands.
% . e

. . .

The dispute'over flood control in the valley is a clas$ic envieonmental:conflict..
Following a seripus flood in 1959, the local county sponsored a Corps, of Engin--
eers study whicif resulted in the proposal of a flood control dam on the Middle

...? Fork. The residents of the middle valley supported the proposed dam as it would
prevent damage to their homes and businesses. The farmers in the lower valley

supported it because it would control the crop-damaging spring floods which oc- N.

cur about every second year. A coalition of environmental and,qitizen groups ".
.

opposed the'dam on the grounds it would open the flood plain to urban sprawl, , .

interrupt a free-flowing river and was unjUstified:on a cost-benefit basis. '

.

In 1970 and again. in 1973 the Governor said "no" to the dam, as..proposedoon

the grounds that it would be "environmentally disruptive," but nbted fhat he
continued to be concerned about the' flood. problem. Following a lengthy series

of divisive public hearings, the Environmental Mediation Project (EMP) first

became'involved in the.dispute in late 1973. Preliminary discussions were held

with the State and the Corps, the primary decisidn-making bodies, to determine

N;
iwhether or not they would be interested in exploring the possible diation of v, :a

,

the dispute. Based on a first assessment Of the issues .and initial ontacts

with thelwarious "parties" -(environmentalists, farmers, residents and public

officials), it was dete'rmined that'mediation could be a useful tool in resolv-ing the impasse. ,
The EMP then discussed with the Governor the possibility of his: formally appoint-

ing the Project Director and Assistant Director (Gerald W. Cormick and 'Jane E.

McCarthy) as medjators. After the mediators ensured that boththey and the me- 9

diation process would be acceptable toothose-involved, the Gpvernor formally, ap-
.pointed Cormick and McCarthy on May 7, 1974, requesting a report on their pro-

.,
gress by June 30,

.,m,

1974: . .

An immediate task was to identify, the parties to the,dispute. Public hearing

records, indicated those who had been leading spokesmen for various poSitions.
The mediators conferred with these persons and many others, describing the pro-

cess, discussing the dispute and asking, "Who are the ten or twelve perssons who%

if they could agree on something, have'the kind of influence and stature that

the various groups--farmers, environmentalists, etc.--would so:..4.!,port them and

"anything they might agree to?" About ten dames of person's who represented all

important. positjbns and 'shades of opinion in the conflict emerged from this

'lengthy process: Those tn,became the "core group" for the mediation sessions. . .
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...

M mbers of this core group were not formal representatives of ally organizations.
Their responsibility w s to "bring along" their const4ents as the discussions

dpi In a errs % they were also mediators. .

,.4

.
Cormick and McCarthy worked with this group in joint and separate sessions and

. -

.
.

/"` ,also provided a link to the key parties not "at-,the table"--the Governor, the
Corps and county officials, all of whom were carefully kept current an the pro-
gress of the dispute in order ta:ensure their support for emergingrecommenda-
iions.<

Several initial points were established which were an important impetus to the
discussions. The environmentalists discovered the farmers really didn't.want
to sell their land to subdividers and would support stringent control to pre-
vent such devedopment The residents of the middle valley began to understand
tne development concerns of the environmentalists and recognized that such de-
velopment would.make the valley lesk desirable to them as well. The environ-
mentalis.ts discovered that sprawl was occurring legally and illegally in the
middle and upper valleys despite, the flooding.- Arid, the environmentalists be-
gan to see that their "win" ,was temporary, and a future serious flood could not
only lead to a dam being built but to the environmentalists being blamed for
damages and injuries. The focus became, "How do we provide some level of flood
control, insure the continued economic'tiabiility of the farmers and the towns
and build the kind of land-use plans and controls that maintain the valley a

greenbylt with broad recreational value?"

ti
It is difficult, in a brief description such as this to relate the kinds and depth
of effort performed by citizens when ,they feel they have an opportunity to influ-
ence decisions: The spokesman for the farmers who would arrive at 10 p.m.,
straight from haying all day, work in joint. session until 2 a.m. and then head
hbme for a nap, before 5 a.m. milking. The Project Engineer at the Corps who
would carefully research even the most peripheral questions, meet with any of
the participants, and work all weekend and who established a level of credibil-
ity with all of the parties which pro4ed invaluable. And, the environmentalists
who assumed personal risk and abuse as they began to support flood control mea-
sures.

When the mediator's reported to the Governor on their progress shortly after.June
30, he asked that they continue their efforts and report back by September 30.

In Jate August the mediatio eared to have reached a sCalethate. The environ-
mentalists in the core gro p ha been unable, to formulate any common position in
response to alternate appralOrches proposed by those,primarily interested in flood
control. At this pOint the medi'ators refused to call any further joint sessions
until the environmental group spokesmen had gotten a'position together and com-
municated that posion to their constituents. This action, along with the re-
turn of a key environmental spo an from a six week kayak trip in Alaska, led
to a breaking of the deadlock. kB the end of September a,tentative agreement
Wad begun to take shape.

On-be'cember 6th, after.tmo months of painstaking effort to formalize specific
provisions and final language, all of the participants in the mediation effort
sighed a s'et of joint recommendations to be forwarded to the Governor.

Ic

vs
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. .

Generally, the agreement provides for a Multi-purpose flood control, hydro-
electric, recreational and water supply dam'on the North Fork (rather than .

the -Middle FoAc) of the Snoqualmie
'

a systeT ofZfsetback levees in the middle
- 41valley which provide 100 year flood protection to developed areas, maintain-

ing a large portion of the middle valley in: natural flood storage and recre-
ational use, controlling patterns of develqpment through: the purchase of
floodway easements and deveelopment rights and the establishment of a basin
planning council to coordinate planning foci the entire'river basin! The
agreement also provides for appointment bythe Governor of an interim com-
mittee, composed of participants in the mediation along with a few other
citizens, to direct the implementation of the agreement. The interim com-
mittee will be provided with technical assistance from an advisory group
representing various federal, state and like] agencies.

The Corps of Engineers and county and local officials have indicated support
for the package. (Preliminary studies indicate the basic,enginepri g and
cost-benefit feasibility of the propOsat. )f The Washington Envirotrental
Council, a state-wide umbcella organizatign of environmental groups, has
voted unanimously to support the proposal land they, along with a number of
other citizen groups such as the League 'of Women Voters, the Alpine Lakes
Protection Society and the Valley Greenbelt Association (the farmers' or-
anization) have written letters to the Gimiernor indicating formal support.

1

I a press' conference held to announce th4 ag'reefient,,Governor Evans stated
th t he -"thoroughly endore(d)" the recom ndations and announced the for-
mat on of the proposed interim committee is the first step in their imple-
ment tion.

1

1
0

1
c

The E P has carefully documented and recol-ded this first' attempt to apply
mediat on to an environmental dispute. Our tentative, conclusions from this
and oth r environmental disputes in which we have been involved address such
concerns as (1) which environmental disputes are most likely to be "mediable";
(2) the problems of identifying and. conferring ''recognition l-' on groups and
individua s; (3) the proper relationship between such "unequals" as concerned
citizens aeld public officials responsible 1 for making -decisions; .(4) the length

1of time req fired to resolve complex environmental problems of broad interest;
(5) how to 1 with the lack of implicitlor explicit deadlines imposed by

-the situation; and (6) how to translate agreements into implementation.

December 20, 1974.
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ADDENDUM: Flood Control, Recreation and Development
inthe Snoqualmie River Valley Ir.

It is now some six months since Governor Evans announced a comprehensive
plan for flood control, land use and recreation in the Snoqualmie-Snohomish ,

drainage system arrived at through the mediation process. Since that time
the impleMentation process provided for in the-agreed upon recommendations
to the Governor have been going forward. The mediators no longer have for-
mal involvement in the situation.

The Governor appointed an Interim Committee, es proposed ip the unanimous
recommendations, whose members represent both those involved in the mediation
effort-and a number of other constituencies whose support- is necessary in
ensuring the effistive implementation of both'the letter and spirit cithe
agreement. Memb?trof that Committee, with the assistance of a liaison person
appointed by the Govefhor to provide a variety of staff and other services, have
spent long hours working with federal, 'state and local officials to develop the
prOgram necessary to implement the proposals.

As a part of this implementation and planning effort, the Chairman of the
fTte.rim Committee and the mediators were invited by Senator Warren G. Magnuson
and Representative Lloyd Meads to testify before the Subcommittees on Public
Works of the Committees on Appropriations of thetnited States Senate and'House
of Representat%ies. That testimony was on behalf of a Corps of Engineers request
for funds to undertake the technical studies necessary to ensure the feasibility
Othe proposed flood control and other works as outlined in the agreement.

An important consideration fOr the iators was to determine theopoint at
which their formal, responsibility should /be terminated. There was an assumption
on the part of some observers and participants that the mediators --(should assist
the Interim Committee throughout the imRlementa -tion process. However, one reason
that a process for implementing the agreement was developed was to crate a
mechanisnTwhereby diverse but concerned citizen and public groups coulyd continue
to interact. Accordingly, the Mediators ensured that all parties were aware that
with the signing and announcement of the agreed upon recommendations, their formal
participation would end. This step not only clearly transfers the resoonsibility
for implementation to the Interim Committee and relevant public Officials but high-
lights'a-crit.ical difference between the quite separate processes of reaching an
agreement for future activity_ and t actual carrying out of that activity. Fur-
ther, a continuing problem in the m iation of many other social disputes has been
the difficulty experienced by some tervenors in severing a continuing. obligation
for facilitating the implementation of agreements reached. This not only could
prevent the maturing of newly defined relationships between the parties themselves,
but places a.very real limit/on the number of involvements possible for..any inter-

,

venor.

With the beginning of June, 1g75, the Environmental. Mediation' Project was
re-funded by the Ford and Rockefeller FOundations as the,"Offidtr of Environmental
Mediation" in the Institute of Environmental Studies at the University of Washing-
ton in Seattle, Washington. The goals orthe Office over the next two years will
be both to broaden the 'scope and. variety of disputes in which it is involved and
to work toward ,institutionalizing dispute resolution systems for the broad range
of environmental Problems which continue to confront us.

(-lc.)
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FAIRBANK OROUGH

IMPACT INFORMATION CENTER, A COMMUNITY- DIRECTED RESEARCH MODEL

Mim Dixon, Ph.D.',

Director,
Impact Information Center

Abstract

Vast oil and natural gas resources in the American arctic

are being heVeloped to meet the nation's demand for domestic energy sources.
.

The trans Alaska oil pipeline is a landmark in both resource development and

)P
construction. At its inception, it was the largest private construct n

project in history. Prior td federal approval of the trans Alaska of pipe-

line, extensive environmental impact studies here made as required by the

National Environmental Poilticy Act of 1969. 'Although aspects of impact upon

the "socioeconomic" environment were included in the environmental impact

statement which was submitted to the U.S. Department of the Interior, little

research was undertaken on the social impact of the pipeline construction

prior to the actual event.

The Impact. Information Center A(stUdying the effects of con-

struction of the trans Alaska oil pipeline on the community of Fairbanks,

which is a principal administrative, supply, and transportation centef for

construction activities. - By documenting certain social, cultural, economic,

populat .Lon, and othe changes in Fairbanks resulting directly and indirectly

from the pipeline project, this study may-enhance the accuracy of social

aspects of environmental impact statements for future resource development

projects. It may also provide information which would help affected commu-

nities plan for impact and cope with its effects in a rational, systematic

manner. And, the Impact Information Center provides a new model for commu-

nity-directed research. This article descr -ibes the history.and functions

of the Impact Information Center and the roN-.of the social scientist in

this research setting.
....

L
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Current and past administrations of the ffdetal government
have given high priority to making the United States More ind.ep&ndent With
respect to its sources of energy. Domestic production of oil has been
encouraged to meet national energy needs. Thus, ".10sense of urgepcy,surrounds

the development of Alaska's oil and gas resources. passage of" the federal

Trans Alaska Pipeline Authorization Act of 1974 paved the.way for constructing
a pipeline to carry oiL from the oil fields of Prudhoe Bay on Alaska-4-Q\
,rtiorthern coast to the port of Valdez an Alaska's southern coast.

Y m

onstruction cif the trans Alaska pipeline system was officially `'

begun in April, 1974, although preliminary workSegan as early'as 1968.
/

Initial phases of construction required building a 361 mile graVel road from
the Wikon River to-Ptudhoe Bay, which includes bridges over 20 major streams
and rivers and a 2,300 foot bridge over the Yukon River. Olfer preliminary
construction includes three permanent airfields, eight temporary airfields,
fifteen permanent access roads-, nuMerous,temporary access roads, and nine-
teen construction camps. The second phage of the project, scheduled for a

completion in mid-1977, includes construction of.a 798 mile long,.48 inch
'diameter steel pipeline frOm Prudhoe Bay to Valdez, eight pump stations along
.,the route, and oil,storage.and tanker loadinwfacdlities at Vgldez. Th

final stage of the project includes construction of four additional pipl.Tfie
pump stations and more oil storage 'and tanker'docking fa,eilities'at Valdez.
Estimated completion date for the construction project is 1977.

The cost of the project is now ,estimated in'excess of $6 bilrion.
lyeska Pipeline Service Company., the fir fired by a consortiumiof seven

oil companies 99/6 d and operate the trans Alaska oil pipeline has hired 4

two construction agement contractors, BeQhtelc, Inc., and'Fluor Al*Ska, Inc.
Twelve execution contractors have also been hired. An estimated 9,000 persons
were to be employed directly on pipeline, jobs by the end of 1974, with 22,090

ejobs in 1975. Many management pars nnel and skilled tradesmen are being
brought to Alaska to do the work. ost unions have negotiated contracts which
.provide.a working peVod of nine 'to weeks, with 10 hours of Mork for seven
days per week, and a fest and recreatio period of one to two weeks. This

yields payc4cks of $1,000 to $1,500 per week'fof laborers and'skilled crafts-
men. Management persons usually work schedules of eight weeks of work and
two weeks. of rest and recreation, with salaries in the range of.$30,000 to

, .

$70,000 per year.\, ,

Ts

e/A
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The Impact Information Center was conceived by the community,
and its ultimate rationale is to serve the community by providing information
about the community. Thus, the fundamental approach is to gather information
on a broad range of activities within the community and to disSeminate that
information in tie most expedient Manner. The accumulated information also
provides a basis for analytical interpretation within a theoretical frame-
work.

Data collected. by the Impact Information Center is reported to .

the public in monthly reports. In July, 1975, the eighteenth regularyepdrt
was produced. The regular reports range in length from 0 to 3Q pages, and 4
cover a broad variety of topics, including dousing, food prices, traffic
community services, and other areas. In additiOn to the regular reports,
two special reports have been produced, one on midorfty and Alaska hire on
the pipeline, and the other on the effects of the pipeline on Senior Citizens
in Fairbanks.

Impact Information Center Reports are distributed to the news media;
local, state, and federal agencies; and, persons whq have requested that their
names be placed on the mailing list. Currently there are approximately 500
persons on the mailing list. The Impact Advisory Committee meets with the
Impact Information Center staff in monthly public meetings to review the
reports and to suggest directions for-additional research. Thus, the' data

regularly undergo the tests of public scrutiny.

In January, 1975,',after the Impact Information Center had been
in operation for sixmonths, persons on the mailing list received an evalu- ,

ation questionnaire. There was a 52.7% rate of return'on the question-
naires. The results indicated that on the average, 3.3 persons read each
copy. More than 77% of the r dents stated that they 4a4 actually
used information contained in act Information Center repOsets. Some

Of the uses specified 6y.the respondents included using the information for
planning and decision-making; for reference in hearings, reports, or research;
in news reporting; in agency reports; to support proposals or budget requests;
to help people who are new to the community; and as part of speeches or pro-
grams.' Every person responding to the questionnaire indicated a desire to
remain on the Impact Information Center mailing list.

In additioA to providing written reports, the Impact Information
Center acts as.a communications and referral center. Located in a store-
front office in bhe heart of Fairbanks, the Impact Center serves as a walk- -
in center for local citizens and newcomers to Fairbanks. Traveling ,

journalists, bureaucrats, and businessmen considering locating their beisi-
nesses in Fairbanks, frequnt the'Center. Many persons telephone the
Impact Information Center with questions, complaintslrumors, or infor-
mation. And, the staff of the Impact Inforffiation Center is often asked to
speak.to localand visiting groups.

199
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METHODS

A variety of methods'have been used to collect community, data.
. -These include the following:

1. A reporting systeM has been established in,which local and
state agencies send copies of their regular reports to the
Impact Information Center.

2. The'local newspaper and other major newspapers within the
state, are reviewed daily and a file of newspaper clippings
relating to the community, the impacts of the pipeline, and
energy,resource development\ is maintained.

3. Regular market basket surveys, beating-oil-cost surveys, and
survey's of rental prices advertised in the local newspaper
are conducted to establish economic intices. In addition,
information obtained by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in
its Anchorage Consumer Price Index is utilized. A major
activity of the Impact Center and its'Advisory Committee has
been to encourage the reestablishment of a consumer price
index in Fairbanks.

4. Utilizing the dockets from the State Superior Court, filed
divorce complaints are recorded monthly,'and information.
from previous years is being collected in order that a time
series analysis may be possible.

5. Interviews are cor( ducted with local .persons to obtain infor-
mation on a variety of subjects, and focal institutions are
:visited and observed. 1

6. Public meetings and hearings are attended to obtain both
information and pu,blic expressions of sentiments.

7. Formal questionnaires are used occasionally to obtain infor-
mation on specific problems, (e.g., a survey of high school
students to determine their roles within the workforce, a
survey of Senior Citizens to ascertain their pipeline-related

. problems, and a survey of local-pipeline-related workers to
,determine their child care needs and solutions).

8. Local university students,are encouraged to study impact
phenoMIlha pr to do mini-ethnographies in areas which relate
to pipeline construction and/or impact phenomenon. Their
work is supervised and coordinated through the Impkt Center,
and the Center acquires copies of comPleted'papers.
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9. 'Impact Center staff participate in local groups, give speeches

at meetings of various or6nizaions, are interviewed on radio

and television talk shows, and participate ih community

activities in other ways which help to create a positive

image and 'a sense of trust which facilitates an informal communi-

cations network.

10. As the Impat IALLermation Center has become'recognized as a

community resource, persons in the community or elsewhere

with questions, problems, or information contact the Impact

Center either by telephone or going directly to the Center.

Persons in the community, provide information not only in terms

of data but also by alerting the staff to community concerns.

Research methods are flexible and strive for the integration of

. qualitative and quantitative data. The financial and political constraints

on the Impact Center prohibit a large research team which could provide

greater depth of information. However, the relatively small size of the' .

communit , and the unique vantage point provided by the research setting,

enables the applied anthropologist to view the community in a holistic

manner of often afforded urban-anthropologists.

,ROLE OF THE SOCIAL SCIENTIST

The Impact Information Center offers a unique research setting

which provides the social scientist with validity, access to information,

and a sense of purpose. This type of applied anthropology requires certain

skills not often taught in graduate school. To function effectively in 'this

type of nonacademic setting, a minimal level of proficiency is required

in practical politics, which often runs counter to academic training.

In the interest of-stimulating dialogue betWeen applied social

scientists, this paper offers suggestions based upon the author's experi-

ences as an applied anthropologist working for local government in a relatively
0 small, conservative community.

Fundamental to these recommendations is the fact of life that the

position, (i.e.-funding), for the applied anthropopgist is subject to

local control; and, therefole, local politics. Another fundamental premise

is. that the anthropologist's,effectiveness is dependent upon his/her

credibility and ability to communicate findings.

1. Consider every group and individual' in the community:as part

of a "special interest group," whether or not -it appears that they have the

community interest at heart rather than personal interests. To avoid

community politics ancigain general acceptance, it is important not to be

identified with any single "special interest." This may be accomplished

by balancing activities with some types of special interest groups with

attentions to opposite types of interests. Types of.special interest groups

in the community might include business/economic; church/social activist;

conservationists; academic/university; labor/union; and, ethnic groups.

11:
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2. An advisory committee or board of directors composed of
representatives of broadly-based segments of the community is vitally
important. This gives the organization more credibility and distributes
the responsibility fqr activities to people who are knoWn and respected
in the !immunity. In order for an advisory board to be effective, it
must include representatives of potentially critical organizations.

3. To maintain credibility, it is imperative to limit activities
to disseminating documented information, to minimize interpretations, and
to avoid projections. Based upon (accurate information, other's can craw
conclusigns, make predictions, suggest policy, and recommend planning.
Irthe applied social scientist is asked to become involved in planning
processes, it is best to offer several alternatives, explaining the posi-
tive and negative aspects of each. In other words, the social scientist
does not become a political threat if he/she lets somebody else take
responsibility for decision-making.

4. If the information is to be used, it must be presented
a clear and understandable manner. Information is more likely to be used
when written narratives are kept to a minimum, and charts and graphs are
employed whenever appropriate. Statistical analysis is difficult for many
people' to interpret and conceptualize. It is far more effective to present
quantitive information using numbers and percentages. Social scientists
who find this threatening to their'sense of academic competence may pre-
pare two reports: a detailed report for personal use and for people with
specialized. interest, and a more general and brief report for the public.

5. Vocabulary is exceedingly impdrtant. .Words with neutral or
positive connotations in academidcan have negative connotations in other
contexts. Try to understand community attitudes and political sensitivities,
and select words which will not evoke hostilities. For example, I found that
the words "research" and "study", send up red flags in this anti-intellectual
community; whereas, the term "investigation" was acceptable. SimilArly, I
achieved greater acceptance by using the title "Informatibn Officer" rather
than "Research Associate."

In most cases the business/economic interests dominate ,

politically. Explanations including concepts which are understood by the
economic interests and which incorporate their values are more likely to be
accepted. "Taxpayer's dollar" is a phrase which is used commonly by
politicians, and can also be used effectively by s cial scientists.

6. You don't always have to be right. A ry to tvoid inaccuracies
and mistakes; but, if somebody in the community accuses you, of being wrong,
don't become defensive.. Remember:

a.' That person is becoming involved in the project-
encourage his/her participation.

b. That person is a source of information--seek the
additional "information he/she has to offer.

c. Criticism from your advisory board gives them a raison
d'etre - if you are always right, that means they are
powerless.
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Your' credibility is as much a function of .process,

as content--concentrate on developing strong relationships

1 ,. rather than strong arguments.

e. Don't worry about being embarrassed by mistakes--it

makes you 'human.

7., There are both academic and nonacademic approaches to accomplishing

similar goals. For example, academic proposal-writing and grantsmanship is

goite different from the means by which one obtains funds for nonacademic

institutions. .,
8. Appljed social scientists must become more media conscious.

news media seek 'sensational stories and quotations, so it isnecessary to

learn how to use the news media without letting`them abuse you.

9. Be awar& of the hierarchy within your system. Keep admin-

istrative persons posted on your activities and consult with them on decision-

making matter's. Do rift consider your, project to be outside the system. It

is possible to do this and maintain a fair amount of autonomy.

Perhaps other applied social scientists can draw upon their own

experiences to add to thig.list of suggestions.

SUMMARY

Forging a role for an applied 'anthropologist in a community -

directed research setting is incredibly challenging. -Ile Impact Information

Center provides an exciting opportunity for research'with Continual sharing

and evaluation on the part of the research population. Monitoring the effects

of pipeline construction through the Impact Information Centdr may be con-

sidered the data-gathering stage of this research. Since the community pre-

fers to utilize the data with a minimum of analysis and interpretation, the

next phase of the research effort will probably take place in a different

setting. The data-gathering stage is probably most useful to the local

community; whereas, the synthesis, analysis, and interpretation will be more

beneficial to the academic community, planners, and persons involved in

social impact assessment.

Although this researcher is anxious to move into an analysis of the

\data, one or two years of data gathering is not unusual in social science

research. What may be unusual is that the process of data gathering is
as personally gratifying as it is in-the Impact Information Center.
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SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT IN CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPfttIVE*

C. P. Wolf

1. Mohenjo-Daro: A Case Study of Environmental Management

One'hundred sixty seven miles north of Karachi lies the ruin of an ancient
,

Indus civilization, Mohenjo-Daro. But that'd ancient history, jsn't q, at most

of antiquarian interest. I have taught aboue it, in courses on the comparative

sociology of Civilizations, but.that morning three days ago 1 was thinking of

Mohenjo-Daro as a case in environmental management. Was it a failed case, of
4'

environmental Mismanagement? We are at liberty to inspect the ruin. It has the
. P

:appearance of a disorderly brickyard. What's interesting about that? Those

bricks once sheltered life. Regard the bricks: they are hardened by firing,

though not enough to resist seepage of river water. How were they fired? By

deforestation. What was,the effect of that? Eroslon, silting and salinity.

That is one theory of the civilization's demise; there are others -(see,

Wheeler 1968). The foreign, invasion hypothesis places superior weapons of iron

in the conquerors' hands. Mohenjo-Daro, a floOdplain settlement, had none. But

.what t
ma

id
e it an inviting conquest? Again, being situated on the floodplain, it

must have endured severe flooding. Yet endure it did, for 2000 years of contin-

uops occupation. An elaboration on the flooding theory, has geological, uplifting

downstream forming temporary dams that impounded immense pools of backwater. Or

climatic change, perhaps? But what would Mohenjo-Daro have been without the 'In-

dus? It would not have been at all, much less perhaps the first and foremost of

ancient civilizations. This points to the ambivalence of natural landscap

where to exploit natural advantage is to risk natural hazards (see White 19

Revision of a paper presented to the International Conference on Management of
the Environment, Karachi, Pakistan, 19 February 1975.

r

1 t 4
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What, after all, is the moral of Mohenio-Daro? ,Is it found in the irony of

Shelly's lines;

I met a traveller from an antique land
Who said: Two vast and trunkless legs of
Stone

Stand in the desert . .

And on the pedestal these words appear:
"My name is Ozymandias, king of kings:
Look on my works, ye Mighty, and'
despair!"
Nothing beside remains. Rbund the decay

Of that colossal wreck, boundless and
bare
The lone and level sands stretch far
away.

I will th-ink upon it two days hence, beside Tarbela Dam.

2. IntrOduction

40-

''As you know, the United States has many qualified environmental scientists.

So 'the composition of our delegation--both sociologists-,-may Strike you as a bit

odd. It wasn't planned that Way, exaetly,'but it turned oLit that way. Professor
,

Bean has,already demonstrated the wisdom of his selection. I, too shall try to

suggest why social scientists are good people. Co have around bn matters of envi-

ronmental concern. My message is very simple. There is' a newly emerging body

of knowledge called "environmental sociology' that seems important to questions

of environmental management because, fundamentally, problems of environment are

human problems. Within that field, one distinct emphasis--"social impact assess-

men01--seems especially pertinent.

I am speaking then as an unofficial."Ambassador from Sociology," and social

science more generally - -an all too- hidd,en continent of thought when considering

'the world environment,,and its.manageMent- It was-John Ruskin,'I believe, who

greeted news of a transoceanic cable linking Britain and India with the aston-
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ished reply: "But whatThaVe we to say to India?" We social scientists have per-
,

t

haps more to learn than to say on envIroamental subjects. Yet the globalization

of sociology in recent decades marks a turning point in world intellectual his-
,

tory, and _it is only fitting that some of these intellectual resources be applied

to global problems of environmental management.

am speaking too as a ci:trzen of the world. Two facts about "environment"

'are'so obvious, they bear repeajng: (1) environment is international in scope,

and (2) environmental studies are interdisciplinary in`" character. No parochial-
-

isms of discipline or nation can be allowed to obscure these facts.*

3. The Idea of ",EnvirOnmental Management"

What social scientists can suggest is a reciprocity of,human environment

and human-experience. II fs the kocial environment which is our experience and .

expression. Environment is the carrier of human value;-it is shaped to human.,

purpose. The idea of "environmental management" symbolizes that environment is

not something outside of humankind and its' experience but rather the arena in

which human aspirations are molded and human potentiality is realized. "Environ-

mental quality'' must therefore resolve to "quality of the 'human environment."

Correspondingly, the aim and achievement of environmental management must be to

v`

enlarge and enhances the quality of life.

A good-deal of the intellectual work required of social scientists at this

point is to'effectively formulate these "quality of life" criteria and to accuri..

ately gauge their indicators. Both are needed, to deepen conceptual meaning and

refine operational measurement. There are questions of collective decision and

*Tarbela Dam, which Shami (n.d.: 20-22) would elevate as a symbol of national
self-reliance, arose from the "engineering solution" former TVA Chairman'David
E. Lilienthal proposed to settle 'the dispute over Indus water division between

a
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action that mutt be resolved in order to prevent n) urren.t."tragedies of the com-'.

pions" (Hardin); this time on a global scale. (lnde d, -it would appear, that the
12:;

devastating effeCts of Sahelian drought are ,as much due to overgraAng

matip variation.)

4. Envi ronmental Sociology

These seeming'commonplaces of en.vi.ronnvntal perception and evaluation; are
4 -

given new meaning by a growing body of interdiciplinary social science knowl-

edge variously labeled "environment and behavior" or "man-enviibnment.relations."

1

Within that broad domain is a newly emergent specialty, "environmental sOciol-

ogy," which adcWesses the intiicate and inextricable relationship between human

--that is, socialactivity_ an its physical setting.- Increasingly, the human

environmerit is a "built envi-ronment," a social construction: What is lhatural,"

to, humans or,enyiPonments, is a hoary questidm (NegrV1962) arrd perthaPb a point-

ji.
less one. Wh-at seem essential are cultural perceptions, definitionstAnd values.

"Environmental degradation" refers to a physical state of air,,land 'and water

quality, for example, but it is a social judgment of thdse "natural conditions.

The corollary is that environmental quality has'vits human caiJses and con-

sequences,
.

and further, that by a process of mutual adlustmentsocietiess

ronmental problems are reflections of their own natures. And beause they co-

exist in mutual adjustment, if not_outright harmony, it is difficult to change

$

one without changing the other. Hardest of all is to cWange both simultaneously.

Thi4 "-socialization" of environment does no; imply or betray the anthrwocentric

notion--Niebuhr, (1960) calls it "henotheism"--that because environment is avail-

( .

1

. e

India and Pakistan Its'construction has been financed largely through the 'World'
Bank and multi- and bilateral grants and loans from half a dozen.nations. Besides

15,000 Pakistanis, 500 workers from 24 countries are employed,on*the prOject..
Technical expertise has been drawn from several major intet.rnatiOnal_consulting
firms (Baker 1973: 8).

,
.

.- .

,The range of these concerns is indicated in the draft "Statment of Purpose for
an Environmental Sociology Section," appended.

117
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able it is- thereby disposable. As Catton (1975) recognizes, to:think otherwise

rs both fallacious and fatal. The domination of nature (Leiss 1972) must ex-'

tend to huiban nature as well (Skinner 1966).

.t /

The evolution of human society is a process of -change from nature to Cul-

4ik

ture as the'basis of human activity., In effecting this change, technology h

*
been .the chief instrument of cultui-al intervention and control. One Eat ex-

ample Of cultural achievement is gliMpsed in L4vi-Strauss' (1969) study, The

Raw and the Cooked, whicil explores the mythology surrounding use of fire in

food preparation. Th.roughtooking, far wider nitlies of human adaptation were
,

opened up, yielding to our,species an evolutionary, advan.tage'it;has never're-

linquished.

In the process of this great transformation, environment has-been the

recipient of the most advanCed technological applications. There is a social -
.

component to this process, in the nvention,and diffusion of technological. in-'

novations and the social forms through which they are organized an,d

There is also a distinctive "social- technology," of -which one particular form

"social impact assessment" (SIA)--is assuming some importance for develop-
o .

4
meg planning in the industrially advanced societies. Countries less developesi

,stand to benefit significantly by a transfer of,this social technology.*

5. Social Impact Assessment .

41,
SIA is a quite recent develOpment in the United States, and we are in

the very early stages of thinking-bout how to do it:Jet alone putting

into widespread practice. The best way to explain 'the idea of 'SIA is by anal-
.

f,,ogy with the more familiar practice o f environmental impact assessment" as

On problems of the transfer of intellectual technology see however Stneeten
(1974) .

/
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required under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 /NEPA), whose pur-

.J
pose is to ''encourage productive and enjoyable harmony between man a9d his en-

.

'vironment and stimulate the health and welfare of man. . ." NEPA 'further

recognizes the profound impact of man's activity, on the inter-relaljons- of

all components of the natural environments" and prescribes the use of "all

practicable means and measures . . . to create and maintain conditions under

which man and nature can exist
.

in productive harmony and fulfill the social,

economic and other requirements of preent and future generations of Americans."

Pe means and measures cited, including those "which wjJll lure that presently

unquantified environmental amenities and values may 130 given appropriate con-
.

sideration,". entail an intefdistiplinary approach "to insure the integrated use

of natural and social sciences . . . in decision-m4ing which may have an impact.

on man's environment.'' While distinctively "social" impacts have tended to be

implicit, indirect and qualitative under these pr1 visions, adiainistra-

tive regulations and legal interpretation's have /broadened and deepened the so-
/

cial content "admissableand required-(Savatsky 4974; Francis 1974).

An example closer to hand i5 found in thfr statement (Nasim, Mi,,rza and

Ahmed 1975: 2) that "The development and appycation of nuclear energy is one

of- the first major examples of determining7nvironmental and public health is-

sues well in advbnce of industrial appdicatikon. . . ." Indeed, "anticipatory 5

II 4

research" is the key to this analysis, no merely 'evaluative research" after

the fact of technological damage. We seek to learn bat will happen todpeople,

in communities over the next 50 or 100 4,ears with and without a planned inter-

vent,ion-=a,dam, a highway, a housing development, a sewerage treatment plant,

a factory location, a ''nuclear reactor, and so on and on. Nor are "nonstruc-

tural" licier, programs and projects, such.as a social security or a family

112
,44
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planning scheme, to be excluded rom such analysis. These are surely among the

ost c mplex--and most important--questions of environmental management.

The methodology for conducting these studies is undergoing rapid develjbp-.

ment at present; doubtless it will draw on numerous established techniques of

social research, such as demographidNanalysis,..survey research and social net-

work analysis, to name but a few. Also it will draw on less familiar techniques

of futures research, such as societal trend analysis and cross-impact matrix

methodologies,6and those of technology assessment as well. The general logic

of the approach f lows a series of assessment steps:

1. Soci 1 prof-i-ling--establishing base conditions from which to measure
futu change;

2. Profile prOjection over the expected life of the project--presently
the weakest methodological point, except for population projections
on a highly aggregate level;

3. '!Assessment," or estimating the profile parameters under alternative
plans; and

4. Impact evaluation, the assignment of positive or negative values to
hthe various anticipated outcomes. One question here is: who bene-

fits from and who pays forkthep(ans under study.
.71

After working through this procedure, we should arrive at a sounder basis for
p

decision making and for mitigating those adverse irup,cts that cannot be avoided.
tr.

While SIA is now very much more of ,an art than a science (Wolf 1974), with in-

creased experience it should provide a valuable planning tool. The rewardsof

effec.tiveirlanning should far outweigh the difficulties of .analysis.

Why is-analysis on this order of complexity required when unserved human

needs, of health and housing, employment and education, apear so, obvious? In

the case 1pf Pakistan., or instance, isn't anything done along these lines to be

accounted as sheer gain ?' One answer is that while there are undoubted benefits

there are also' inescapable costs, and these must be optimized across the entire

1 2 .)^.0
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,..range of development plann.ing. Moreover, the incidence of benefits and disbene-

fits will not fall equally and equitably to all parties involved and persons af-

fected. T)'e criterion of social ju5-t'ice must not be ignored in the dissociation

of costs and benefitskespecially where_ edistributive effects are themselves

planning objectiN.;es. Lastly, we know of many projects in which unanticipated

consequences have vitiated or seriously compromised the value of well-intended

plans. For all these reasons it seems both necessary and desirable for SIA to

be consistently and conscientiously applied.

in Cross-Cultural Perspective

Very well, but why the cross-cultural emphasis? Isn't this aspect of ad-,
%

vanced planning more properly consigned to advanced industrial societies? I

have tried to argue the uhLversal validity of SIA. We have then, to demonstrate

that validity, and to poirit out the utili-ty of SIA for all who employ it. First,

as to validity, we can simply indicate that .advanied industrial societies them-

selves contain striking cultural differences which must be appreciated and re-

spected in.the planning process.. I very well remember the almost frantic call

I received from the Canadian Ministry of TraNportatiorrt-Nlt seems their build-

ing in Ottawa was besieged by Indians demanding fairer,vreatment` and wasn't

there something I could send them about the special role of culturJ minori-

ties in planning for the public good? Again, our own-American, Indians are sit-
,

ting on top of vast mineral and energy reserves they are not at all sure they

.want to see exploited at their expense.

These examples provide a kind of "internal validity" check opublic pro-
.

grams that cut across many divisions of class, race and ethnicity. Muchof our

knowledge of these qi-oups and their differences comes from anthropologists. In

turn, much of their unJerstandinq derives from the'-study of non-Western peoples.

*
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A large fraction of previous research, in applied anthropology, c.ommunrty develop-

ment and cultural ecology, bears on this interest. To consolidate and expand this.,

knowledge base, a sizeable number_of American anthropologists have recently banded

together to form a "Group on Social Impact of Environmental Modification."

There is another issue to be raised in"consideration, however. A great deal

of the technical assistance rendered throughout the world bears heavy social re-

sponsibility for the human consequences implied. For one example, the Energy Re-

,

search and Development Administration (forMerly a part of the U. S. Atomic Energy

Commission) through its Office for International, Programs is now implementing the

agreement between President Ford and President .0at to install a nuclear reactor

in the United Arab Republic. Surely a responsible negotiation of this agreement

demands attention to the social impacts of such an installation. Past results s

of foreign aid injhat part of the world are hardly reassuring, in terms of en-

.

' virohmerqal (Wade 1974) and political stability as well (Holden 1974).

Assessments o'F the Aswan Dam remain incomplete,'although-Geiserls (1973) study

of an earlier structure clearly indicaies the s,ymbolic dimension and the cohe-

sive force of mytli and ritual in societies experiencihg rapid change. A-respec-
t

table body of literature has been accumulati.ng on water resource development

elsewhere in Africa (FAO 9; Rubil and Warren 1968; Brokensha 1963-64; Scud--

der 1968) and Sou' eastern A *(Hannan 1968; Ingersoll 1972). Increasing re-

search effort i now require for purposes of codification and systematic gene-
,

ralization of their findings, and for placing them in an operational context such

' as SIA provides.

7. Tarbel4 Dam Project:"A Further Case in Point

It is within the borders of Pakistan itself' that the largest af such under-
-

takings is nearing .completion. Tarbela Dam, in the Himalaya foothills some 40

7-)

.4
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miles northwest of Rawalpindi, is the largest rock and earth-fill dam in the world.

8
A great may of Pak.istan's hopes, for future development are tied to its success;

rhat power ana water mean to a largely agricultural society can scarcely be exag-

'gerated. ,sWhat it means in human terms is nd-less impressive. Its reservoir will

displace 80,000 peOpleffom about 100 villages (Baker 1973: 11). A massive reset-

tlement program had succeeded in displacing only-10,000 by 1973, a Year before

scheduled filling to planped ,capacitx: Tarbela Project Director Aman Ullah Kahn

fknowledges, .

This is the human problem we are facing. Whereas we are building this
'project for the benefit of humanity, for the development of the coun-
try) for the uplift of the economy, 80,000 human beings are being dis-.

placed. That is the Sacrifice these people are making so that others
can:deriVe benefits. a

Those people's'attitude is: "Ohy us?" EVen a generous compensation scheme will

not restore the lost 'sense of place 'and-disrupted way of -life; some of those re-
%

settled have acluSlly r&turned farmer homes npw drireatened

The Project affords.seartt provisjon for unskilled employment, and while there is
.

talk of building new townsbi.ps'arourid Tarbela reservoir-: there is a noticeable

,

lack ofrs9ial pLanningv e.g. possible recreational devlopment with at least

, t
. ' ..>,_

seasonal employment opportUnities.
I

1

ri-
,,,.

1 . .

Other question intrude pn the level of physiCal planning; water storage

capacity is predi-ctedk .toidecline by 80% over the next sixty years, due to silt-t
ing, though power production wbuldcontinue unaffected The-next major project

.

"Current figures place the number resettled at 71,720. Whatever the loss to.'

agricultural producti7ity, delays in dam completion caused by partial collapse

of twoNtunnels may'hgve actually facilitated, the KiMan adjustment process.
(

"TwOkamlets have a lready been.bOltsat,Ghazi on

,

the left bank and at'Pehur

n the .right bank where 4,000-people have been resettled. Khal'abat Township

near'Hariptfir is com
:*o

Pleted It will ultimatply accommodate 30,000 affected per-

sons.} The townships will be equipped with all the basic amenities and facilities.

' . 1 'it)-1 -.4 1.)
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will be Kalabagh, 120 miles downstream. "Is there any way to prevent. Tarbela

from becoming obsolete in the next 60 years? Ask this question and you see a

gleam come in the eyes of the engineers building Tarbela" (Baker 1973: il).

"Of course," one of them said. "Tarbela can store 20,percent of the
water in the river. The other Wpercent flows through. If we could
somehow build four more Tarbelas, some of those upstream, we could
control the river completely and offset the'silt problem."

'Upstream watershed management, .reforestation and other' measures could very well

reduce siltation; on the demand side, USAID (1974) estimates that over 75% of

irrigation water available now is lost through seepage, spills and inefficient

management, resulting in further loss of acreage due to waterlogging. But no

end of "engineering sokitions" will adequately resolve the "human problems" of

Tarbela Dam Project and its successors. What is required is assessment of their

social impacts.*

3. Environmental Perception and Cultura0VarLation

Itaexpdse -not to suppress- -cultUral differences that we are attempt -'

ing to view social impact assessment in cross cultural' perspective. If environ-

ment is global in its proportions, environmental perceptions and evaluations are
'\I

culturally diverse. While the global environment should be assessed in global

terms, applying universal' standards of environmental quality, environmental and

414

cultural differe4nces are appreciable between and within world regions. Differ-
.

ences, even contradictions, may occur within a society as well. Japan presents,

the cultural paradox of high esthetic appreciation coupled with unprecedented

environmental pollution.

The Government is also, planning to 'set up sdme large industrial units at Khalabat
. . . to provide sufficient means of employment to the affected people." I owe
this and other information o'n Tarbela Dam project to K. M.,Parvez, Water and Power
Development Authority (WAPDA) Public Relations Officer4

*Anthropological field stddies at the site are presently being conducted under
the direction of Hugil S. Plunkett.
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The major division appears to fall betwedh more and lesssindustrially de-
.

veloped nations, the former's problem of environmental management being defined

as pollution control and the latter's as housing provision, 'sanitation, nutri-

tion and the like.* One illustrative case is the recent dispute over the UN's'

Earthwatch operations, the Uhited States stressing environmental monitoring, e.g.

via remote sensing, while other countries, especially African, urged priority

for increasing stocks of urban housing. What "environment" means from these con-

trasting viewpoints is'partly a matter of cultural experience and definition. In

either case however the very perception of environmental problems is an encourag-

ing sign, taking seriously Melko's (1972) suggestion that the course of civiliza-

tional advance is marked not by problem solution but by problem creation.

Main attitudes toward environment--exploitation, conservation and preserva-
..

tion--roughly correspond to stages of industrial development: early, mature and, .

..- most recently, postindustrialism. The attitude of early industrializers appears

to be thetotal subjugation of nature at whatever cost, a mode of exploitation

that now seems increasingly unviable. Mature industrialism has tempered that

view by giving emphasis to environmental conservation. lOostindustrialism under- .

scores the need for preservation as well, recognizing that long-term human sur-

vival depends as much on environmental .maintenance and enhancement as on resource
k

exploitation.

Now if this is so, it seems evident for example that Pakistan's environmen-

tal management problems are not those-of an advanced industrial society.** Of

-No sharp distinction is supported by these Conference proceedings; despite
widely-shared concern for housing, health and sustenance, pollution has been a

major preoccupation for all participants.

`:"Perversely enough, however,. Pakistan has incurred some environmental problems
of advanced societies. e.g. vehicular air and noise pollution, without having ac-
quired the, institutional and physical infrastructure to successfully engage them.
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far greater concern are what Berry (1973) ,terms "the human consequehces of urbani-

zation." While it is true that since.the ,industrial revolution, urbanizftion and

industrialization in the West have proceeded more or less in parallel, perhaps it

is a eurocentric bias to regdrd the former unaccompanied by the latter as "over-
.

urbanization." The concept of "people pollution" or "superfluous _people" rests

on a single-valued logic of economic utility; there are more generous ways of con-
-

. ceiving human worth and richer criteria for its vdluation. Nevertheless, it does

seem necessary to attain some reasonable balance of people and resources, what-

ever the natural and cultural setting.

Attaining that balance poses something of a "developer's dilemma," of social
V

equity and distributive justice--both supposed goals of the modernization process..

As a development strategy, it may be preferable to maintain depressed levels of

living for great masses of people while accumulating sufficient investment capi-

tal to eventually raise them--all the while having mobilized the mass support and

social discipline to permit such develOpment when "the long run" appears a luxury

good of future-oriented, affluent societies. As Tiryakian (1967:,77) puts it:

. ft

It
*may

be suggested that a'fundamental dilemma of total societies in the
modern setting is whether to opt for rapid economic development or rapid
political development, the former being a centrifugal force, the latter
a centripetal one. We would argue that they cannot be maximized simul-
taneously; the price of economic development is the erosion of social

cohesion. .

Another version of the "modernizer's dilemMa" is bound up in the contradiction be-
\

tween national pride and cultural inferiority (Dore 1969: 433):

. . . the modernizer of a late-developing nation suffers from certain
' psychological disabilities. . . . In a world of competitive nation-
states his modernizing zeal is likely to be highly correlated with-
he himself is likely toclaim that it is a function of-- patriotism.

And patriotisM requires pride in country. So the admission that his
country is backward which justifies his modernizing efforts has to be
reconciled somehow with the defiant assertion that in some respects

his country is superior. And the mare wholesale the modernizing.re-
forms his intelligence commends to him, the more difficult_lp,e recon-
ciliation can become.
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9. Environmental Management and World Politics

Can less developed countries learn the lessons of a modernization process

that threatens global ecocatastrophy? In my view, it is greatly to be doubted.-

In their search for wealth and power, we should rather expect a,pattern of the

repetition of Western errors and excesses. Indeed they will insist on it, as

if it were their due. For the unpalatable alternative, in their view, would be

a perpet,uation of the manifestly unjust system of international stratification.

The point of course is that environmental management and world politiCs do not

easily mix. Just as population cohtrol is regarded by some 'ultranationalists

as "genocide," pollution control may be denounced as "ecocide."

Environmental concerns of advanced industrial nations, such as ozone de-

pletion by release of freon into the atmosphere, must appear esoteric, even

frivolous, set beside hungry mouths. Moreover, what predominantly agricultural

country is going to ban the use of DDT and other potent insecticides, as the

United States has done, at the risk of widespread epidemics and famines? Any

system of,production, even the most primitive form of slash-and-burn agricul-

ture, has environmental consequences. But there is some truth to the argument

that the most insidious dangers, say toxic metals or radioactive contamination,
ti

come from the applications of high technology.

Rappoport (1971: 132) argues,that ecological dominance on a global scale

degrades local, more complexly adapted ecosystems, and "As-man forces the eco-

systems he dominates to be increasingly simple . . . their already limited au-

tonomy is further diminCshed . . . the system's normal self- corrective capacity

is diminished and eventually destoyed." Global "development" then becomes a

a
In light of the COtiference proceedings, I must retract this statement to the

extent of doubting my doubts.

1 (3 "I
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species of "ecological imperialism," undermining our biological viability and ul-

timately the global ecosystem as a whole.

It may not be improper to characterize as ecological imperialism the
elaboration of a world organization that is centered in industrial
societies and degrades the ecosystems of the agrarian societies it
absorbs. Ecological imperialism is in some ways similar to economic
imperialism. In both there is a flow of energy and material from
the less organized system to the more organized one, and both may
simply be different aspects ofthe same relation. Both may also be
masked by the same euphemisms, among which "progress" and "develop-
ment" are prominent.

Similarly, Robert Theobald has speculated that less developed countries are now

beFfer adapted to a world future of resource scarcity than are the irYdustrially

advanced ones, and that extinction of these cultural patterns and social practices

would lead to a general impoverishment of the world's human resources and social

capital.

As before, cultural differences in the world are present and real; differ-

ential environments have conditioned differential experiences, adaptations and

histories. This social environment' too deserves protection and preservation.

Eve'n "tolerated'vartability" will not sufifice; beyond that we require the pbsi-

tive appreciatiqn of difference--cultural diversity as well-as cultural unity.

Pressures for seizing development opportunity should not eradicate these differ-

ences of cultural heritage and natural. habitat. In turn this implies that the

system of international stratification should be transformed into one Of inter-

national differentiation; with equal cultural prestige and economic reward al-
,

loteted to all segments and sectors.
411

la The Program

All of this talk is merely pious until translated into an active program

of research.' Theiframework for such an effort already exists in the Unesco

-Professor Bean would observe ti-tat even an "active program of research" is
pious talk until translated into environmental policy and action.

1 r)C''
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Map and the Biosphere Programme, whose central focus is the investigation of eco-

;

system functioning and natural resource management under a variety 0 environ-

. mental conditions. -While this program, at least in the United States,- has been

deficient in respect to social science--in which,it should be among the strongest

--positive steps are being taken to remedy this condition. Project 10, "The Hu-

man Consequences of Large-Scale Engineering Works," presently occupies a Low

ority which I
would like to see reed, for this is directly the concern of so-

11,

cial impact assessment. To achieve thils we are seeking international colleagues

and inviting their initiative in framing cooperative research proposals for fund-

ing under FL-480 and other auspices. The UN's conference on Human Settlements,

to be held in May/June 976 in Vancouver, Canada, affords an early occasion on

which to come together in the common interest. Plans are being formulated to

hold a workshop on the .topic of this paper under sponsorship of the Environmen-

tal Design Research Association, meeting in conjunction with the UN conference.

It would be most-appropriate for this event to attract strong' international rep-

reseditation.

11. Conclusion 4

Remarks at the "ambassadorial" level are very like what Dr. Johnson com-

plained of as "attitudi Sizing "; those at the programmatic -level are scarcely any

better. My American colleague, Professor Bean, has balanced them with some more

substantive. Although there remain,serious value que,strons to explore--of "ma-

terial versus moral" in development ideology--for which we scarcely possess the

vocabulary, there are also value commitments demanding immediate action,. I hope
4

ta have offered one promising approach to engaging those concerns. While SIA

is not yet an effective tool for environmental management, it has strong poten-

1/'
''ock general survey is contained in Programme on Man and the Biosphere (MAB) Task

Force on the Contribution of the Social Sciences to the MAB Programme (1974).
1
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tial realizeable in the near term. And, like "environment," it is both interdis-

/
cipllnary and international in character and scope. At feast as much attention

,,

should
V
be paid to the ends of human activity as to their means.

4
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/

ABSTRACT

This comprehensive, unannotated bibliography contains nearly 5,000 items
covering literature in and related to the fields of anthropology, communica-
tions, economics, education, design, geography, history, human ecology, land-
scape architecture, management, planning, politics and government, population,
psychology,, public administration, recreation, social psychology and sociology.
The emphasis is on literature that is substantively, methodologically or
theoretically relevant to man and his activities in relationship to natural
environments. The bibliography is listed alphabetically by author, with an
extensive, crosslisted subject-by-title index under the following categories:
Aesthetic, Humanistic, Literary, Religious, Philosophic/Agriculture, Food,
Ranching, Rural/Air/Ahthropology/Attitudes, Behavior, Opinions, Motives Values,
Perceptions, CogniConsKnowledge, Psychology, Social Psychology/Built Environ-
ment-Natural Environ nt Interface, Including Urban Environment-Natural Environ-
ment Relations/Clim to /Communications, Media/Conflicts, Controversy, Competition,
Issues/Conservation, Conservation Movement/Economics, Business, Industry,
Economic Growth and Development, Work, Occupations/Education/Energy, Mintrals/
Forests/General Ecology, General Environment, Social Ecology, Human Ecology, Eco-
Systems/Geography, Regional Studies/Government, Public Agencies/History/Inter-
national, Interstate, Intergovernmental, Interagency/Land/Law, Property Rights/
Management, Policy, Decision Making, Planning, Development/Medicine, Health/
Methodology, Evaluation, Measurement, Indicators, Systems Analysis, Cost-Benefit
Techniques, Projections, Monitoring, Control, Standards, Performance Criteria,
Theory, Concepts/Natural Disasters, Natural Hazards/Natural Resources, General!'
Noise/Place Names in Title/Politics/Pollution/Population, Demography-, Migration,
Crowding/Quality of Life, Affluence, Living Standards, General Environmental
Quality/Readers, Conference,Proceed/i.ngs, Special Issues, Textbooks/Recreation,
Leisure, Parks, Wilderness, Wildlife, Nature/Reference: Bibliographies, Data
Sets, Catalogs, Directories, Literature Surveys and Reviews/Science, Technology/
Sociology, SociAl Organization, Insti44ions, Culture, Society/Space, Spatial
Behavior, Territoriality/Transportation/Voluntary Action, Voluntary Organizations,
Citizen Partiicpation, Social Movements/Waste/Water.
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H.R. 3510: THE LAND USE AND RESOURCE CONSERVATION
ACT OF 1975

An important74indeed critical--piece of legislation is again' before

the Congress. Among the many compelling reasons for enacting a
comprehensive "land use planning bill is the realization that '

"decisions concerning )may public facilities, large scal or

regionally significant developments, and other land useg which have

significant economic, social, and environmental implications are

often made without regard to the long-term economic, environmental

and social consequences or impact beyond the immediate jurisdiction;"
and that "significant land-use decisions are being made without
adequate opportunity for members of the public to be informed abioui

the impact of or the alternatives for such decisions, or to become,

involved in such decisions in meaningful ways.'

H.R. 3510 seeks "to encourage and.support the establishment by

the States and Indian tribes of effective land use planning and
management programs that assure adequate consideration of the
environmental, social, and economic implications of major decisions

as to the use of the Nation's land. . . ." From the standpoint
of social impact assessment, the key provisions are:

Sec. 304(a): The State program shall include pcilicies and
procedures to consider the'location of, and the environmen-
tal, social, and economic impacts of, large scale subdivision

or development projects. . . .

Sec. 306: The State program shall include policies and
procedures to consider the environmental, social, and
economic" impact of developments of regional impact.,

Sec. 310(a): (The State program shall include) development of
an adequate data base including methods for collecting,
revising, exchanging and.using geophysical; biological,
demographic, economic, social,and environmental data.

Sec. 404(b): (In the development of land use plans, each
agency head shall) (1) use a systematic interdiscip nary

approach to'achieve integrated consideration of phy ical,
biological, economic, and social sciences.

Sec. 503: The Secretary (of the Interior) shall report biennially
to the President and the Congress on land resources, uses
of laru, and current and emerging problems of land use.
Such report shall include the Secretary's evaluation of
the effectiveness of each State program for carrying out
the policies of this Act, and shall include an assessment

of the economic, social, and_environmental costs imposed in
each State-by inappronriate use and-development in areas
of critical State concern, and the effects of land use
controls on the ri(pIts-of property owners:

1 t5
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AGENCY GUIDELINES FOR THE PREPARATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENTS

1. Department of Agriculture.

Environmental impacts. This requires analyses and descriptions
of both the .anticipated favorable and adverse impacts of the
propased action as it affects the'environment.

The environment in this case includes both the ural environ-
ment and the social and economic environment. (Federal Register,
38, 222 (19 November 1973), 31937) 11)

Identify, analyze, and"disCti°s's the full range of social,
physicalt, and biological factors which change.as a result of
,direct or indirect effects of proposal. Examples o areas
of environmental impact are: Air Ipality, *Feather imodi cation,
water quality, fish and wildlife, rbise," radiation, hazy ous
substances, energy suonly, land use, soil, plants, outdoor
recreation, historic, architectural and archeological preserva-
tion, impacts on low-income populations, and employment.

Both primary and secondary- consequenp s should', be considered
in the analysis. For example, the i lications, if any, of theio
action on population distribution or concentration should be
objectively estimated and an assestment made of th obable
effects of such changes in Population patterns upo resource
bases, including lanruse, and public services in th rea iri
question. Include also, economic impacts -on employment, unem-
ployment, Chcinges in local culture, social and other economic
factors. (Federal Register, 38, 222 (19 November 19'73), 31926)%

2. Soil Conservation Service.

Both long- and short-range implications of a proposed action
to man, his physical and social surroundings, and.to natIfte are
to he evaluated. (Federal Register, 38, 222 (19 Novembeb 1973),
31910)

. . . the degree of public interest, notential controversy, urban
or rural setting, and economic and social impacts should be
assessed. (n. 31912)

Secondary 1m7a4pts such as socioeconomic effects as well as
cumulatifve effects of other SC3 and re vant actions in the area
to be influenced are to be considered. (p. -31913)

3. Department nc Trans-e'r*--;('r

The environmental innact,statement process should be used to
ex -More alternative actions that will avoid or-minimize adverse ---

impacts and to evaluate both the long and short term implications
to man, pis ph-sical and socialc'surroundinqs and to nature. -

(Federal :?(Nriister, 3, 210 (1 Nc>vomher 1973) , 30216)
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Section 16(d) of the Airport Act establishes a requireznefor
the-opportunity for a publi hearing for consideration ff
economic, social, and environmental etfects of alit-port
projects. . . . (p. 30217)

F,

Planning sage criteria for citizen involvement and ide,itification
of social, economic, and environrnental,impacts in Department
planning programs are set forth in DOT 3130.2 Annual Unified Work
Proqrarns for Intermodal Planning, of 3-16-73. (p. 30218)

The interdisciplinary approach should not be limited to the
preparation of the envirorunental impact statement, but should
also be used in the early planning stages of the proposed action.
Early application of such an approach should help assure a
systematic evaluation of reasonäbl alternative courses of
action and their potential social, economic, and environmental
consequences. (p. 30219)

Impacts of the pr000sed action on the human environment involving
communitjdisrujtion and relocation. (1) The statement should
inc1ud a desdription of probable impact sufficient to enable
an understanding of the extent of the environmental and social
impact of the project alternatives and to consider whether relo-
cation problems can beproperX handled. This would include the
following inforriation obtainabl by visual inspection -of the.
proposed affected ara and from secondary sources and community
sources when available.

(a) An estimate of the households to be diplaced including
the. fanily characteristics (e.g., minorities, and income levels,
tenure, the elderly, large families).

(b) Irtrnac t on the human environntent of anac thch
iesThiE dTP3ts an established community, including, where

pertinent, the effect of displacement on types of families and
individuals affected, effect of streets cutoff, separation of
resicLeñce's from coivtmuni.ty facilities, separation of residential
areas1

(c) irioac on the neighborhood and housing to ch relocation
is likely to take place (e.g'., lack of sufficient housing for
large famili's, doubling up).

I I.
(d) Pn esti-nate of the businesses to be displaced, and the

general effect of business dislocation on the economy of the
cornruuni ty.

(e) T c1efnition of relocation housing in'e area and the
ability tO pçovicie adequte relocation housing for the types of
families to be Uisplacd. (pp. 30224-25)

ij,
4
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Other social impacts. he general social g oups specially bene-
fitted or harmed by the proposed action sh ld be identified
in the statement, including the following:

(1) Particular effects of a proposal on the elderly,
handicapped, nori-drivers, transit dependent, or minorities
should be described to the extent reasonably practicable.

(2) How the proposal will facilitate or inhibit their r

access to jobs,, educational facilities, religious institutions,
health and welfare services, recreational facilities, social
and cultural facilities, pedestrian movement facilities, ,and
public transit services. (p. 30225)

4. Department of Housing and Urban Development.

Environment is not defined in NEPA or in the CEQ Guidelines.
However, it is clear from section 102 of the Act and elsewhere
that the term is meant to be interpreted broadly to include
physical, social, cultural, and aesthetic dimensions. Examples
of environmental considerations are: air and water quality,
erosion control, natural hazards, land use planning, site
selection -and design, subdivision development, conservation o
flora and fauna, urban congestion, overcrowding, diSplacement
and relocation resulting from public or private action or
natural disaster, noise pollution, urban blight, code violations
and building abandonment, urban sprawl, urban growth policy,
°reservation of cultural resources, including properties on
the National Register of Historic Places, urban design and the
quality of the built environment, the impact of the environment
on people and their activities. (Federal Register, 38, 127
(18 July n71), 1-917337

Existing social environment (positive and negative aspects)

a. Community facilities and services. Description (general
description, location, responsible body, relation of
capacity to existing demand) 'of school, park, recreational
and cultural, police and fire 'and health facilities servising
othe site and area.

b. Employment cneters and commercial facilities servicing the
site and area.

c. Character of-community. Socioeconomic and racial characteris-
tics.

d. Other. Not included in above categories.

138
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5. Environmental Protection Agency.

4

Primary impacts are-those that can be attributed directly to

the proposed action. If the action is_a field experiment, -

matierals introduced into the environment Which might damage
certain plant communities or wildlife species would be A

primary impact. If the action involves construction' of a
facility, such as a sewage treatment works, an office building

or a laboratory, the primary impacts-of the action would include
the environmental impacts related to construction and operation
of the facility and land use changes at the facility site.

Secondary impacts are indirect or induced changes. If the .

action involves construction of a facility, the secondary impacts
would include the environmental impacts related to:

'(d) induced changes in the pattern of land use, population
.density and related effects on air and water quality or other

natural resources:,

(ii) increased growth at a faster rate than planned for or
above, the total level planned by the existing community.

.---

A disussion-of how socioeconomic activities and land use
changes related to the proposed action conform or conflict
with the goals and objectives of approved or porposed Federal,
regional, State 'and local land use plans, policies and controls

/4mr7

for th project area shopld.be included in the EIS. If a conflict

appe
e

s to be unresolvedrih-the EIS,, .EPA should explain why

it as decided'to procee4 without full reconciliation. (En-

vironment Reporter,'Supplement 250, 9 May 1975, p. 27)

6. Council on EnvironmePtal Quality.

Secondary or indirect, as well as primary or direct, conse-
quences for the environment should be included in-the analysis.
Many major Federal actions, in particular those that involve
the construction or licensing of infrastructure investments
(e.g., highways, airports, sewer systems, mater resource
projects, etc.),.st5mulate or induce secondary effects in the
form of associated investments and changed patterns of social-
and economic activities, or through changes in natural conditions,
may often be even more substantial than the primary effects op-
the original action itself. For example, the effects of the
proposed action on population and growth may be among the more
significant secondary effects. Such population and growth
impacts should be estimated if expected to be significant . . .

and an assessment made of the effect. of any possible change in
population patterns or growth upon the resource base, including
land use, water, and public services, of the area in question.

t 2 0
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Agencies should also take care to identify, as appropriate,
population and growth characteristics of the affected area
and any population and growth assumptions uled to justify the
project or

'program
or to determine secondary population and

growth impacts resulting from the proposed action aid its
alternatives. . . (Environment Reporter,.:S4Ogmert2-5a,
9 May 1975, 12) 0
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LOCKS AND DAM 26

In the case of Atchison, Topeka and Santa F.e Railway Company et al.

v. Howard H. Callaway et al. (Civil Action Nos. 74-1190, 74-1191),

District Judge Charles R. Richey in a Memorandum Opinion filed

6 September 1974, ". . . since the requirements of Section 122

and 209 are similar to those of NEPA, it is'unnecessary at this

stage in the proceedings to examine in depth the Plaintiff's

allegations In this respect as this 'Court has found NEPA'to have

been violated." (p. 5) "In this respect" refers to allegations

that the Coprs had "violated Section 122 of the Rivers and Harbors

Act of 1970 by not examining possible adverse economic, environ-
,%

Mental, and social effects of the project.I This the first case

in which Section 122 has been at issue, directly or indirectly.

It is a weaVorecedent, however, because Section 122 "analytic

requirements" have been subsumed or assimilated to those of NEPA

(in which the mandate for conducting social impact assessment. is

only implied): MOreover, in citing Section 122 the Plaintiffs

specified their charge only on items pertaining-to economic and
A

environmental impacts; community well-being.was faintly.referred

to at one point in passing, but then only as a second4ry effect

of economic deprivation. Now it is true that Section 122 has been

held by' the Corps, to be consistent with NEPA and to extend it in

desirable (soc411) respects, and also that NEPA furnishes an

ti

extremely broad base for establishing the legal standing of social

impact assessment. Nevertheless, it cannot e said in this case

that the "analytic requirements" of social impact assessment have

been strongly asserted or contested.
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STEPS of the .PROCESS

Alan V. Galdis

I Introduction: Tell what's going to happen, why, what alternative

Strategies there'hre. Tell any factors which wi 1

"41
constrain the report. Tell of any meetings, formal

or informal, at whiCh.information was gathered, given,

or exchanged.

ek..-
II Profile * : Tell the pertinent geographical, economic, socia lild

404
I.

environmental aspects of the project area. r
III First Enumeration

& Elimination:

r

Go thru the 17 stated categories ** to see which do and

which dd' not apply. In this enumeration, the 17 stated

categories are considered strictly according to the

three headings of Social, Economic or Environmental.

In later enumerations, inter-related categories will be

considered if and where they exist.

IV Explication of
Alternatives:

(

ListOnd explain the alternative project schemes.

V Second Enum-
eration: Apply the remaining categories in terms of effects that

these categories could have on alternatives (based on data

& judgment). Include the "without project" (no action)

condition here, and the initial "with project" conditions.

VI Addition of
Categories:43how any effect categories which are not specifically

mentioned in guidelinls and which could have effects

(based on data & judgement).

I

1:4,1
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VII Third Enume-
ration: Apply all categories in terms of possible effects

on alternatives (in terms if data & judgment).

VIII Addition and Elimination of Categories and/or
alternatives on advice & consent of local
interests (and C of E) I:

through formal contacts, delete

a
agreed-upon categories and/or alternatives.

, IX Final Enume-
ration 1/ Apply remaining categories to remaining alternatives

(in terms of data & judgment).

This is the final "with project" tted) of the report.

X Consideration
of Project
Modificat4En )J: In view of final enumeration, consider feasible

project changes.

a
XI Recommendations On basis of final enumeration and consideration

of modifications, make,recommendations.

XII Statement of /
Findings 1/: in a concise and precise document, sum up,pertinent

1

points for preparation of EIS.

,4
* Subheadings: Geography, Population, Educati Income, Employment,

Housing, Zoning, Industry &,Cothmerce, Environment.

** In some cases, the opposite condition may be of major concern.

,

1/ These steps hinge on the assumption thht the project is accepted by

and commented on by local interests. Without assurances of local

support, and without statements of ,local preference, the last

logical step in the ESE assessment process is Step VII.

1



Clyde B. McCoy

Anthony Downs cites twenty-one specific types of losses that are
imposed upon residential households, other-than those losses resulting from paying
the costs of construction itself. These twenty-two specific types of losses will
be presented below (Downs, p. 192ff).

The Kinds of Losses Impoted Upon Residential Households
by Urban Highway and Urban Renewal Projects

(Other than Construction Costs)

A. Losses imposed upon residential households by displacement itself:
1. Disruption of established personal and other relationships
2. Losses due to the taking of real preperty
3. Losses due to home financing arrangements, espedally contract buying
4. Costs of seeking alternative housing elsewhere
5. Costs of paying for alternative houting elsewhere

2,:oving costs
7. Higher operating costs of residing elsewhere

B. Losses imposed upon residential households by uncertainties and delays:
8. , Deterioration inthe quality of life during waiting periods
9. Inability of e:roDerte owners to sell property at reasonable prices during

10. Declines in the value of properties during waiting periods because of
neighborhood and individual property deterioration

11. Losses of income suffered by owners of rental property because of the
departure of tenants before actual taking occurs

12. Costs of maintaining property after its fair market value has been
established for purposes of litigation

C. Losses imposed upon residential households not directly displaced but
located in surrounding areas:

13. Higher taxes peld because of increased city costs of counteract
vandalism and other deterioration in the area

14. Disruption of local communications through the blocking of streets
15. Reduction in the quantity and quality of commercial and other services

available in the area because they have left or been displaced
16. Reduction in employment oppettunities and increased costs of travelling

to work because- firms have been compelled to move'elsewhere or have
gone out of hosiness

17. Spillover effects of deterioritio in the clearance areas during the
waiting periods

18. Higher rents or housing prices because of increased competition for
housing among low-income households resulting from displacement

19. Reduction in the efficiency of community facilities through:
a. Loss of patronage,if displacement has removed Customers
b. Overcrowding if displocement has removed alternative source of

supply (such as a local ochool, parks, playgrounds, ,etc.)
20. , Losses in property values clue to changes in the`accessibiflity of

various parts of the metropolitan area
21. Losses resulting iron congestion, vibration, noise, stre t blockage,

dust, and other negetive factors involved in the process of constructing
the new highway or urban re&ewal project

22. Losses ill prcperty values :JUT to increased ugliness, noise, air pollution,
or other adverse effects of the completed highway or urban renewal
project

1 1
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I. Losses resulting directly frora displacement.
a'

1. Disruption of established relationships. Earlier in this paper we recognized
the importance of the neighborhood itself Where many hours of established relation-
ships with other persons, places, and businesses are very important for the
people. Beyond the family ties and friendships with others kving nearby, credit
relationships with stores and banks and habitual patterns of social and
commercial intercourse are also important. Valuable social interactions which can
be lost when relocated. Much time and energy has been invested in these
relationships and must be destroyed in most cases, after relocation, to establish
new ones. The establishment of credit is not insignificant fO're most low income
persons. A difficulty like this is seldom considered in relocation.

2. Real Property Removal. The owners of parcels of land in an area that is being
considered for construction of public projects,i'are compensated by what is called
a.fair market value. Many times the residents lose greatly by this fair market
value because they cannot replace the value of their property that they are selling.
The fair marktt value is defined as what a willing buyer would pay a willing seller
under current market conditions, if neither was under any compulsion to complete
a transaction. Most often the seller cannot purchase equitable property with the
fair market price.

3. Losses due to Home Financing Arrangements. Many 1 income neighborhoods
have households which have been purchased through conUamt financing. Under this
method the occupant normally purchases a property at a contract price. This price,
usually far above fair market value, has been inflated as a conipensation to the
seller for accepting a very low down payment and for dealing with a buyer whose
credit standing is inadequate for obtaining'a normal.mortage loan. Many com-
plications and losses can occur to the residents, beoause-of these types of
arrangements and lack of compensation from the government for these.

4. Costs'of Seeking Other Home. just the.task of looking for another place to
live involves a great investment of time and money. (This is especially true if
one is forced to look during working hoCrrsia -Purchase of the new home is one of
the largest costs to those who must relocate: Because in really it is almost
impossible for residents from low income neighborhoods to find alternative housing
at the same,low sum they received from the government. Nor can they usually pay
the same rent they formerly paid. We are reminded that these costs are of a
greater burden to those who are Black those who are of old age, those %/ho are on
fixed incomes, those who are disabled in any way, and those who live in low
income neighborhoods where the fair market value does not bring an equal com-
pensation of value per place in a different neighborhood. This is particularly
difficult in a time of inflation when construction costs and housing costs in
general have Oct-2n rising very rapidly. It should also be,n9ted that a growing area,
such as Lexington, also makes for scarcity of housing, which inflates the price
of houses. Lexii.oron not only has a shortage of low income housing but of most
housing ranges. The resent report f indletop Research indicates the lack of
low income housing in the Lexington area, and pinpoints the,Georgetown area as
one of the specific areas of scarcity. Bot home owners and renters, after
relocation, generally pay much more of 'their income for housing. A study of over
2100 relocated households conducted by the Census Bureau showed that a majority
of rent paying households paid higher rents after displacement than before. More-
over the fnction of their incomes devoted to rents rose, with the median shifting
from 25.1% to 27.7%. The proportion of rented households ,paying over 20% of
their incomes for rent rose from 67% to 76% (Downs, p. 198).

115
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6. Moving Costs. A public works committee report showed,that less than 59%ef
all households and individuals displaced per year bS, all federally relatedaprogeams
r"""".4 r`Fly7r.'-`nt:' :7.3-.-ing costs. Ali.liouyri all puopIe acwaily incurred moving
costs, less than 50% received any government compensation for such costs. Also
the average size of payment when made to displaced families or,individuals, often
times does nyot meet the actual costs of moving.

7. Higher Operating Costs of Another Home. Living expenses many times are
greater in the riel.v neighborhoods where the residences have moved than in their
old neighborhoods. This includes things like increased commuting costs to Work;..
greater heating bills, higher property taxes, and general operating costs for the
home itself.

II. Losses ,Due to Related Uncertainity and Delays

Since there is always a time lapse between the initiation of a project and the
completion, this inerms that there will be time delays in rerocating the people and
constrec.-ting the highway and people finding their new neighborhoods. During the
entire lapse of time from initial discussion to the actual construction of the
project, the area ana the -people in it are strongly affected by both the possibility
and the actuality of future clearance.

8. Deterioration'of the-Quality of Neighborhood Life. Once a project has been
announced, many, owners of both residences and bug.inesses are reluctant to make
any improvements. in their property;-therefore, dilapidation occurs. Vacancies
also result ft= p2ople moving out before actual relocation procedures pre begun.
Such departures create not only vacancies, but also: encourage vandalism and
crime. Co Iburn noted that in a Boston location from the West End, trudancy
increased snit teenage hangouts developed. A greater occurrence of vandalism
and crime was also detected in this area.

9. Inability of Owners to Sell at Reasonable Prices. During the interim period
before censtruution actually begins or during construction before relocation has
begun, anyone wicking to move often cannot receive fair market value for his
property. If c.,-I^ is forced to move because of work, he usually receives a lower
compensation and do-:s not become eligible for compensation that would be due to
him.had h re.nauled until the government had bAguricompensation.

10. Interim Declines in Property Value. For rea4onssiincussed,above, property
values may actually decline in an area befbre the. court takes action to actually

..purchase the j-inperty. The date dt *hich th*court"takes action is the date of the
fair market value of the house. If there has been an interim decline in property
values these reople are not compensated for the depressed value that has occurred
since the announcement of the proposed project:, Although some owners look for-
ward

'
tb the government buying their dilapidated anedeterlorating property, these

are usually ab:lentee landlords, who are reasonably weil off economically, and see
the government as relieving them of property of whTcb they are glad to be rid.

p

1 1 Losses of Rental Income. After the announcement oP.the project, many renters,
find other property immediately and leve the owners of the rental property without
tenants, since some people ai'e unwilling to move into an area wnere construction
of a highway is being con--,idernd. It shoult3 also be noted that maintenance oozes
are higher due to vandalism, ,crime, and general d riorating,of surrounding
propertie.

116
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12. Celts of Maint ning the Property after Appra 1. In some cases several
months may elapse etween the actual appraisal nd t e legal action which fin Ily'
takes the property. During this interim, owners may s metimes make certain
repairs which then do not appear in appraised value and for which there will be no
adequate compensation.

III. Indirect Losses Imposed Upon Households and Surrounding Areas. The highway
not only affects those persons which are relocated and displaced, but it has many
effects upon those persons living or owning their own property, in the nearby
neighborhood. Below are some of those losses which can be incurred by these
people.

13. Higher Taxag Because of Greater Local Government 'Cost. If greater govern-
ment costs are incurred in the area6because of dilapidation, vandalism, increased
police projection, greater sanitation costs, etc. , these costs might possibly be
passed on to those leffin the neighborhood. One possibility is an increase in
property taxes.
14. ,Disruption of Local Communications and Traffic. Construction of almost any
highway normally blocks movement on a large number of local streets and causes
general disruption of the neighborhood. These consequences decrease convenience
in movement for local residents and others passing through. It will probably be
of greater inconvenience to the people In the local neighborhood than it-will be t_q
the 'people who will actually use the highway; after it is constructed.

b ,
15. Reduction in Quantity and Quality of Local Services. The construction of
the highway might presentosuch adverse conditions during its construction that
many establishments will move out of the area and others refuse to move in, which

possibly will cause a further deterioration in the quality of the neighborhood. The
reduction of such establidhments decreases the choice available to the remaining
residents. The quality of the neighborhood is further reduced by the elimination of
such facilities as parks, especially where the community uses the parks for
recreation, for leisure activities, or Just a place to get away from it all. For many

of these areas the only green spac-e l&fille in 6 park.- These are some of the kinds
of losses for which no c pensation can be made. By eliminating a great part of
Douglas Park, the Geor eto n citizens, particularly the elderly and the teenagers,
would incur great -losses fo which there is no compensation.

16. Reduction in Employment Op rtunities and Increased Commuting Costs. When-
ever commercial, government, industrial, or other employment providing
installations, are displaced, persons who formerly worked in such places are corn-
pelled-to-hewme-unemployed or to travel farther to available jobs. Although most
displaced ertablishments providing much employment locate elsewhere, many small
retail establishments, once moved out of an area like this, are never reopened else-
where. Studies indicate that this percentage can run as high as 40% and uAually
exceeds 20% (Hartman, p. 329).

17. Impact on the Areas Outside the Clearance Area. This is especially significant
when a highway is being constructed. It can bring with it deterioration of the
surrounding neighborhood and all the ramifications of deterioration. We should
also draw special attention to the fact that the highway as proposed would be con-
structed very near the new school in Douglas Park. This will bring additional
danger to students. School children must walk near the highway to and from
school. Also thejichool is in such close proximity that the highway probably
presents danger to students in the area or at school, itsel
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18. Increased Competition for Low Cost Housing. As noted earlier, when low cost
dwelling units are eliminated this increases the competition for the remaining low
cost dwelling's its, which can mean an increase in price for those who are already
unable to pay higher cost for housingT It can also increase density in already
densely settled urLan areas. As noted earlier this affects the Black population
even greater than the popula.Vn generally, because they do not have as open a
housing market as tne genera lk population. Ah elimination of some hotising units for
Blacks create an even tighter housing.market than before. It seems that the housitig
situation of low income households has become worse rather than better in tile
past feW years: (1) because fewer low income housing units are being built;
(2) but also because fewer housing units as a whole have been built, which results
in fewer houses filtering down to low income peoples. The general inflation of
construction costs, and the higher rates of interest have contributed to the lack of
new housing being built, although there is a greater demand bebause of the new

prosperity.

10. Reduced F.fficiency ofCommunityacilities Serving Surrounding Areas. Stores,
churches, schools, parks and other facilities near the clearance areas can some-
times be force:: into a less efficient operation by the demolition of residences and
creation of new projects. If we include the parks as facilities, we can see that the
demise cf part of Douglas Park would reduce its utility to the people in the neighbor-
hood, but it also could provide over-crowding to other parks in the areas that are
serving Black populations.

20. Changes in Relative Accessibility. The purpose of a major highWay is to

improve the rrobility of a large number of persons within the metropolitan area.
Any alteration of the relative accessibility of different parts of the metropolitan
area have a concomitant change in property values. Where interchanges make

accessibility greater, values tend to rise. Button the opposite s e, other sights
can fall-rust as sharply in property value when accessibility is c:I sed off from

(highways, Thole losses occur in all areas where the highway is rot accessible.
By re-routing treffic away from areas which normally have had trafi c, losses can
occur in places nct even near the neighborhoods to which the highw now runs.

2,1. Losses Resulting from a Prgcess of Construction. During the construction of
a-fief-girmary-7-in-ea4-traffi-ci-s irapc,ded-both hy_added_congestion and the blocking of
movement due to this construction. The local government has to pay increased
costs for traf:ic control rid for the creation of alternate access paths. Businesset,

on euriceieding :streets fte times lose sales, because access to the property is
.hed and traffic ongestion discourages patronage. Also, noise and

vibration associated with conitructkon mey disrupt productive processes and
..gdperally lower the quality of the environment. No compensation Is generally made

for these lossec.., even when they are substantial.

22. Losses P.reulting from Aril/arse Environmental Changes. During the con-
struction of tile , after the h.ignvely is constructed, the neighbcf hood

has er;ditieeel 1 ay neise, more Flit polletion ficen exhiust fumes, the gyre
of lights et increased congestion in the neighborhood, and a greater
possibility .of cleegor to child,en and other lecies.trianse because of the increased
traffic congestion on the highway. These z:re additional costs for which there are
no compen,;atlor to those {people who must remain in the area once the highway Is
constructed.
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SOCIAL IMPACT REPORT EVALUATION GUID.LLIE

Ed Bryan

This guideline is designed to assist city planners and Other agencies

who are interested in assessing how changes in the urban environment will effect

the lives Of the citizens in that environment. It isintended to help the analyst

determine how any environment change will alter the patterns of social movements,

activities and interactions of the community's residents.

This guideline has been put in outline form so that the various social as-

pects of the community can more readily be recognized and assessed. Each aspect

should be considered as a dependent variable that can be effected, to one degree

or another, by any environmental change.

The outline is divided into two parts. The first is designed to describe

the.effected area as it presently exists. The second part is intended to des-

cribe the proposed change apd to assess the effect of same.

viv
Description of,the' existing Community,

I. Population distribution within the community
,(This is essentially demographic data, some of which may be obtained

from the bureau of the census. Its purpose is to give the analyst a

picture of the various types of people living within the community.)

A. Age Distribution qt.

C-1. Age range'and ratios:
The analyst should try.to determine
in the community and the percentage
in eaoh age group.

2. Residence Distribution:
Ignoring the effect of the wide age raigqs wesent in family
groups, the analyst should determine ifhousing.petterns are

homogeneous or heterogeneous as to age.

the range of ages appearing
of residents which appear'

,

B. Ethnic Distribution

1. Demographic analysis:
The analyst should determine the variety of ethnic groups
who reside within the effected area and the proportion of

each ethnic group to the community as a whole. .
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Residence Distribution:
The analyst should disccver whether housing areas tend
to be ethnically define and whether ethnically homogen-
eous areas are voluntarily created by the residents or

are the result of outside social preapres.

3. ahnic Friction "malysis:
Previous ethnic. conflicts should be analyzed and the
possibility of future ethnic conflicts should be taken

..
in'o accouNr. Inalyst.

Jocio-conomic

1. Income and educatiom range and ratio analysis:
TM community should be analyzed to determine the varicps
r:duc%tir1111 and income levels present within the community.

2. Socio-economic residency patterns:
Residency patterns should be analyzed to determine how
housing is stratified along status and/or income lines.

D. Family Composition Analyse*

1. Demographic analysis:
_The analyst should try to determine the percentage of his
community made up by family groups: the number of adults

living within family grous as opposed to the number of

children: the age range of the children within the commun-

ity: the number of one parent houpeholds and the number of
di hou-seholds where both parents work.

-------- Thterns:-
The analyst should determine both the homogeneity of heter-
ogenei ty of family group housing, as adal as, e primary.

type of housing; whether single or Multiple f ily dwellings.

E. Population Density Analysis'

1. The degree of population density within the area should.be
This should include residential use density,

recreational and service use density, and commerical use
density.

`2. The amount 0? undevioped land within the community should
be assessed.

;44e,

F. Population Stability ,.Analysis

1. The degree of population mobility in the community should
be datermined. In and out rigration patterns will be analyzed.

15)
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II. Occupational Profile Analysis

A. The Structure and Character of the Work Force

1. Skills ProfifV, Skills, occupations and educational levels

of .community members will be noted.

B. Geographic Distribution of the Work Force

1. Patterns of occupational mobility and the ratio of inter-

community job holders to extra community job holders will

. be examined.

C. Occupational Need-Assessment

1. Unemployment and undereNployment data will be correlated

to population data already acquired. The ratio of employed

to non-employed within theicommunity will be determined.

III Transportation Pattern Analyses

A. Private Pransportatiqn Use Analysis

1. Number of cars per'household.

2. Estimate of degree and type of private use, eg., employment,

household.

B. Public Transportation Use Analysis

1.' Percentage of community members who use public transportation

Demographic and area analysis of public transportation use.

C. Traffic Patterns

1. Invest ate the factors of congestion, parking availablility

that of cl the community in private and public transportation.

IV. Community Service Analysis
(The variety, capacity, availability of services and the ratio of

facilities to the population in the impacted area will be determined)

1.- Public Services

a. Variety, capacity of agencies (police, medical, fire depart-

ments, park and recreational, public 'social services- -

welfare, senior citizens)

2. The Private Sector

a. Variety and capacity of commerical services.

Social Function Need ,Issessment

a. Need and duplication of service analysis
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THE PROPOSAL AND ITS EFFECTS ON THE EXISTING COMMUNITY

I The Project Under Consideration:

The propKsal should be described in detail. Of particular interest is
an analysis cf fiscal ramifications (eg. tax revenues realized or
expended) Note short Term and Long Term Effects.

IT Population Distribution. Factors:

A. Will displacement result

B. Will distribution ratios be altered? (age, ethnic, socio- economic,
family comp.sition)

C. Will ethnic solidarity be influenced? a
. D. Will population density and migration patterns ba altered?

III .1conomic and Occupational Impact

A. Will pat'erns of occupational mobility be altered? Increase or
,decrease in persOns commuting to, work?

B. Will the structure and character of the workforce be altered?
Will jobs created by the proposal meet the needs and skills of
community members?

C. Will underemployment and unemployment rates be altered?

D. Will the distribution of real incomezbe altered?

E. Tax structure analysis: Will the tax system (federal, state, county,
local) be altered? Will the project increase or decrease tax ex-
penditures?

IV Transportation Pattern Analysis

A. Private transportation) '

1. Will transportation use patterns of private vehicles be altered? .

2. Will there be an increase or decrease of private vehicles?

13. Public transportanion

1. , Will the variety of public transportation be increased', decreased,
or alleviatwl?

2. ':1171 the rils'rlbution of comtunity members who use public trans-
portation be 'Iltered?

3. ;That is the effect, of increase in public transportation in
triffic congesn'and
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C. Traffic patterns
Will the alteration of transportation effect congestion, par*ing,
availability and physical apparatus in the community?

V. Community Services Import Analysis

A. the project increase or decrease demand for public and

private services?

B. Public Services - can public services absorb increased demand
within present budget structure? Will, new tax-support be necessary?

(police, fire, medical, park and recreation)

C. Private \Sector - Does the proposal dUplicate social and economic

services existing in community? Are present Commercial resources

'sufficient to meet increased need?

VI. Long rem Detrimental Effects

A. Describe long term effects of the proposal that are detrimental
to thedbealth and viability of the 'community.

B. Describe alternatives in the proposal to mitigate long term

detrimental effects.

PUBLIC OPINION FEEDBACK

I. Sampling - representative public opinion

ti

II. Identification and interviewing of interested parties and g oups who

will'gain or lose by the project

Mass-media informa.tion systet.'

153
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Key Social Indicators

Deshaies ,. Kopper and Siker (1971)

Socioeconomic Status

1. Education

a. Median educational attainment of household
head.

b. Giammar school educatio9 or less Percent of
population over 18 years of age with 8th grade
or less of school attendance.

c. Less than high school education Percent of
population over 21 years of age with less than a
high school education.

d. College education Percent of population over
25 years of age with a baccalaureate degree
and/or advanced degrees.

e. Professional education Percent of population
over 29 years of age with a masters, doctorate,
or other advanced degrees.

2. Income

a. Median family income.

b. Relief income Percent of families receiving
some relief income.

c. Income level less than $1,000 Percent of
families with income less than S1,600.

d. Income level less than $2,000-- Percent of
families with income less than $2,000.

e. Income level less than S3,000 Percent of
families with income less than $3,000

f. Income level less than' S4,000 Percent of
families with income less than '..;4,00)
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g. Income level less than $5,000 Percent of
families, with income less than $5,000.

h. Income level between $5,00041b,000
Percent of families with income S5,000 to

$10:000.

i. Income level greater than $10,000 Percent of
families with income greater than $10,000. .

3. Housing

a. Overcrowding index Percent of occupied
housing units having 1.01 or more persons per
MOM.

b. Substandard housing index Percent of
housing units that either lack a complete
bathroom for exclusive use or that have a
combination of two of the following: Low
value or rent, inadequate heating, no complete
kitchen for exclusive use.

c. Low rent index Percent of renter - occupied
housing units with'a contract monthly rent of
less than $80. (no cash rent included in the less
ttpn $80 group).

d. Low owner- occupied housing value Percent
of owneroccupied housing units in onefamily
structure with a value,of less than S.12,500. .

e. Older housing Percent of population residing
in houses built before 1950.

4. Social Organization

a. Normal family life index Percent, of children
under 18 years of age living with both parents.
This indicator is a'rneasure of stable family
organization, 0
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b. Marital unrest index Ratio of divorced and
separated persons to now married persons
measure of family disorganization.

c. Matriarchy index Percent of household heads

that are 'female heads with own children
measure of family disorganization.

5. Occupation and Employment

a. Low status occupation Percent of employed

males in unskilled, semiskilled, or service

occupations.

b. Under-employment Percent of employed

if- males working less than 30 hours per week

c. Unemployment, male Ratio of unemployed
males over employed males x 1,000.

d. Married female employment Percent of mar-

ried women employed and working more than
30 hours per week.

e. High-status occupation Percent of employed
males with professional or managerial posi-
tions.

Socioeconomic Status Composite Indicator (incorpo-
rates 1 through 5 above)

6. Material Indicators

a. Automobile ownership negative Percent of

household who do not own an automobile.

b. Multiple automobile ownership Percent of
households with more than two people, having
two or more automobiles.

c. T.V. ownership negative Percent of house-

holds not owning a teleVision.

Maternal and..Child Health Data

1. Fertility

a. High fecundity PerceolLof women with three

or more own children.

b. Child)ess women Percent of Women married
more-than 2 years who have no own children.
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c. General fertility rate Births per 1,000 fe..
males in age interval 15 to 44.

d. Nuptial birth rate Legitimate births per

1,000 married females.

e. Gross reproduction 'rate Female births to
mothers of ages 15 to 44 per 1,000 females of
ages 15 to 44. (Replacement formula.)

f. Nonwhite fertility Number of births to non-
white females.

g. White fertility rate Number of births occur-
ring to white females.

h. High birth order Percent of births repre-
senting a birth order of four or more children.

i. Births at ?ale-New Hairen Hospital Percent

of total live births bdurring at Yale-New
Haven Hospital.

1. Births at Hospital of St. Raphael Percent of
total live births occurring at Hospital of St.
Raphael.

2. Family Planning

a. Childbearing expectations Percent of married
females between the ages of 14 to 44 who
expect one or more additional children.

b. No childbearing- expectation high fertility
areas Percent of married females between the
ages of 14 to 34 not expecting any Additional

children.

c, No childbearing expectation general Per-

cent of married females. between the ages of 14

to 44 not expecting additional children.

3. Pregnancy Outcome

a. Low birth weight Percent of live births with,
birth weight 51/ pounds or less.

b. Optimum birth weight Percent of live births
with baby weight 6 pounds 10 ounces to '
pounds 14 ounces.

c. Successful pregnancy Percent of total preg-
nancies resulting in live births.



d. Poor gestation Percent of live births with a
gestation period of 35 weeks or less

e. Infant mortality Percent of live born babies_
who died within 1 year.

f. Perinatal Percent of total live and,stillborn
births which were either stillborn or the infant
died within 28 days after birth.

g.

z

Toxemia or pregnancy disorders Percent of
mothers in YaleNew Haven Hospital who had
toxemia or other pregnancy disorders.

h. Pregnancy complications Percent of mothers
in Yale-New,Haven Hospital who experienced

- .
pregnancy complications.

i. Infant diseases Percent of babies born w o
experienced'postnatal diseases.

j. Type of delivery Percent of deliveries sponta
neous, operative, and neonatal, premature,
immature, abortive, and/or died undelivered.

4. Prenatal Care

a. Prenatal vieits - negative Percent of mothers
in Yale-New Haven Hospital who did not visit a
doctor prior to entering the hospital

b. Prenatal visits positive Percent of mothers
in YaleNew Haven Hospital who had made
seven or more prenatal visits

c. Pregnancy trimester of prenatal visits Related.
to number of visits

d. Service status while in hospital Percent of
maternity cases in wards and/or private rooms.

6.Chalacieristics of Mother

a. Parity Mean numbe( of previous live births

b.lAge of mother at birth Mean 'age of mother

*birth.

c. Catholic mothers Percent of mothers in

*Yale New Haven Hospital who reported being
Catholic
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d. Jewish mothers-2 Percent of mothers in Yale-
New HaveP Hospital who reported being

Jewish.

e. Protestant mothers Percent of mothers in
Yale-New Haven Hospital who reported being
Protestant.

f. Nonwhite Percent of mothers in Yale-New
Haven Hospital who were nonwhite.

g. Under-age mothers Percent of live births
occurring to mothers under 18 years of age.

h. Highrisk pregnancy ages Percent of live
births occurring to mothers under 20 and over
34 years of age.

6. Child Day Care and Life Cycles

a. Working mothers preschool children Per-

cent of working mothers with children less than .

6 years of age.

b. Working mothers school children Percent
of working mothers who have own children
ageg-6 to 17.

c. Child care index Percent of mothers wjth
children under 13 years of age,who take care of
their own children and who do not work.

d. Child' rearing index Percent of household
heads with own children under 14 years of age.

e. Preschool index Percent of household heads
with own children under 6 years o

f. Minor populatiod Percent of population
under 21 years of age.

g. Childrep indicator Percent of population
under 18 years of age.

7. Illegitimacy

a Illegitimate birth rate Illegitimate births per
1,000 unmarried females in age interval 15 to
44.

1551 -',U
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b. Unmarried mothers Percent bf mothers in
YaleNew Haven Hospital who were unmarried.

c. Age of mother bearing illegitimate child.

Health Data
ei

1. Health Resources Utilization

a. Lack of health insurance coverage Percenof
population not covered by health insurance.

b. Head of household not covered by health
insurance Percent of household heads knot
covered by health insurance.

.
c Routine physical examination positive Per-\cent of population receiving a routine physical

xamination by a doctor within the last 12
months. '

.d. Routine physical examination negative

Percent of population not receiving a routine
physical examination by a doctor within the
last 12 months.

e. Routirie physical examination of children
positive Percent of children under 18 years
of age receiving routine physical examination
by a doctor within the last 12 months.

f. Routine physical examination of children
negative Percent of children under 18 not
receiving routine physical examination within
the last 12 months.

4

g. Dental examinationpopulation Percent of
population over 7 years of age visiting the
dentist for routine dental care.'.'

h. Dental examination school children Per-

cent of children eiween 7 and 17 years of age
visiting' the dentist for routine dental care.

i. Hospital visits .Percent of poriLlation visiting
hospital emergency rooms or clinics as a result
of an immediate health problem.

j. Hospital visits YaleNew Haven Hospital
Percent of population visiting the YaleNew
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Haven Hospital emergency room or outpatient
clinic.

1

k. Hospital visits Hospital of St. Raphael Per

cent of population visiting Hospital of St.
Raphael emergency room or outpatient clink.

2. Health Status

a. Morbidity index Perc' ent of population
reporting a chronic acute health problem.

b. Activity restrictions Percent of population
reporting frequent or complete limitation of
normal activity because of a health problem or

c. Activity. Restrictions head of household or
wife Percent of households qiere the head
and/or wife reported frequent oe. complete,
limitation of normal activity because of a
health probleni or disability.

d. Ettlerty population'restricted Percent of pop-
ulation 65 years of age or over reporting
frequent or complete limitation of normal
activity because of a health problem or dis-
ability.

Migratibn

a. Nonmigrant index Percent of population
over 5 years of age living in the same house fort
5 or morelyears.

`b. Interstate migrants Percent of population

born outside Connecticut.

c: Ethnicity Percent of population with one or
both pirents foreign-born.

Descriptive Indicators.

a. Racial c8mposition, Negro and other minority
races Proportion of the population that is
Negro orother minority race.

b . Chi Id- rearing completed (or no child

rearing) Percent of married couples with
husband over 45 years of age with no own
children under 18 years of age.

. 1-1'^
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Elderly population Percent of population 65
years or older.

Median age of household head.

Average household size Mean number of
persons in household.

155

under -18 years of age"or over 64 years of age
per 1,000 persons.

g. Age distribution of population (17 groupings).

h. Age distribution of female population (13
groupings).

i. Age distribution of female population married
Dependency rate The number of persons (13 groupings).

I
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EVALUATION.

Evaluation of urban Oater resources plans will be accomplished by comparing the

impacts..of the alternative plans.with the water resource planning objectives

and the regional problems, concerns, and issues that the planning effor was di-

rected to achieve. (Planning Division 1973: 3-9610)

Whereas impact assessment involves identifying and measuring the changes asso-

ciated with each.of the Alternative plans, evaluation isthe process through

which values are ascribed to these changes. Evaluation is accomplished by in-

terpreting whether the consequences of the alternatives are beneficial or ad-

verse. (Planning Division 1973:- 3-10)

IMPACT ASSESSMENT

.
The purpose of impact, or effect, assessment is to identify andAleasure

the changes expected to result from different alternative plans. Im-

pacts late identified,by comparing all the components of an alternative

plan to the base condition of the region to determine the economic, so-

cial, and environmental changes from the condition that are,txpected to

occur with the plan. Impact assessment involves the following *activi-

ties:
(1) Categorize the source of impacts, such as inputs, outputs or

facilities.
(2) Identify and trace impacts.
(3) Specify incidence of impacts, including spatial distribution,

and when they will occur.
(4) Measure impacts.

(Corps of Eng.ineer§, Department of the Army. "Urban Studies Program:

Proposed Policies and Procedures," Federal Register, 39, 130, Part III

(5 July 1974), 24757-58)

Impact assessment is the process through which the changes associated with al-

.ternative plans are identified and measured.

An impact is any potentially significant change brought about by an alternative.

Impacts'are identified by comparing the inputs, outputs, and facili y require-

ments of an alternative to the base condition of the region to dete If-10f a

change from that condition is expected to occur.
.

Because the alternative plans involve actions which may tike place in -the future,

identification of impacts will require forecasting whether signficant changes

from the base condition can be expected. (Planning, Division, 1973: 3-8)

"SOCIAL IMPACTS"

Thiel's definition of social effects is concise: they are regarded as'

those influences which ". . . change the relationship between people

and social institutions such as the family, community,,. government,

schools,'cflurches, etc." (Kanwit 1967: 18)
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

References below are annotated in the following format:

title
Author(s),
Place of publication and other identifying information
Descriptors/Identifiers N s,.
Locators ..,.

Abstract
Findings
comments
See also:

"Descriptors/Identifiers" are key words describing the broad
subject areas (descriptors) and specific contents (identifiers) of
each source. Since the same terms can be uses interehangeably,
as either descriptors or identifiers according to the author'
emphasis,

-k
both 'sets are combined in a single list or index in

-t-
Appendix 2. Here, identifiers are subordinated by use of a colon,
e.g.,_Attitudes: Flooding and Flood Protection. The former
term is the descriptor; the latter, the identifier.

"Locators" simply indicate the physical setting of the studies
reported.. In certain cases these are highly localized; in others.they are area-wide (e.g. river basins).

Abstracts used are those supplied by the authbr wherever possible.
"Findings" are selected to highlight the reviewer's particular
interests, however. Comments are his own except where otherwise
stated.

. I"See also'-" refers to cognate sources a reader may wish to consult.
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A Preliminary Model of the Hydrologic-Sociologic Flow.' System of
an Urban Area

Wade AnJews and others.

Logan, Utah: Institute for Social Science Research on Natural
Resources and 'Utah Water Research Laboratory, Utah State University;
1973 (-April)..

DESCRIPTORS /IDENTIFIERS

Attitudes: Flooding and Flood Protection; Flood ,Plain Management)
Hydrologic System; Intervieviing;, Methodology; Modeling; Regatession
Analysis; Social Well-Being; Watershed Management

LOCATORS

Salt Lake Valley, Utah

ABSTRACT

,This report describes the first phase of a larger project directed
toward developing a general technique for analyzing and solving urban
metropolitan hydrologic problems through joint consideration of both
the pllysit4and social system dimensions. This particular report
is.limited to the_preliminary work of identifying social variables,
the first step of assigning mathematical values and developing a
mathematical format fo'r them. In addition, the physical-hydrologic
system is identified for purposes'of clarifying the element in that
system. The ultimate objective of the entire project is to lay out a
theoretical and,. nera y applicable mathematical model of both the
physical and social di ensions involVed in metropolitan flooding
problems.

This report is divided into five parts. Chapter I introduces the
problem and sets out the scope of the study. Chapter II is concerned
with the development of the hydrologic dirneniton of the model. The

tt methodology andi:-A. ionale used in developing the conceptual model of
'the sociological componentiof the system are presented in Chapter III.
A coriceptuol moderpf the hydrologic- sociologic system together with
generalized. mathematical relationships for specific sociological

.processes are included in Chapter IV. Chapter V sets out the con-
cknsions -of the first phase of the project. Specific data, computer
programe,' and other relevant information are included as appendices.

0
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Both survey data and data collected by agencies a d groups in the
study area (Salt Lake Valley) are used and model d by application of
multiple regression analysis.

FINDINGS

(

1. The variable, "perceived likelihood of flooding at present residence,"
is a central motivating variable for members of the public and is also
related to other types of behavior, such as membership in groups or
organizations concerned with floodrcontrol projects which are instru-
mental in influencing flood agency behavior. li

2. An agency is alert4d to a flooding problem by either the hydrologic
component (physical systems and their condition) or-by public perception
of the flood probabilities through the variable "perceived likelihood of
flooding at present residence."

6
3. Emergency and non - emergency action selection processes on the
part of agencies emphasize different factors. The selection of emergency
actions emphasizes "flood control potential of action" and "cost and
other economic factors." Non-emergency action selection emphasizes
factOrs such as aesthetics and recreation as wellias opinions of
publics and other agencies.

4. There are many more specific findings contained within each
section of the report and referring to each part of the model. These
are mainly found in Chapter 4, pp. 37-59. Here the sociologic part
of the hydroldgic-sociologic model is divided into six stages:

- ,

1. State of public opinion information and perception of flooding
problems.

2. Planning agencisis or social structure for planning activities
and the preliminary proposal process. , sictp3

3. Decision agencies or structure for analysis and ti n of
proposed plan.

4. Public reaction process (acceptance, rejection, or adjustment).
5. Alternative actions subcycle.
6. Implementation of actions.

For each stage, regression analyses of the most strategic variables
are conducted and the results are "plugged-into" the Model.

- ----, .

COMMENTS

1. This is an ambitious modeling effort which effectively demon-
strates the possibilities of a systemic path model approach to laying
the conceptual foundation for impact assessment. Tt is particularly
pertinent to area profiling' t ssues. 1 C(1
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fi

Social Costs and Benefits of Water Resource Cormtruction
a

Rabel J. Burdge and K. Sue Johnson

Research Report No. 64, Lexington: Water Resource:4 Rcse.irch
Institute, University of Kentucky, 1973 (Novembei.).

DESCRIPTORSMI'DENTIFIERS

Adjustment; Army Corps of Engineers; Attitudes: Relocatio Reservoirs;
Benefit-Cost Analysis; Community Cohesion; Evaluation; Interviewing;
Methodology; Migration: Forced; Reservoirs; Social Values

LOCATORS

Carr Fork and Cave Run Reservoirs, Kentucky

ABSTRACT

This report analyzes the process of relocating people who m_ust move
due to reservoir construction in Kentticky. Using a variety of data
obtained in previous studies psychological, social, economic and other
material costs and benpfits of forced relocation are describect-ancl the
role of the relocating agency (the Army Corps of Engineers) is
examined. Generally, the younger, more affluent and better-educated
migrants fare better in the relocation process than the older, poorer
and less- educated. Particular attention is paid to those people who
found relocation difficult and su gestions are offered for easing their
burden. The frameviork for thi report is longitudinal, tracing the
relocation process from premt ration to post-relocation.

FINDINGS
11.

1. -Relocation tends to affect people who are poor, often subsistence
farmers, with little formal education, and who hold values such as
traittonalism, familism, person-centeredness, and fatalism. Many
hold negative, attitudes toward reservoir construction and the federal
government in general.

2. It is not true that knowledge about a project is necessarily a factor
in reducing negative attitudes. The tendency toward negativity is grgater
among those who must he relocated.

1 r.1')
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3: Positive attitudes are likely when people can see reV benefits
for them personally or for the whole community (Burdge and Ludtke
1973). dNegative attitudes probably arise from the feeling that they
are losing something personally.

4. The mean age of those having to move for the Cave Run Reservoir
was 58, and for Carr Fork Reservoir 56 \far males and 53 for females.
This is considerably older than the U. S. avIage. Their modal
education in both populations was eighth grade; their mean incomes,
were $4,000 at Cave Run and $5, boo at,Carr Fork, so they hardly
form a well-to-do cla*ss: Rural dwellers.tend to be very attached to
their homes and land.... These people lead a life based on persbnal,
individualistic, and familistic relationships--all of which, plus ways
and pabe of doing things, is disrupted when they have to mov).. For
some people this loss of focus of Identification can have catastrophic
results."

4

5. "These data show that a substantial number of people were mistreated
by the Corps. They were not helped enough, or were not paid enough
for the difficulty andinconvenience of finding a new-home. About half
the respondents experienced some difficulty in dealing with...the Corps,
and the major issue was financial cost."

6. "About one-third of the persons whose financial situations worsened
(20 of 67) cited relocation as a cause. Frequently cited reasons
included the lack of a garden and higher rents and for those with a
new business location-the necessity for more rent and a decrease in
business volume. On the other hand, only a very' small number. (2
out of 43) whose finSncial situation had improved cited reservoir-related
causes. These two respondents listed a garden and increased business
volume as the reason for an improved financial situatidon."

7. "When asked what social activities had changed the most upon
relocation, the majority replied, 'visiting friends.'"

SEE ALSO: Burdge and Ludtke (1973); Ludtke and Burdge (1970);
Johnson and Burdge (1974).

t,
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BURDGE AND LUDT1KE (1973).

c.

Separation among Displaced Rural Families: The Case of
ntml 'Reservoirs"

J., Burdge and Richard L. Ludtke

W. R. Burch and others (eds.) Social Behavior, Natural Resources'
and the Environment. New York: Harper and Row, 1973, pp. 85-108.

DESCRIPTORS /IDENTIFIERS

Adjustment; Attitudes: Relocation/Reservoirs; Benefit -Cost Analysis;_
Causal Inference; Community Cohesion; InterViewing; Methodology;
.Migration: Forced; Modeling; Quasi-Experimental Design; Reservoirs.

LOCATORS

Kentucky; Southeast Ohio

ABSTRACT .

Alt

The focus of this paper is on how rural people anticipated forced
migration due to reservoir construction. Data were obtained from
personal interviews with people about to be flooded by multipurpose
reservoirs in southeastern Ohio and central Kentucky. A model is
tested in which the variables "vested interests," knowledge of
reservoir project, socio-economic status, and the degree of "identi-
fication *ith place" are seen as producing differential attitudes toward
the projects.. Different attitudes, it is hypothesized, will produce
differential apprehension over moving, which in turn will influence
individual migration plans. Support for the model is uneven, but the
variables "vested interests" and degree of "identification with place"
are correlated strongly with attitudes of respondents tOward reservoir
projects. A mosfiurprising finding is that socio-economic status
is not related to attitudes toward projects with sufficient strength to
be considered important.

FINDINGS

1. This is a study of how rural people anticipate forced moves. The
unique aspect of the phenomenon under study is that return migration
is preq.ged. The 'main dependent variable is anticipation of migration
under this condition.
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2. Previous literature on migration is reviewed. None of this
research reacts the notion that migration is.a stress-producit
activity.

3. The model tested. is the following:

Vested Interests
Served

Knowledge of
Project - Attitudes

Toward Apprehenision Separation
SoctoeconomIc Reservoir Over Moving Plans

§tatus Projects

Identification
with Place

The design is one which makes causal inferences from non-experimental
data. In this design only the concluding variable is seeestrictly as
a dependent variable. The two intervening variables may be considered
as independent or dependent. The. initial variables are assumed to
be causes by (exogenous) variables outside the, system, but are viewed
as independent variables in the model. Reciprocal causation (feedback)
is ruled out.

4. Results of t 'test:----,.--s,

1. Apprehension over moving relates inversely with people's
willingness to separate themselves from their current friepds
and homes..

2. People with more favorable attitudes toward the project are
less apprehensive over moving and consequently are more
willing to engage in moves that require a greater degree of
separation from current friends and residence.

3. Vested interests_ is an exceptionally powerful variable in
support of the hypothesis that attitudes affect social migration.
Vested interests were found to relate to apprehension indirectly

I
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as predicted, supporting the idea that those persons with
vested interests served by a projeceare-more willing to
engage in moves that require a greater degree of separation
from current friends and residence.

4. Knowledge about the project had a negligible effect on
people's attitudes toward the reservoir projects and did not
contribute to the explanation of social migration.

5 The level of identification with place was foundto relate
strongly and consistently with apprehension and consequently
produced indirect effects on social separation. Uniformly,
the more intense identification with place, the less inclined
people were to tholle.,

etv

5. This study, then, suggests a portrait of a person with favorable
&ttitudes toward reservoirs as one who is younger, unresistant to change,
has- high vested interests in the'project, and has an extremely low
Identification with place of residence. This person is less likely to be
apprehensive about moving.

SEE ALSO: Ludtke and Burdge (1970); Burdge and Johnson (1973).
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"A Systemic Approach to Social Impact Assessment"

, C. Mark Dunning

DUNNING (1974)

In: C. P. Wolf (ed.) Social -Impact Assessment. Milwaukee, Wisc:
Environmental Design Research Association, 1974, pp. 59-64.,

DESCRIPTORS/IDENTIFIERS'

Evaluation; Groups: Impacted; Planning; Profiling; Publics: Identi-
fication of; Systems Approach.

LOCATORS

Pruitt-Igoe (St. Louis, Missouri)
, I

ABSTRACT.

In order to gain understanding of potential impacts, a project area
may be viewed as a system and the major components and issues
identified. By obtaining, baseline data on the project area social
system, a comparison of this information,with the perceptions of

`this system embodied in plans and planning inputs can'be made.
Impact assessment, by this method, is a two-part process. In.the
first part, the project area is disaggregated into major interest
groups and publics. Major community issues are also identified so
that the character of, interrelationships among these groups is more
apparent. Utilizing this understanding as a framework, plans are
then compared on the basis of the manner in which costs and benefits
are distributed over the area. By forecasting future social conditions,
given'the assumptOns of plans or perceptions guiding planning, an
understanding of the social trade-offs that alternative plans entail
can be developed. This understanding, in turn, can be reapplied to
the plann?.ng process to add another dimension to choices that must

Ibe made in developing project plans. Irct assessment as
comparative evaluation can thus aid in the development of plans that
may be sensitive to a wider range of olitical, social and bconomic
groups and issues.

FINDINGS

\----11. What, is the method. of sys ematic analysis' -....,;

1
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1. Disaggregate project area into publis and interest groups;
specify their goals, their perception of important issues.

2. Compare and evaluate plans on basis of benefit -cost distribution
over groups (differential impact analysis).

3. Choosebest alternative in terms of optimum systems advantage.
,

2. Why do systemic approach? '\ .

1. To avoid extreme selective focus or bias toward one group to

the exclusion of others.

2. Need to know whole project area and how it fitsvtogether.

3. Sensitizes one to complexities 'of project atea structure and to

salient community, issues.
.i.

4. Shows that impacts have different beneficial o'r adverse impacts

on different groups.

5. Best guide to good planning because it, includes important,
but easily overlooked, factors.

i

COMMENTS

1. Girard Krebs ("A Systemic Approach to Social Impact Assessment:
A Response to Dunning;" pp. 65-66 in C. P. Wolf (ed.), Social Impact

Assessment. Milwaukee, Wisc.: Environmental Design Research
Association, 1974) warns against the political use of a systems approach

in rationalizing planner bias.
1

*

2. Krebs further argues that adopting a holistic viewpoint implied in
the systems approach forces the question of where to draw boundaries
arouq,d the impact area and what is the adequacy of social models for
handling such complexity. In any case, a systems viewpoint is only
the beginning of wisdom, and it cannot sukstitute for interior as well
as exterior viewing of the area under study.

11
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Man and Water--The Relationship Between. Social Psychological
Systems and Water Resources Development

S. J. Fitzsimmons and 0. A. Sa lama

Cambridge, Mass: Abt. Associates Inc., 1973 (November).

DESCRIPTORS/IDENTIFIERS

Eureau ocReclamation; Data Sources; Four Accounts Framework;
Indicator's; Matrix Logic; Methodology; Multiple7Objective Planning;
'Profiling; Social Needs; Social-Psychological Concepts; Water:
Functions /Policy

I
ABSTRACT

This report is divided into two Major sections. The first examines
manes social-psychological needs and his water resource development
activities and the relationships between the two. The second part
develops a set of measurements for determining the nature and extent
of these relationhips for use in planning for actual water resources
development projects.

Part One\ "Social Psychological Systems as They Relate to Water
Resources DeveldpMent," begins as a brief "primer" on the content
of the various social science-s, followed by a mote eitensive treatment
of sociology and social psychology. Next, 2 descripton of the qualities
of water and its reclamation is presented. Based on this review, a
variety of water functions are identified. Following this is a chapter
which attempts to integrate the concepts of the social .sciences and the
water develeprrAnt functions through a discussion of human social and
psychological needs and water development activities.- The first part
closes with a chapter. which explores the relationships between human
and water systems and then generates_a systematic.basis for deriving
a set of social data which-ymay be used in Water resources planning.

Part Two, "Methods and Procedures for Measuring Relationships,"
begins with a discussion of the policy context of water resource
development. It then explores the program, context of water resou ce
development by examining the multiple-obje'ctive planning frame jerk
within which social assessment must coexist with economic, enviMn:
mental, technological and budgetary assessments of projects. Following

191
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this -is a chapter-length treatment of measures of social psychological,
variables relevant to water development planning. These measures
are construed in a deductive manner, progressing from the earlier
analysis of the interface between human and water needs, through policy
and. program contexts, to data selectiOn. In addition to data, specifi-
catkins, the `aspects of data acquisition, validity and reliability, and
synthesis and aggregation are discussed and recommendations made.

SUMMARX

Chapter 1.Bas upon their review of the literature the writers
come to four co clusions:

1. Until recently there has been a lack of public concern for
the social nieeds Orman for water and the impact of water policy

, on man.

2. There is a.gap in the social sciences on the theoretical level
.with respect to understanding man's relationship to his environ-
ment, and certainly with respect to water development ar ects.

3. There is also a corresponding lack of research.

4. There is a lack of knowledge at the program level about how

to-measure the relationships between man and water.

The purpose of this report is to fill in these' gaps by proposing strategies
for addressing the fotir,problems listed above.

Chapter 2. This chapter discusses concept selection and organization,
based on a review of social science literature. From a larger sample .

of-concepts, the writers select a subset to be included in a matrix
relating social-psychological concepts to water development functions.
Each concept is tied to one (or more) of seven 1e-vels-of-behavio-ral
organization. These ar-g: IndiVidual, Groups, Organizations, Social
Iiroceises, Social Maintenance and Change, Society, and Population.

Chapter 3. Water serves a variety of functions for man. Based on
the literature, a range of functions was'identified which were considered
representative of the many types of objectives embodied in reclamation
activities. A total of fouiteen ftinctions was selected, including ecology

I
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maintenance and control, life support,- security, available and
predictable supply, quality and distribution, recreation, community,
industrial-agricultural and other functions. A given water development
activityree.g., a dam, reservoir, power plant, etc.) usually fulfills
a variety of functions simultaneously. Conversely, a given function
can be supporte&by a variety of activities. Activities and functions
are arrayed against each other in a matrix.

Chapter 4.- 4"This chapter: (1) presents a matrix arraying social-
psychological systems concepts again'st water development functions;
(2) indicates ways in which the matrix will be used for analysis; i3)
relates the matrix to upcoming chapters on program and policy con-
siderations; and (4) discusses some of the implications and limitations
of matrix logic for generating variables.

Chapter 5. This chapter identifies a series of concepts, magnitudes
or concerns generically referred to ad' "parameters" which establish
a bridge between the fourteen water development project functions and
the seven levels_Of behavioral organization. Each of the linkages
between behavioral categories and water development functions is
examined according to its implications man's needs for water and
water's impact,on man.

Chapter 6. The political juncture between water resource development
and social goals is discussed in this chapter, prima-rily in terms of
the Water Resources Council's "Prindiples and Standards." A
systematic accounting framework is presented at the end.

Chapter 7. The focus here is on multiple-objective planing in the
context of water development programs. Certain principles olfmultiple-
objective planning distinguish it from other types. Some of its central
features include: implicit criteria to accept or reject a plan, the concept
of optimizati n of choice among project possibilities,. long-range
plannin hange hncl.an interactive or "systems" approach. A
section o this chapter is spe4cifically addressed to various ways of
looking at and solving the problem of optimization.

Chapter 8. This, the concluding chapter, fills in the cells of the
matrix using a large number of indicators presumably relevant at
each level of connection between function and behavioral organizations.

J JP
1"I
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COMMENTS

..

FITZSIMMONS AND SALAMA (1973)

1. The reader who may be interested in this report but who does not
wish to struggle through its 400-plus pages is advised to read the
excerpts from the(report appearing in Wade H. Andrews and others
(1973), pp. 117-158.

g,

2. This report disappoi and aggravates in so many ways and at
,_so many points that it vis a rd to decide where to begin criticism or

what is the most strategic critical orientation. In my view the report,
in its present form, should not have been written and certainly should
not have been published, though its patent deficiencies may prove
instructive. Ironicflly, the service best rendered by Man and Water
is a negative one--what not to do--and it unwittingly speaks to the
advisability of case-study approaches ra the social impacts of water
resources development. It is not tenable to argue for the report even
on the grounds that it was intended for non-professional audiences
because its bulkiness, disorganization, lack of conceptual clarify,and
methodological looseness altogether convey what may mildly bejtermed
.;an "unimpressive" picture of the capability of social science to say

anything illuminating about the relationship between water and society.
If the report is not entirely an incompetent one (and this may be
doubted), it is assuredly an inconsequential one. This is a real pity
since the need foi: sound, cogent analysis in the, water resources area
is manifesi. The central problem of the report and that from which '
most of its substantive shortcoming derive is that the scope and
objectives Of the study were ill-conceived. These were, in essence,

'to produce a definitive statement (a "treatise") on the relationship
between social-psychological ,systems and water resources development.
The major problem with this is -the prematurity of a deductive strategy
toward mapping that relationship. The writers apparently thought ittoward
to be th most effective strategy although it is difficult to know why
since t y note at the\ outset the weakness of the knowledge base from
which they work. This strategic error demonstrates in high relief
how critical problem formulation is to effective research. Now for
some specifics. :

3. Three relationships between man and water are-postulated:

a. MANneed s---)W AT E R
J(+)j

b. WATER -4-- impacts- -OMAN (functional)
(i)

c. WATER iinpacts--)MAN (dysfunctional)

)I **1jt.14 0
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These are incomplete, overly simple, and uninstructive. Fo one
thing, they omit what I think is a more obvious and important man-water
relationship:

d. MAN-AimpactWATER (functional and/or dysfun tional)

Although itself overly simple, d. better expresses the focus of social
impact assessment than a. , b. and c. That these relationships are
uninformative is best revealed by the writers' own statement, which
irrepeated a number of times throughout the report (the reason for
which eludes me):

It is abundantly clear that the relationship between man
and water is not symmetric; that man's need for water
is not the same as the social impact of water on man.
Stated another way, people do not influence environmental,
infrastructure in the same way as it influenc,es them. It

is apparent that the relationship between man and water. is asymmetric--that is, man's needfor water is not the
same as water's impact upon man. (p. 137)

4. The criteria for concept selection are unclear. In fact, "selection"
may be too generous a term. The concepts of the social s ences look
like a grab bag listing from the inde?ces of introductory. texts. The
problem is that there is no clear theoretical rationale underlyin or
giving meaning to the concepts used. To be sure, the report does
state some criteria but they seem irrelevant to the selection process.
The major criterion should have been parsimony. Instead, it appears
to have been "thetrnore the better."

Besides engendering a certain indifference ("Sot what? ") in the reader,
the non-systematic selection and use of concepts also creates real
problems of measurement. The writers state that fewer measures
(indicators) than parameters (relationships) were identified because
a given measure might be used for more than one parameter. If so,
this suggests that some kind ef factor analysis should have been used
to reduce the number of parameters so that a one-to-one relationship
between parameter and measure could have been obtained. We need
good -01:4rational measures of concepts, but the effect of this report's
attempts in that direction is to further conceptual and methodologic.al
carelessness.

V.7
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illt

5. In addition to poor concept selection, the report does a shabby
job of organizing the concepts seleria. It opts for seven levels of
behaviorfl activity. These levels are confusing although they seem
systematic. The language of the report confuses even more,
referring to these activities variously as "referents," 'asocial con-
cerns" or "levels of analysis." One senses that the writers have not
thought out the meaning of their distinctions nor the terms by which
they are best expressed. In regar tb e`levels, they are poorly
distinguished descriptively and pr ably cat all fall within the same
logical plane (e.g., lumping together processes and structures seems.
unwise). 'Besides, when one finds out what these levels are supposed
to encompas's it becomes evident that their conceptual connections
overlap considerably so that the whole object of distinguishing them
is lost. Inrshort,.this taxonomy of categories and concepts is worse
than useless because it does little to inform and much to obscure:
It doeS4not seem difficult to come up with a better one with just a bit
more effort and some stricter criteria of inclusion and exclusion.
The problem these writers had, I would argue, is that they lacked
a guiding theoretical framework so they ended up w ,ith the worst kind
of eclecticism.° .

6. The major output of the report is contained in the matrices
arraying social-psychological concepts against water development
functions and the indicators which are suppo'sed to bperationalize
these relationships. Looking over these matrices it is apparent that
they are quite ineffective because they. suffer from all the problems
which precede them: poor orlanization," duplication, proliferation,
dubious mea res as well as a lack of meaningful policy relevance
(an avowed a of the report). Moreover it is clear that many of the
measures d t aptly fit at, a given level of analysis' (e .g., 'using
population measures to characterize individuals). The strategy the
writers should have opted for was to take a very dkitnited subset of
parameters, select the best-measures available and suggest how the
resulting data connect to the policy-making context.

More could be said about the report on a chapter-by-chapter basis
but the problems addressed above are the most significant and irk °mg.
The scope and objectives-bf the report, to repeat, were ill - conceived
and, not surprisingly, the product reflects this. It maybe worth
noting that the text is replete with typing and grammatical errors,
which suggests that the _report received as little, editorial attention
as its substantiv hortcomings received little critical attention.
One recommend n is called for: back to the drawing boards and
start all over a

...
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"The National Environmental Policy Act and the Urban Environment:
Tqward Socially-Oriented Impact Statemehts"

4
Mark Francis

In: C. P. Wolf (ed.), Social Imp ct Assessment. Milwaukee,
Wisc: Environmental Design Res arch Association, 1974. pp. 49-58.

DESCRIPTORS /IDENTIFIERS

Dimensioning Irnpacts; Environmentalism; Goose Hollow Foothills vs.
Romney (1971); Legal Aspects; Natural Environmental Policy Act:
Legal History/Social Impact Assessment; Nucleus of Chicago Home-
owners' Association vs. Chicago Housing Authority (1973); Planning;
Social Goals

ABSTRACT
a

The intent and scope of this paper is to discuss the impact of the
National Environmental Policy Act on urban programs and projects
and to schematically/propose a framework within whiclisocial
information can.be utilized in environmental impact statement formu-
lation and review. The paper is presented in four sections. The
first deals with the,common law,. `constitutional, and statutory rights
of the environment, With the major discussion being on the provisions
of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). Secondly,, recent
judicial interpretations of tIle application of NEPA to the urban environ-
ment are discussed. Next, possible future extensions of these court
rulings are proposed in relationship to policies and programs
administered under federal agencies (HUD, HEW, etc.). And finally,
a framework for forMulatipg socially-oriented impact statements
within the professions of urban planning and design is presented.

FINDINGS

1. Recently (case, of Goose Hollow Foothille League v. Romney, 1971)
court interpretations of NEPA have turned to the human urban environ-
ment and dealt with impact of the environment on man rather than
only impact of man on environment.

2. NEPA has potential 'of being used, against social goals (e. g.
Nucleus of Chicago Homeowners' AssOciation v. Chicago Housing
Authority, 1973),

r
00"
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3. The applicability of impact statements to urban projects is
moving toward making impact statements a standard requirement on

( "major Federal actions" which "significantly affect" the quality of
the human environment.

4. The requirement to prepare an impact statement is currently
being legislated by some statesWaShington, Delaware, Wisconsin,
Hawaii, North Carolina, and especially California.

5. Court actions brought by environmental grotips under NEPA have
primarily utilized the act as a negative tool intended to stop or delay
major federal projects.

6. There is now a need to, view environmebntal impact, statements
as a positive mechanism whereby Federal agencies can implement
and guarantee such social factors as community involvement, user
needs, and adequate community services in urban-related programs
and projects. t

7. Social information requiiements realizing this goal encompass
(1) the environmental Setting, (2) the offsite macro socio-enomic
setting, (3) macro onsitesocio- economic impacts, and (4) micro
onsite user impact. Subcategories are enumerated under each of
these major headings.

. SEE ALSO: Savatsky (1974).
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"Social Impacts of Strip Mining and Other Industrializations of Cisar'
Resources" .

-

Raymond L. Gold
C

In: C. P. Wolf (ed.), Social Impact Assessment. Milwaukee, Wisc:
Environmental Design Research Association, 1974. pp. 123-46.

DESCRIPTORS/ IDENTIFIERS

Anomie; Attitudes: Coal Industrialization; Coal Mining. Impacts;
Community Cohesion; Differential Impact's; Economic Impacts; Future

a Shock; Groups: Impacted; Interviewing; Methodology; Montana Power
Company; Participant Observation; Ranchers; Strip Mining

LOCATORS

Colstrip and Gillette, Montdna

ABSTRACT

This paper repot. s findings from five rwonths of ethnographic study
in southeaster ontana which focus on the social impact of coal
industrialization on groups in the area's two principal towns. Changes
noted include shifts in the selection of friends, strains in communicating
with friends and neighbors of long standing, a shift in the established
power structure from ranchers to new mining industrialists, the need
to live with constant and increasing uncertainties for which planning is
virtually impossible, a keen interest on the part of some merchants
and businessmen in immediate monetary gain the need to, accommodate
to the invasion and requirements of newcomers who subscribe to
foreign life-styles, and value systems, and the loss of a sense of
community. Suggestions are offered concerning the meaning of industriali--
zation and rural life to area residAnts and the theoretical and research
implications of thes findings.

F11\11itt1GS

1. This report focuses ridowners because, aside from the schools,
the biggest social impact to date has been on them.

.2. The impac is on merchantS are much more economic (and positive)
than social.
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3. Many life changes have taken hold because of the mining situation:

a. Shifts in friendship networks and new strkins among old friends.
b. Intensification of class alignments and awireness.
c. Shift in power structure from ranchers to new mining

industrialists.
d. Constant and growing uncertainties.
e. Merchant interest in quick money.
f. Entry of newcomers with different values and life-styles.
g. Loss of sense of community.

enforcement,4. Newcomers affect law enforcement, health care, churches, and
especially ischools. PEOPLE POLLUTION, IS THE GREATEST FEAR
AND UNCERTAINTY.

5". Locals are fearful of new taxes to pay for increased services demand.

6. There is a decline in neighborliness because there is less need for
dependence on fellow-townspeople since new goods and services are
available.

7. Future shock and anomie are resulting from disruptions of an
industrial technology superimposed on a stable rural environment.

8. 01 Id coalitions are. breaking down while new ones erne-rge::

a. White and Indian children, formerly at odds, are now coalescing
against newcorne-r-s.

b. Businessmen and merchants, for merly dependent on the
ranchers, are now trying to share power with the mining
companies.

c.. Ranchers who view land as, intrinsic value and inalienable
home vs. those who see it as an economic tool, business item
for profit.

9. One positive result of the mining operations has been the excitement
agenerated by opposition to cal development and the shared purpose
gained thereby.

I
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COMMENTS

1. Need to display impacts in tabular form (cf. 'Mack). Complexi
group alignments and diverse (differential) impacts need to be
partialled out in non-narrative form. o

..
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P

2. Apprdach is adaptable to both e-model frame and comparative
.

Adiachronic analysis.

3. The ranchers, we are told, are ,being. exploited;. yet they were on
top befoelb the mining people came in. H did the'rnining People
break through this rancher dominance in he first place') Do (did)
the non-rancher's in the area feel exploited by the ranchers'' by the
power comp3nies'' by the strip ininer;, Whatthe paper lacks but
needs is a more detailed and systematic "before" profile so that
better comparisons can be made.

4. Taking the ranchers' point of view lends a very effective and
intimate touch to the sociological portrait, but tends to stereotype
and/or ignore the views of the other groups.

--,

SEEP ALSO: John R. Kelly, "Se-Spec ific Research: Comme on
'Social impacts of Strip Mining and Other Industrialization's
of Coal ResoUrces,''" pp.14750 in C. P. Wolf (-ea.),
Social IrApacc Asses-snient. Milwaukee, Wis( : Environ-
mental Desi.gn Research Assyciation, 1974.
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/
Socio-Cultural Impacts of f Water Resource Development in the Santiam
River Basin

HOGG AND SMITH (1970)

411

Thomas C. Hogg.and COurtland L. 'South

Corvallis: Water Resiources Research. Institute, Oregon State
University, 1970 (October). ,

DESCRIPTORS/IDENTIFIERS

Attitudes: Dams; benefactors vs. Beneficiaries; Community Cohesion;
Dams; Economic Impacts;-In rerviewing; Life History Technique;
Methodology; Participant.Oblie vation; Social Impacts: Staging ni;
Social Values; Technological Lag

LOCATORS ..

Albany - Leb"anon and Sweet Home, foster and Green Peter Darns,
Santiam River Basin, Oregon

This study assesses the impacts of 4) darns on the behavioral, and
attitudinal patterns of Santiam River Basin residents irg Oregon, The
research is structured by ,.iewing the dams through a developmental
cycle of preconstruction, construction and postcoristruction, thereby
highlightirtg the differential ''staging'' olimpacts. TheSantiarn River
Basin area is treated as a sotto - cultural system undergoing important
technical and environmental change. The research goal of describing
and explaining these changes was accomplished through a combination
cff.methods and techniques,, including general survey questiontwires,
more detailed open-ended interviewing of selected informants, and
biographical data gained through a so( lological reconstruction of the
life histories of a number of incrivyii)als....A major focus is on the
varying modes and degrees of int gration e"perienced by the area
towns prior to and during the pact stages.

The study finds tha
are clearly demon
emphasis is plan d
larger system wh
local system The
articulation" in the

t cio-cultural impacts If significant magnitude
ighout the development cycle. Central'
ializing the project area as part of a..

on na s notaiPe consequences for this more
dam , It is found, caused increased so( ial "non-
a r 's cultural .systern rind stithulatecl quests .tr

1 3.1
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new bascs of social integration by urban escapees:i However, lack of
articulation and planning between eleniefits of the larger socio-cultural
system are restricting full developmental benefits.

Throughout, the writers argue that people's values and actions should
be continually,,sought as inputs into the total water resources develop-

"' merit process if full benefits are to accrue to the area. People must
be prepared to assume the dual roles of beneficiaries and benefactors
if pr,oject impacts are to be realistically assessed;

FINDINGS

1. -There would appear little problem in stimulaiing local support
and acceptance of water resource development projects, based on the
research reported here. This is largely because of the tendency to
define economic growth and devIglopinent as good.

2. In rural communities such as Sweet Home (Oregon), where most
of the prpjects are constructed, the Construction phase of, the project
brings significant short term
construction and early operatio

sion and, theti, inte stages of
significant decline This includes

overburdening of local services -- school 's, municipal wor.ks, and
7comi-nercial facilities.

3. Dissatisfaction with the quty of life in California led to the
influx of migrants from there to the praiect area on speculation that
work would be available on the darns. This fact points to the ilitficulty
of establishing boundaries within whh. h the assessinent of impacts
iS conducted.

4; From the point of view of Sweet Home residents, the planning
,

phase of the project stimulated them to think differently aboutftheir
community.

0

5. Several kinds of different social and economic impacts are
associated with the different phases of pre-construction, 'construction
and post-cons

6. The most direct impact on the schools was an inc rease of literal
hundred students during the construction phase.'

7. Most of the added school tax burden was'paid for by the local
people through increased propeilty taxes. For the most part, the

1 C.' i)
-.6 O
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income taxes paid by the construe tion personnel went directly to the
state government, thereby reducing direct support of the local system.

.8. Municipal expenses like.those for the schools rose after chompletion
of the dams. City services were i-mproved during construction, but
associated with the improvements wicaincreastad-tAkes for the locals.
What seems important is that the local people expecte,d the darns to
result in long-term growth for which expanded services would be

.required. The services were expanded but the exPeted grovith did
not occur.

9. Only a very small proportion of the total benefits accrued, to the
local residents and these were mainly re'cretional. The problem is
that the projects were justifi,ecl prima rilyon the grounds that they -
would develop the region. ,This had the effect of neglecting consideration
of local development. Thus, the local community incurred most of
the costs but received few of'the benefits.

10. In the political area, the influx of urban-suburban migratNts
resulted in increased legalism and forrnalism in administrative matters:
Formerly, the comr-nunity had been used to conducting its affaiil on
a more informal and 'personal basis. Influence and moral persuasion0.
rather than the threat of formal sanction, were previously the Major
means of social control.

I
11. Etsonomically, problems were created by the underlying faith
it and assumption that tfie dains would br,in'g economic growth and
development to th-e. community. Sweet Home .is an example- ol'a
community which embraced economic growth, but aid not realixe its

4

expectations. The interesting Thiruris that the residents seem not to
have lost their faith in the ideology of growth.

12. In contrast to most of the residents, people seem to believe that
merchants and busineSsmen, did well, especially during the construction
phase.' :1:1112.se engaged in recreation- related business will probably
continue tio benefit, although thiswill probably not contribute tom
'sustained economic development.

41,

13. The attitudes tovra0 economic developmerit and the influence
of more ,formal and legalistic procedures \hay.o (ontributed to a changed
image,..of the corrirnunIty which has ne( espitated 'social and attifUdinal
adlustments on the pat orresidents. Sweet Ironic has become a
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more non-articulated community tban before construction. What
has_o.ccurred is the maintenance of specifi patterns of roles but lvss
integration and'more Segimentation bet i.veen them.

14. The major questionwhich an impact tudy 'should address is
who benefits and who pays and how. The emphasis shoulii be on groups
as beneficiaries and benefactors as well as on impacts, as costs 'and'

',benefits.

COMMENTS

1. The authOrs make an interesting remark about the relation
between technological .change and social organizational 'patterns. They
w rite:

[E]xogenous impetus for cultural change may come
in terms of ideas and behaviors appropriate to a given
technology, even before the tee hnology arrives. Thus,
communities may be restructured and reoriented to
a particul)ir new way of life well in advance of develop
ing that new subsistence system. Thi iri-vplies that
technological change, even in situations of exogenous
impe,tu , is not necessarily causally related oto
change of organization and ideology. Furthermore,
it imp iesyiliat settings may, through,unique historical
circumstances, endogenously develop the ideological,
and organizational bases for a new technology well in
advance of that technology's development. (p. 127)

. 1%.

This inverts the cultureltechnology relationship from one o?"cultUral
lag" to one of 'technological lag." It also suggests that over the.,long -
term in situations of technological lag, after the appropriate tecno)ogy
has been grafted orkto the sycial system, there will result 6.n imperfect, r

"possibly sub y-optimal fit, tfiereby producing some new disjunction )

between technology and culture. At that pant thesiproblem'then becomes
one of technology calling forth a cultuf.al adaptation of ideas,/attiludes
and values.

(.
. .k
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"Demog-raphic Effects of Water Development

John Hollis and James McEvoy

Sof

HOLLIS AND NicliVOY 973)

In: Charles R. Otidnian, _James McEvoy In and Peter J. Richerson
(eds. ), Environmental Quality and Water Developmetit, San Francisco:
W. H. Freeman, 1973, pp. 216-2 32. .

DESCR EPTORS/IDENTI&IERS

Demographic Impacts; Rec reation; Self-FulfPlling Proplfecy: Population
Projections; Urbanization; Water: Pobicy

LOCATORS

Los Angeles, California

ABSTRACT

From a deriographic point of view, the crux of the water problem
in the United States lies, in the descrepancy betwe n the natural dis-
tribution of the water supply and the.distributio of consumers. In

addition, water users "consume'' more per capita each year as
tanco?nes, spending and leisure time inc rease. This makes populatiohl
projections diffAcult and often risky, a major problem beit* that thea

.

projections often become Self- fulfilling prophesies. Population and
water demand' projections are taken as i5mutable'fact and the "threat"
of future water fan-Ili-le prompts water managers to search always
farther afield to serve a hypothetical population which might not appear
if more water were not made a'iailable. The attempt to supply an
area with unlimited quantities of.water has serious environmental
and social effec t both ends of the distribution system, and the
rriagnitude of t , will inc rease as our population co,ntues to con-
centrate disproportionately in:firbanized., se i-arid regions. The

.. historical deVelopment of this pcipulation-wat.r demand relationship
is traced in terms of phases of'polik y objectives and,outcomes, with
special reference to the Z ase of Los Angeles. T'o encourage growth
for its own sake is a questionable philosophy in view of the dcreasing
quality or life it po'rtends. As a start toward better water planning,
a national policy shoUlci be, established to assess all long-term ..

d.erriographic predictions usedto justify large-scale water development
..,

pro!eFts. . 04

. , 4
. .
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1. From a demographiciPviewpoint, the crux of the water problem
in tliet United States lies in the discrepancy between the natural dis-
tribution of water st..pply and the distribution of consumers.

2. l'he demOgraphic history of the United,States has been dominated
by three major phenomena, all of which are particularly salient in
the twentieth century: (1) absolute growth of the population; (2) the
movement of population to the West: and (3) increasing urbanization-.

It
3. Recreational use, as opposed to physiological needs fOr other
major uses of water, is an increasingly significant aspect of the value
of water, including major impac is on income frcini recreation and
recreational equipment; leisure time and aesthetic beauty.

4. A major problem with population projections as they affect water
development is their tendert y to become self - fulfilling prophesies.
In Los Angeles, for examp*le,,population projections were used to
justify water resource exp41/4fiAibn which,, in turn, ;generated more

'4 si

population growth and attracted iildustry. 11
Rec8mm.endation: The Federal cov,ernuient shouldestablish a

policy of carefully evaluating all poptilation projections used as bad:L.
grbu.nd to water project proposals. Sp'e,cifically, efforts should be
directed toward determining to what extent a project would create,
and not 'merely serve, a projected population.

SEE AL9ID: Smith and Hogg (1971a). Together, *thse two articles
provide a good int-7.Cakctcry statement about the'relation-,,
ships-between witer dev lopme'nt and popUlation,change.

41-
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"The-In-1Oct of Open Urban Land on Community .Well-Being"

L. Douglas James and Donna R. Brogan

In: C. P. Wolf (ed.), Social Impact Assessment. Milwaukee, Wisc:
Environmental Design Ritsea'rch Association; I')74, pp. )51-67.

DESCRIPTORS/ IDENTIFIERS

Comrnuraity*CohesCon; Enyironrhent; Factor Analysis; Flood Plain
Management; Index Construction; Land Use Planning; Methodology;
Planning; Quality of Life; Regression Analysis; Social Well-Being;
Urban, Areas.

`LOCATORS

Atlanta, Georgia

ABSTRACT ,
f

I

40

Many now advocate that flood plaa ins and othe?open urban space be
preserved for recreational activities ancrvisual enjoyment. One
important consideration in evaluating this policy is the effect of open
land within an urban community on the lives of those who live nearby.
This study uses,Atlanta data to examine the hypothesis tha't the well-
being of urban ;?)ide,nts is *associiated with their physical environment.<-

The hypothesis is teste,d by useg stepwise mult: le regression analyz-s
of 22 well-being indices orvelected indices of tl physical and social
environrrAent. The results substantiate the hypothesis by shoviing that
the association of the indices of the physical environment with the
well- being indices is statistically significant and th)at Nit e indices ois
the pliysical.environment are approximately equ-!1 to the indices of
the social environment in their ability to preditt ,yell - being. The
collective results imply that the most irriportant influence of urban an
is its role- in altriacting or deterring the entry of outsiders into resid ial
-neighborhoods. 'Urban open space can Make a definite contribution to
urban well-being through develOpment as a bhrrier separating the
residential communities from intense -use areas or through develdp-

,,,ment tg, contribute to the recreational or aesthetic resources of the
community.

eFINDINGS

4/
1. Exte rtor physical characteristics (facto rs) are statistic ally
significant ands implortanttas socCoeconomic. factors in explaining

1c ?'
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such social problems as arrests, poOr mental health, absence from
school, .fires, etc. In fact, the results indicate that the physical
environment is much more -important than the socioeconomicactors
in associations involving juvenile and drug problems.

2. The findings also illust! ate distinct differences in the character-
istics of the exterior physical environment associated with different
well -being indices: e.g. juvenile arrests are highest among those
young people living near recreational opportunities attracting other

,youth into the neighborhood; narcotics arrests occur most-often
among people living near garden, parks and woodlands, etc.

3. Th9 dominant pattern in the regression analysesdewas that land
use patterns that cadge large numbers of non-residents to frequent
'residential neighborhoods are regularly associated with problems
for the neighborhood residents.

4. A major policy .implication is that urban well - being would be
Onhanced if areas of intense commercial, industrial or rAvreational------
activity were separated from residential areas. This involves two
distinct kinds of'openspace use. One is as vegetative barriers
sepa,ra residentialptkas from areas devoted to other uses and
subdivide g residential areas into communities with which people
can.identify, and within which they can know one another. The other
is to provide wfthin each such coMmAnity the natural or aesthetic
environment and the recreational opportun'ities.tha't satisfy the needs
of its people.

CCOMMENTS.
I-

4-41. T findings appear overgeneralized for purposes of firm policy
guidance. Comparative studies of different Cities and neighborhoods
is a-prerequisite to generalization of the findings.

2. The socio-iconomi`c indices are not all good ones - -in fact, if is
hard to telnhisocio-economic indices from the physical environment,

as ones at times. The conceptual distinction informing this operational
classification seems fu/7y, or at least overly simple; theoretical coherence
may have been sacrifice,d to measurement methodology.

3. Do the non-subjec tive (non-individual) grouped data used really
get at the concepts. tested' Don't we really need some attitudinal

Min

Loa
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data at least as supplementary data? The validation of objective
measures by subjectiveyerceptidens would be instructive.

4. Assuming the finding that "land use pattern; which cause large
numbers of none-redidents to freq4ment residential neighborhoods are
regularly associated with prohlers for the neighborhood residents"
is true, the question of a,"causal" model prdviding some explanatory
framework for the measured associations becomes acute.

*N.

5. Alternative linkage patterns are mentioned at the outset and
not developed in subsequent analysis or interpretation of findings.
Theoretical development might explore these models more fully.

SEE ALSO C. P. Wolf, "Comment on 'The Impact of Open Urban
Land on Crmunity, Well-Being,'" 169-70 in
Wolf (ed. ), ,Social Impact Assessrrient*,Z Milwaukee,

, Wisc: Environmental Design Research Association,
1974, and, rejoinder by the authors., pp. 171-74.

2
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"Social Impact Statements: A Tentative Approach's

Sue Johnson and Ra el J. Burdge.

In: C. P. Wolf (ed. , Social Impact Assessment. Milwaukee; Wise:
Environmental Design Research Association, 1974, pp. 69-84.

DESCRIPTORS /IDENTIFIERS

Case-Matching; Comparative Diachronic Analysis; Data `Sources;
Dimensioning Impacts; Methodology; Quasi-Experimental Design;
Reservoirs; Survey Research

LOCATORS

Kentucky °(Reservoirs)

ABSTRACT

The general methodology presented here involves using post -con-
slruction,analysis of a project similar in'as many respects as possible
to one being proposed to make social impact predictions (comparative

`.-\ diachronic analysis). Consideration is given to the kinds of similarities
needed to "match" projects; erg, geographical locatiA, size and
scope of project, and the social and economic characteristics of the
affected community. Further attention focuses on the degree of
validity associated-with primary and secondary data to make ther
necessary predictions for eocial impact statements.' The examples
here deal with reservoir construction projects, but the general
methodology with important adaptations can be used for other large-
scale pro jec,ts such as highway construction, urban renewal, waste
disposal, and watershed management, among others; Social impact
is here divided into two categories: the impa"ct on persons who must
be relocated and the project irnpAct on the local community and
adlacent-counties.

FINDINGS

1. This paper proposes a quasi-experimental design under the name
of "comparative diachronic methodology",as one practical approa( h'
to social.impact

4
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4. The closer the matching on basic community characteristics, the
greater the acciracy of impact prediction, :.

. ,.

otOMMENTS
,

1. A criterion problem ariges%as to whith,characteristics of areas
and groups are most important for obtaining a good match. This prob-
lem is even more difficult if the method is applied to cities.

,'

I
. .

2. Besides the roblem of matching, the methodologyis probably
limited when applied to urbansituations. The unit of urban knalys,is'
is probably not a county, but something like the SMSA and, at a
disaggregate level, groupewithin the city.

JOHNSON AND BURDGE (1974)
138

Schematic ,Diagram of Comparative Diachronic Methodology

Comparative
Study Tia

X

Past

X = Reservoir Construction

T2a

Present

X

projected "' 2b
impact

Future

2. Data supporting social impact statements occur on various le.vels.
A methodological proposition is advanced that as one moves from
leVel I (censua data4 to level VII (survey data), validity will increase
since the data will better reflect the character of the local area. -°

3, ,,'substantive point is that relocatees are among the first to he
affected pjr.a project and in major ways', -Starting with the "news" that
a projectja being planned."4, "."

3. How does cost-benefit get worked into the methodology? The
method needs to be supplemented by a wa to measure and weigh,
impacts.

a.
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4. While John Son and Burdge take the county as their unit of analysis,
it is clear that their analytical units are reallyeally territorial entities
within a defined cultural area. Aictitally cultural ihornogeneity is
the most important matching criterion, although what "cultural" means
in this context 'is n,ot,clear.

5. There no political variables among the matching criteria,
except that implied by the "purpose" of a proposed project.

SEE ALSO: C. P. Wolf, "Comment on 'Social Impact 8'taten)kents:
A Tentative Approach,'" pp. 85-86 in Wolf (ed. )r
Social Impact Assessment. Milwaukee, Wise 'Environ-
mental Design Research Association, 1974, and reply
by the authors, pp. 87-88.
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Lynn G. Llewellyn
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lila.zhways
a

LLEWELLYN (1974)

In: C. P. Wolf (ed. ), Social Impact Assessment. Milwaukee, Wisc:
Environmental Design Research Association, 1974, pp. 89-108.

DESCRIPTORS IDENT1FIERS

Attitude Surveys; Attitudes: Highways; Community Cohesiv;
Differential Impacts; Environment; Highway Impacts; Interviewing;
Methodology; Migration: Forced; Noise: Highway Impacts; Public
Pa rticipation

LOCATORS

Baltimore, Maryland

ABSTRACT

Recent interest in the social effects of highways was prompted by
urban disorders and the growth of environmentalism. For years the
benefits accruing from highway construction had been extolled while
little attention was devoted to so( ial costs. This paper examines data
on social impact derived primarily from surveys with individuals
living in proximity to completed freeways or proposed freeway locations.
Included in the presentation are attitudinal data on transportation
preferences, perceived highway impacts, and freeway disputes.
Special emphasis is also given to the effects of displacement and
relocation and to. the extreme variability of responle to highway traffic
noise. The findings sugges.t that the social costs o freeways are
generally borne by the urban poor, minority groups, and the aged.

FINDINGS

1. Perhaps the most unequivocal 'statement that can be made aboilt
highways, is that they affect people differentially and they are in turn
,readted to in much the same way.

2.2. The urban poor, minority groups, and the aged are Often the
,ictims of short - sighted freewity planning.
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3. The general .public, for the most part, favors highway construction.
'Furthermore, once highways are completed, the majyrity of those
living nearby see more advantages thb.n disadvantages in their presence.
On the other hand, opposition to certain types of highways, partiularly
freeways, is increasing in various localities. Opinion surveys and' .

case studiei of, freeway controversies suggest that some groups are
more likely than others to resist freeways, but for quite different
reasons. Senior citizens, as they become increasingly dependent on
public transportation, avoid freeways, possibly because they, fear high
speeds. Anxiety may also contribute to lower tolerance for freeway
noise among the elderly. L6w-income, non-white, inner-city residents
oppose freeways on the grounds of community disruption and the' high
probability that, if anyone is to be displaced (with inadequate compen-
sation and inferior replacement housing), they will be the victims.
Those with higher incomes and more education, especially professionals,
frequently. combat freeways on enyi ronmental and aesthetic grounds
(e.g. ,inereased noice and air pollution are common complaints).
Concern about the safety of children and the physical deterioration of
neighborhoOds is typically mentioned by several population groups.

4. The consequences of displacement are often most severe in
low: income areas, or those communities heavily populated by minority
groups, and elderly, long-term residents. But all too often highway
route selection has followed the path of least, politidal resistance --precisely
the loc'alities just described.

5. The data suggest that actual sound levels do not correlate highly
with reported disturbance; other factors such as age, length of
residence, socio-economic status, and attitudes toward one's immediate
environment (and toward highways in ieneral) appear to account for
more of the variance. There is also evidence indicating that the type
of noise, and the difference between ambient noise levels and that
produced by freeway traffic, are sometimes more important than
absolute noise levels. Perhaps the most disturbing findings are those
reported by Glass et al. (1973) relating the intensity a.nd duration of
freeway noise to impaired learning. If nothing else, it underscores
the fact that many questions about the impact of noise remain unanswered.

In order of freciuency of neglect, the problem areas identified as
most in need of research in the area of highwa'y impact are:

4
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- mass transit alternatives
- impact .on taxes.and tax .hase
- ,inreaosed urbanization

nea,rby property values
- disfipsition of public cornMents

community disruption
"no-build" alternatives

- noise pollution
A air pollution

COMMENTS

4

r,

LLEWELLYN. (1974)

1. Michael A. ,Perfater (" omment on 'The Social Impact of Urban
Highways, '" pp. 1-09-10 n C. P. Wolf (ed.), Social Impact Assess-
ment.. Milwaukee, Wise: Environmental Design Research Assoc-
iation 1974)' complains that Llewellyn has uncritically accepted the
dated and biased assertions of highway critics.

2. Perfater 'contend'S that where abuses existed they have since been
rectified by recent legislation such as the' Relocation Act of 1972 and
the requirement that state highway departments submit "Action Plans"
detailing planning procedures andprovisions for public involvement.

SEE ALSO: Llewellyn's ''Reply to Perfater's Comments on 'The
Social Impact of Urban Highways, t" pp. 111-12 in
C. P. Wolf (ed.), Social Impact Assessment. Milwaukee,
Wisc: Environmental Design Research Association, 1974.

11.

'
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LUDT'KE AND BURDGE (1970)

-Evaluation of the Social Impact of Reservoir Constructionon the
Residential Plans of Displaced Persons in Kentucky and Ohio

Richard L. Ludtke and Rabel .1. Burdge 4

Research Report No. 26, Lexington: Water Resources Research
Institute, University of Kentucky, 1970.

DESCRIPTORS/IDENTIFIERS

Adjustment; Attitudes: Reservoirs; Benefit-Cost Analysis; Community
Cohesion; Interviewing; Methodology; Migration: Forced; M6deling;
Quasi-Experimental Design; Reservoirs

LOCATORS

Caesar Creek Reservoir, Ohio; Taylorsville Rese'rV'oir, Kent1ucky

ABSTRACT

This research was, initiated to develop'and test a model f6r explaining
migration under conditions of forced displacement and relocation.
Data for the study come from investigation of questionnaire responses
by populations iri Ohio and Kentucky who were affected by the planning
and. construction of reservoir projects. The model includes 'a con-
sideration of people's potential for transferring e*isting statuses to
new residences, the ,extent to which people's interests are served by
the *resevoir, people's knowledge of the reservoir, the social class I

backgrbunds of those displaced, and the extent to which people identify
with their places of residence. These factors are viewed as affecting ,
people's levels of apprehension and consequently their willingness .
-to separate from their current membership systems.

The testing of themodel indicated that apprehensions over moving °
I.are greatest for those who identify strongly with their present Tesiciencels;.

that apprehension over migration is less for those whose vested , .

interests are served by the reservoir; and that knowledge of the .
reservoir project did not reduce apprehensions over moving as predicted,
by the model. he writers suggest that the deleterious impacts of
reservoir pro ects could he reduced-if agencies planning the projects

n

would develo and use more effective mechanisms for incluthp.gaffecte,d
4 people's vie s in the planning process.

1'
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FINDINGS

1. Apprehension over moving relates inversely to people's willingness
to separate themselves from their current friends and'homes.

2. People with more favorable attitudes toward projects were less
apprehensive over moving and as a consequence were more willing to
engage in moves that require greater' degrees of separation from
their current friends and types of reside.nce.

3. One of the main independent variables, "ty.pe of status transfer,"
was predicted to vary inversely with apprehension. The findings
showed little support for this relationship. The status transfer variables
did, however, relate to the measure of separation. The extent Of
transfer of primary relationships was strongly related, in a negative
direction: with people's willingness Ok\separate From their current
friends.

4. The presence of commuting did not relate to apprehension, but
commuters did appear less willing tO-separ.ate themselves from either
their friendship groups or type of community than non-commuters.
People with a history of mobility, on the other hand, did seem less
apprehensive over moving in general and more willing to separate
from both friendship groups and their current community types.

5. Vested 'interests proved to be an exceptionally powerful variable.
Those with interests enhanced by a reservoir project expect to engage
in mo've's requiring the greatest amount of separation.

6. Knowledge had a negligible effect on people's attitudes toward the
reservoir project and did not contribute to the explanation of social
migration.

7. Socio-economic status also fai,led to relate to people's attitudes
toward reservoir projects. However, separation from place was
found to be directly facilitated by socio-economic status.

8. Identification with place related consistently and strongly with
apprehension and consequently produced indirect effects on social
separation. Uniformly, the more intense identification with place,
the less inclined people were to engage in social separation.

SEE ALSO: Burdge1and Ludtke (1973); Burdge and Johnson (1973).

1 "7
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"Criteria for Evaluation of Social Impacts of Flood NUnagenlent-
Alternatives" -' , .

Ruth P. Mack

In: C. P./! Wolf (ed. ),Social Impact kssessthent. Milwaukee, Wisc:
Environm(entaL Design Research Association.. 1974, pm. 175-95.

DESCRIPTOffS/IDENTIFIERS r
I.

Army Cops of Engineers; Attitudes: Darns; Community Cohesion; i

Dams; DiffeVential Impacts; E-Model; Economic' Impacts; Evaluation:
Flood. Plain Management; Groups: Impacted; interviewing; Methodology;

. \Modeling; Optirn.zation; Partic 'pant Observation: Social Values; Social
Well- Being; Tra e-Offs. .

I

LOCATORS \b
North Springfield, \iermOnt

ABSTRACT

*

v 'r

This-is a descriptive and analytical study of two cases of water
resource managementthe flood in Westfield,, Massachusetts and
the so_nstruction of a dam in North Springfield-4nd Weathersfield,
Vermont. The repoa covers Che period from 1955 to 1971 for both
cases, thereby allowing developmental comparisoils over time. The
major intent of the report is to develop a method JfOr systematically

7 -assessing and evaluating differential impacts and their relationships
to various Community groups. This task is carried out in terms of
an explorative ("e-") moddl whic,h is grounded in economic utility
theory and which aims to measure household utility optimization as
it is by projeFt impacts. The specific impacts in both cases
are identified, analyzed, and displayed in terms of the e-model frame. I

A central conclusion is that.social impacts are substantial relative
o economic onesproportion of 41) to 60 for the flood and 45 to 55

f r the dam. Moreover, impacts of different kinds fell On different
groups': econornic impacts,'lla:rg-ely positive, were mostoassociated

,with:busjrzess and industry; social impacts).largely negative, were.
most associated with residents and townspeCiple; The report Loncludes
with adiscussion of criteria for designing and selecting alternatives
in flOod' manageTent protection programs and endorses approaclies
which attertlpt to maximize planning flexibility and managnent means
which are sensitively designed at all phases of program development.. )

I
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FINDINGS.
4s

1, Soc,ial impacts are substantial relative to-economic ones.
,

a! Both social and economic impacts fall 9n different groups with
different effects. A major theme of paper is differential impacts.

3. As between what might be called the.service and source areas
of flood control, benefits, it is abundantly_ Clear that thb service area,..
prim'asrily businessmen in Springfield', uniformly benefltop.nd the
large majority of suchbenefits are ecpnomic. The souree area,
on the other hand (Weathersfield and Pc r15itriville),' Made large
sac ritices ;, the majo-rity'of Which were social,

4. The'tabularidisplay.koi impacts and impacted groups gives ,a
detailed analysis of impact magnitudes and directions (i.e., whethi.r
"positive" or ."negative" and to what degree). Some examples may -

.give an idea of these concrete impacts:

Planning and,Pur,chase of Basin Property: People whose
property may be taken or who may be cleared out of areas
and forced to find new homes uniformly suffered negative'
impacts including litigation costs, uncertainty about the
future, reduction of income'frOm capital in property, the.
tension of contro'ersy, etc..

V tr,

Clearing of Basin, Dam Construction, and Aftermath:
People who were relocated suffered significant lossei
including loss of income, difficulties of forming new coin-
munity and:personal relationships, lost of leisure tirrie
due to relocation, etc. In contrast, business interests,'
tended to benefi.t,substantiall'y from dam construction
because of additional income accruing from enhanced value
of flood plain property and potential expansion of business
in the protected area'.

*COMMENTS-

Shields (1974) first. raises questions about Matrk1.s '4iniputational
method":

lf)3

1
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l; Where Ci the num ers come from? How were weights
,assigfi-ed to e various impacts' Are they "objectiv.e"
measures or "subjective" judgment49 A methodological. t,

note on this matter should be appended to the Repo'rt.
ib

2.. ,The-utilit-y categories are too' vaguely distiriguished,. .

specially for purposes of concrete case. analysis. They all ..

* make sense in their own terms, but tying them to the specific
impacts is so.mewha.t arbitrary in the sense that different
observers using the same model' and looking at the same ,v

concrete impacts could differ widely in their assignments
of utility categories. Maybe what is needed is a set of
ope-rational measures for each_category. . .

.197
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3. This is related to point 2. Why are some -of the utility
categories economic, others s'o'cial, Aid still others environ-
mental? Also, what is involved in the. term "environmental?"
As uad in the Report, it seems to jnclude typically cultural
arings--Ideas, beliefs, aesthetics, etc. This "use confuses
the Meaning of "social. '' The idea of designating utilities as
economic, environmental, or social is, T take' it, 'to connect
th'e individialistic utility categories to more macro,-scale
Units or concepts. This should be done more systematically:
the underlyipg theoretical rationale and principles of classi-
fication' should he explained.

4. Again, this bears on the impact types--ec9anOmic,
environmental, and social: why.are there three types
identified in the text, but only two are used in the display
tables? There is a disjunction here' between the c4rceptual
discussion and the actual impact analysis.

,5, :While many impact grips are identified, it is not clear
to what extent their memferships overlap. Overlapping group
memberships should result in nic)e intense impacts (I or -)
on those me`mbenk. This raises the possibility of "impact
inconsistepcy."

6. Evaluative activity is central to the e model, but is
virtually ign3pred in the impact analysis an display. Evaluative
activity is completely absent )n the display able for the clam.

7. Whereas the Report is a study of two diffe ent cases of
flood management, there &Very little in it by ay of explicit,
detailed paired-comparison. It would be useful 'if the com-
parative possibilities were more hilly exploited.

ijs
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MILLIKEN AND MEW (1969)

Economic and Social Impacf oflecreation at Reclamation Reservoirs:
An .Exploratory Stud_y_of Selected Colorado Reservoir Areas

J. Gordon Milliken and H. E. Mew, Jr.

Denver, Colorado: Denver Research Institute, University of Denver,
1969.

DESCRIPTORS/IDENTIFIERS

Attitudes: Reserv.oirs; Economic Impacts; Interviewing; Land Use
Planning; Methodology; Recreation; Reservoirs; Tourism

LOCATORS r

. ..

Shadow Mountain /Granby and Horselooth Reservoirs, Colorado

ABSTRACT

Three reclamation reservoirs in Colorado were studied twenty years
after construction to determine the economic and social impact of
recreation. Two were remote scenic mountain treservoirs (studied
asa single area) while the third wasa foothills reservoir near a
city of 40,000 population. The methodology included questionnaires
and interviews with recreationists and businessmen and analysis of
land value changes.

Substantial direct economic impacts were found in both areas. The-e
included: (1), increases in the value of land, improverne'nts, and
recreation facilities. (2) increases in tax revenue; (3) increases in retail
sales of goods and services to recreationists; (4) incrcases in boat
sales; (5) inc-reases-in expiAditures.lor operation aact maintenance of
recreation facilities; arid (6) the creation of more jobs.

4 i. -

Socio-cultural impact was,also studied and significant 'differences
7

were found between typical groups of recreationists using the two
areas. These included dif.ference.s in socioeconomic characteristics,
place of residence, preferred recreation activities; f eeqUency'and
duration of visits, and expenditures aRynvestments in recreation'
eqtlipment.. The study forests future socZbeconornic impact in both
reservoir locaticps and hypothesizes general, types of impacts that
can occur at other water-oriented recreation areas.
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1. Primary economic impacts of both reservoir areas were salient
and positive. These included: (1) increases.in land and property
values; (2),tax revenue increases; (3) increases in retail business.
sales; (4) increases in employment. Secondary economic impacts
were not discussed in the article.

2. Shadow Mountain/Branby Reservoir users arelypically families
with 2-3 chilelliu: parent's of between 30 arva 49 years of age, out -4.-
state vacationers, with above-average occupational status and inconies
above or about $10,T)00 per year.

Horsetooth Reser,voir users are typically area (benver'SMSA)
residents, f milies, with above average occupational status and
incomes,be een $10, 000 and $14,00(1 per year. They are likely to
go to the ar a for weekends and engage in fishing or water skiing.

4. Aecrea tonist demandifor the areas is expected to continue
increasing "thus promoting further major economic impact.

5. Regan ing social impacts, the reservoirs created substantial new
recreatio, al opportunities, 'although it is hypothesii,ed that even wifflout
the rese vprs the area would have eipe.rienced a growth in relireational
use and pporturiities.

6. ,In t eir literature review,, the authors found age, income, and\
occupa tonal status the primary factors influencing participation in,
an,d di crimination among, recreation activities.

,
. .

- The greatest demand fOr all types of outdoor recreation
is concentrated in metropo 'tan areas and preference is
for weekend use.

- Both of the above trends are expected to continue into the
future.

MMENTS

positive note is their attention to "history." ,1t should be said,
r, that h attention is ine\,itable by the nature of the

2 [1 Ci
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study and the cases selected since .it discusses the impact of
resevvoirs built twenty years pl-tor to the study. History here
involves' accounting for impacts (mainly`economic) , prior to the
time of 'the study and since. the building of the eeservoirs.

2. This paper pays scant attention to social impacts. fn fact, the
impacts noted are as much economic as social,despitetfie label .

"social." Generally, the social impact part is concerned with
charac_teri'stics of usersof the reservoirs', not with such things as
impacts on community and area residents (except for businessmen,
where the impacts cited are economic). One section does imply
positive impacts on Denver area residents who are the largest users,
of the Horsetooth Re,,ervoir andthere is some, discussion of population
growth (though no indication is made as to how population growth
was or was not independently affected by the reservoirs). Even
where the impact "improved recreational opportunities" is discirssed,
it is noted that recreational opportunities and use of the areas would
probably have increased regardless of the reservoirs. This may
tell us that a study which specific.aly focuses on economic impacts
will find little in the Viay of sot-jai impact to report, even when such
impacts may be strong. Of course, the alternative interpretation
is that while/ social impacts beyond those briefly noted may have been
in evidence, they were fairly insignificant compared to major econotinic
impacts. r

4
3. One highly noteworthy pyint about this study is that almost no.
one seems to have been advers'ely affected*by the reservoirs. This
goes for both social and economic impacts. In fact, the reservoirs
appear to have, been a real plus to the area,a's well,as to the Denver
Metropolitan area. This constitutes the first "bona fide" example of
an impact study which describes nearly univirsally good results for
the Impacted area and groups. The reservoirs even improved the
aesthetic qual'ity'of'the area. (Can it really be that the projects were
nearly untversall7 beneficial or is the analysis deficient'))

, ...,_
%4. The report C!( I", not deal with or estimate the extent of secondary

impacts, both -,-1 il and e: onomic. It may be that focusing on some, .secondary ;r.i..0 t-: vr.o,Ald have revealed certain adverse impacts.
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"Social-Psychological Respo se to Forced Relocation Due,lo
Wayeished Development"

Ted L. Napier ...

, W ter Resources Bulletin, 8, 4 (August 1973), 784-75.

1

,..

ADE RIPTORS/IDENTIFIERS.
)

NAPIER (1973)

...

Adju(tment; Alienation; Attitudes: Watershed Development;
Benefit -Cost A lysis; Community Cohesion; Interviewing; Methodology;
Migration: Fri ced; Quasi-Experimental Design; Watershed Management

, LOCATORS . 1

Ohio, West Virginia (Watersheds)
:.

ABSTRACT

vs

This paper analyzes the social-psychological response of rural i
. _

community resident to the impacts of forced relocation due to
.externally-imposed water repource development. The study was
'conducted within two communities in West Virginia and two in
Ohi , all of which hadsbeen recently involved in watershed develop-
men Two other communities were selected's controls. Groups
within each affecteyl c munity were divided into non - relocated/

.relocated. and initia d post-shock groups. Three hypotheses `44

were tested: (1).community groups directly affected by forced
relocation will become alienated from the changing community' situation;

..(2) relocated people jan the affected co rnunity groups will exhikit
greater alienation than the non-reloca d:communititgroups; and (3) e

alienation will decreasets the affected g \ups adjust to. the hanged
situation. None of the hypotheses is supported. Affedted groitps'
attitudes about their community situation appear to be a function of
variables other than the stimulus of forc ed relocation. Negative
attitudes,were preseAt in the affected gruups, but theywere mainly
directed toward the change agent and toward the inconvenience of
physical relocation rather than town rd social relationships within
the community. -

FINDINGS
Ts

,

!I. This is a quas-experimental design study which attempts to.
evaluate ffiesocial.-psycliological response of local r4rcients to forced
displacement and relocation due to watershed development. The
dependent variable is community afienation.

2 --1,4
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2._ Three hypol-h-7es are tested:

NAPIER (1973)

1. Communitv. groups which are directly affected by forced
relocation of population due to wztter resource development
will hec o'm e alienated from the changing community situation.

2. Relocated people in the affected community groups will
exhibit greater alivation than those in the non-relocated
groups.

3. Alienb.tion resulting' from the disruptive effects of
externally imposed change will decrease as affected groups
adjust. to the changed community situation...

one..of the hypothe.ses is accepted. Forced relocation of people
due t watershed development did r$bt consistently result in alienated
subject groups in the manner predicted. Affected groups' attitudes
about their community situation seem to be affected by variables

other than the stimulus of forced migration.' Negative attitudes were
p.resent among the groups, but they were directed toward the external
change agent and the inconvenience of physic al relocation rather than
toward social relationships witn the community.

at

4. A partial explanation for the apparent lack of community alienation
may be attributed to the relocation pattern of the displaced people.
The relocated_groupsrnoved or'intended to move within the non-inundated
portions of the affected communities. They were able, therefore, to
maintain group memberships or believed that they would be able to
maintain group memberships. Apparently the maintenance of grow:.
memberships pre'.-ented the fragmenta.tion of established inter9t.ror
patterns and therefore counteracted tendenies toward alienation.
. -

COMMENTS

1. Valid conceptualization and measurement of "alienation" are
exceedingly difficult. But ignoring this problem, the interesting point
about this stud4 is that it tested the less .obvious hypotheses about
apenation and Hound the more obvious one to hold. That is, it would
appear that relocated 'people would more plausibly.be "alienated"
from the agency responsible for their"forced move than the corn-
rnunity inslAwhich the movg occurred. And this/is precisely what
was found.

r
"Apprehension" Overithe move and the necessity to

form new social relationships is probably the more appropriate
variable when it comes to assessing reactions to a changed corn
munity situation (Burdg and Ludtke 1973). Or it may be that
41enation, as the absence of solidary ties, maybe avoided in
iinpact situations like this one if there is an available out-group
(the change agency) to scapegoat.

25 1.
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"Social Effects of Nuclear Power Plants"
L

Elizabeth Peelle

In: C; ,P. Wolf (ed. )*, Social ImpactAssessment: Milwaukee', Wisc:
'Environmental Design Research Association, 1974, pp. 113-20.

DESCRIPTORS/IDENTIFIERS

Differential-Impacts; Dimensioning'Impacts; Environment; Groups:,
Impacted; 4ethodology; Nuclear Power Plants: Social Impacts;
Radiation: Perceived Danger; Trade-Offs.

LOCATORS

Mendocino Nuclear Power' Plant, California

AB RirAC T

Social effects of building and operating nuclear power plants result
from impacts upon (1) socially-valued as'pectstof the physical 'nviron-
rnent and (2) the social structure itself. Sudden, temporary population
growth during construction may strain financial and organizational
resources of rural areas. Large increases in tax base result from
operation of privately-owned power plants, affecting tax structures
and land use balances in site-specific fashion.

Assessment of impacts involves dimensioning with fourteen descriptors,
and analysis of impact recipient groups. Dissociation of social costs
and benefits may occur (1) through time lag between costs and benefits,
(2) when different groups are beneficiaries and payees, and (3) through

arses of institutional structure. Assessment of social costs and
benefits usually involves non-equivalent, iurriencits of exchange, and
raises serious analytical and methodological problems for a final
cost-benefit balance. Social irripacValternativ'es are listed as are
requirements for adequate social impact analysis.

FINDINGS

1. There is-usually a striking dissociation between costs and benefits
of nuclear power plants through: (1) time lag betWeen costs and benefits,
(2) different groups being beneficiaries and payees, and (3) vagaries of

n
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institutional structure - -in short, through the pervasiveness of
differential impacts.

2. Population growth and the resulting demand upon local services
and community structures arse major construction impacts upon
the' ffected area.

t.

3. A major impact of large installations such as privately-owned
power plants is their effect upon tax structures and thus upon the
balance of land uses.

4. Impacts may be dimensioned by at least fourteen descriptors:

(1) time
(2)location
(3) directness
(4) singularity
(5) perceived desirability
(6) importatt7e
(7) reversibility

(8) quantifiability
(9) synergystic effects

(10) magnitude
(11) cumulativity
(12) certainty
(13) differential impact on people
(14) differential impact on resourc as

\
5. Three majr categories of social impacts emerge from the
building and operation' of a nuctear power plant: (1) impacts upon
socially-valued aspects of the physical environment; (2) impacts
upon the social structure itself; and (3) perceived danger of radiation.

6. An enumeration of the items which a social impact statement
should address includes:

1. Syste
2. Analyst
3. Quantifica

tic identification of social costs and benefits.
of social costs and'benefits (dimensioning, etc.).

n of social costs and benefits.
4. Identification and analysis oft, impact recipients.

.az=

a. Mixed impact groups'.
b. Multiple impact g,roups.
c. Separation of beneficial and adverse impact recipients.

5. Reducing problem Co sets of identical beneficiary-payee groups.
6. Quantification of casts and benefits in terms of impact recipients.

a.
b.

Number of recipients of each impact.
Intensity of impacts

2 rl
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7. Limiting/reducing unquantifiables.
8. Determining acceptable cost-risk levels.
9. Establishing equivalence among values.

10.^ Choosing an'appropriate social discount rate.
11. Producing a final social cost - benefit balance.

04.

COMMENTS

t-

PEELLE (I q74)

1. William T. White ("Comments on 'Social Effects of Nuclear Power
Plants,' " pp. 121-22 in C. .P. Wolf (ed.), Social Impact Assessment,
Milwaukee, Wisc: Environmental Design Research Association 1974)
notes that as well as construction and operation, emphasis should
also be placed on the social impacts of site selection. Moreover,
there ,is _a synergism present in the clustering of site locations that
site-specific Studies ignore. ,

2. White further believes that "life-sfyle" as a social impact category
has not been properly addressed and that theoretical development of

- such Conceptualization is a pressing need that no amount of quantitative,
measurement will serve.

4
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SAVATSKY (1974),

.()

"A Legal Ratiena. fo-r the,Sociologist's Role in Researching Social
Impacts" ,.

...
Pamela bee Savatsky ,...

In: C. Wolf (ed.), Social Impact Assessment. Milwaukee, Wisc:
ErivirOnmental Desidn Research Association, 1974, pp. 45-47.

DESCRIPTORS / IDENTIFIERS
A

Legal Aspects; National Environmental Policy Act: Social Impact
Assessment.

ABSTRACT

In order to justify a 'mandate for social .impact' analyses Where rio
explicit legal document exists, it necessary to explore recent
federal acts concerning environinental impact analyses. The most
pertinent for this purpose is the National ERvironmental Policy Act
of 1969. This act declares a policy of encouraging productive and
enjoyable harmony between Man and his environment through impact
of man's activity on the interrelations of all components of the
natural environment. The argument of this paper is that sic Ea
policy implicitly, but obviously, demands social impact analyses as
well as. environmental ones.

FINDINGS

1. Through implicit communication, NEPA (National Environthental
Policy Act), has declared the necessity for human and therefore social
impact assessments.

COMMENTS

1. Thv argument presented is sound. The real tasknow is how to
best organize social science inputs into developing more formal and
expcit guidelines and also how to most strategically follow the legal
route. There are hazards to avdid (Wolf 1974: 34) and they are
greater than those associated with environmental impact legislation
because of the multiplicity of values and interests at stake.

SEE ALSO: Francis (1974)1
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SMITH AND -HOGG (1971a)
?1,
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of Water Resource Dev,elopment Past, Present:.

Cot tland L. Smith and Thomas C. llogg .

Wat r Resources Bulletin, 7, 4 (August 1971), 652-660.

DES RIPTORS/IDENTIFIERS

Bure= u of Reclamation; Demographic Impacts; Economic Growth;
Social Values; Water: Policy.

LOCATORS

Western United States

ABSTRACT

*.Attitudes toward the development of the American West have undergprie
significant changes over the past century as the nature of water resources
as factors in development have changed. VieWing these changes
processually, stages for water resources definition and use can be
identified'in the total process of western cultural development. The
firA involves, the value of water resource dev W oent as a stimulus
to population and economic growth. The secon ...alr, still in progress,

e.,
adopts a dominant cultural norm which sees water development as
inevitable if not necessary to keep up with growth. The third stage is

,
incipient. Future cultural values with respect to water'resource
development will be to look at it as a means, for controlling or managing
both the location and quantity of population and economic growth. To
this end planners will have to becorrie concerned with the questions of
human adaptation. Concern will have to be given to the problems of
getting a living which enables individuals to meet the subsistence needs
of self and family, to establishing coMmunity which provides for
cooperation among individuals and the management of conflict, to

o
establishin improved communication which promotes interpersonal
interaction, and for fostering innovation which provides the new ideas
necessary to adapt to new environmental situations.

FINDINGS

1. ' There have been three stages in the development of water policy
in the United States:

-2 n
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1. 1862-Pre-World War II: Early water resource development
was undertaken in the American West in order to stimulate
population migration into the frontier.

2.- Post-World War II to 1970 (Earth Day);
the goals of planning seem to have shifted fr
settlement and growth ethic to a concern for
resource planning to keep up with population

uring this period
cl)rn a population

ising water
g rowth.

3. Post-1970: Unregulated population growth is being questioned
and many are suggesting` that population 'size 13(si seen as a
dependent variable to be managed either up Or down by-careful
planning, of which water resource planning is only a part.

2. The cultural functions which'are Most important to water resource
planning are adaptation to the environment,. the gaining of subsistence,
the establishment of a.meaningful community, the enhancement of
communication and the stimulation, of innovation.

3. The present water resource planning culture has tQo often dealt
,solely with dem graphic variables of births, deaths and migration to
project populati rowth rates. There is consequently a need for
planners of this ,culture to take account of prevailing cultural dimensions
which influence variations in demographic' variables.

COMMENTS

1. This article serves nicely as a companion piece to Hollis and
McEvoy (1973). Together, they are a good historical and theoretical
framework for understanding the relationships between water develop -
merit and population,change.

2 11
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Quality of Life in KickaRoo Valley,Commuriities

E. A. Wilkening-and others.

WILKENING AND OTHERS (1973)

Report-No. 11, Madison: Institute for Environmental Studic*,
`, of Wisconsin.

aEStRIPTOt:tVIDENTIFIERS-:\c"
,-

University

Attitudes: Co-rtimunity, Leaders/Dams: Community Cohesion;
Community Leaders; Darks; Interviewing; Methodology; Participant
Ob.servation; Profiling Quality of Life; ReputationalMethod

6

'LOCATORS

Kickapoo Valley' ands LaFa rge Dam, Wisconsin

ABSTRACT

This report is the second in a series dealing with the.economic and
social impact of the LaFarge Darn on the Kickapoo River in southwestern
Wisconsin. It is the intent of the study to establish social and economic
baseline information on communities to be affected by a reservoir
project before that project is 'completed. It illustrates a method for
measuring the impact of the dam on people anti institutiorts, using
secondary sources and data collected by ipersonal:interviews with
community leaders who were selected by a reputational method.
Future studies of the same regibn will assess cjianges occurring as
a result of the project, thereby building a continuous record of socio-
economic changes in a flood control project.

The report briefly presents the economic history of 'the region'and
its population changes since' 1890. Most of the report consists of a
display and discussion of the responses of community, leaders in the
twelve communities in answer to questions concerning their opinions
of services, facilities, leaderhip and the overall "quality of life"
in their communities. The study also gives some indication of
reservoir impacts anticipated by area residents. It was timed to
take place before the LaFarge Reservoir was constructed but after
most of the la.ncl had been purchased. A later report of the Series
will focus on-changes in land ownership, values use.

21 r)
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ILKFNIN-G AND OTliERS (19-3)'
. -

21a

FINDINGS

1.- This study, part jof a larger 'long-range effort, establishes baseline
data about the social and economic characteristics of the comm'unit'ies
which will be affected by the LaFarge Dam before it is completed.
Future studies will assess changes occurring as a resultof the completed
project, thereby compiling a continuous record of socioeconomic changes
in the area.

The reservoir to be created, by the darn is' expected to attract new
rectt and business to the communitie4- to counteract'rhe
business and population decline i*ri tk-e.area. But these.:changes will
have impacts on life-styles and institutions. The putpoSe of this study
is to provide a basis for assessing these" changes so that citizons sand0._
policymakers can take account t)f them in future decisions about projects
bet' this kind. t

3. Some tentative recommendations are offered:,-, 4 ,

1. The total impact of 'a stud' of a project of-tilis kind should
I

include _information about the social and economic `cosequenceV'
.

for individuals, institutions and services.

2. Impact studi0 need to be made early and by disinterestet_
parties rather than by ethe agency having'an interest in the
promotion of theproject.

3. InformatiOn about the decision to build major ItruIctures
such as the LaFarge Dam should be disseminated as widely bald
as early as possible. Lack of information contributes to the
problems cif those'who are forced -to sell theirjand and make
adjustments.

4.. The LaFarge Darn will affect several communities above
and below the dam. Some will benefit more than others.
Maximizing, benefits will require the cooperation 01.'411 people
living in the watershed abo.'e the darn and immed'C tely below
Et.

./

5. Measures of the impact f -water management upon personal
well-being ancl quality of lif. . requires gathering a wide pilnl'ge _.

L
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)..of both objective and subjective cid"ta. In combination, the .

two types of data complement each other in 1)1ilidating.the
measure.of quality of life in an area before and after a prOject

,is built. ,._.

WILKENINO AND OTHERSq(1973)

6. The subjective evaluations ofi.leaders In the community
may, provide a substitute for a more comprehensive survey

'of a random sample of people;

4. Of the 127 questions on the interview dchedule, only two deal
directly with perception of impacts.

....

5. The majority of the leaders saw no effect of the dam on propefty
taxes in their communities. Less than ten percgent of those 'in the
valley thought there would be an increase because,of the need for
more public services and a few thotight the decrease in land taken off
the property tax rolls would increase taxes.

6. In response to the question, l'How much influence do you think
the LaFarge Dam will have on the commli,nity?" most of the.leaders"
in Ontario and LaFarge thought it would be "quite a lot." The responSes
of the leaders in the other communities varied considerably. The
majority in all communities, except:Muscod and Richland Center,
felt there would be "some" or "quite alot" of effect, but many were:,
uncertain as to the pffe The major advan' takes of the dam were,
perceived as economic ben fits from tourist and'recreation.and fro,m
in try new to the area. ly one in eig saw the major benefit as
-flood control. Alew see the resOrvoir as attracting "'undesirable'
people and as producing problems of drugs, tdr.inking and the need for
added police protectiOn. The change in lifestyle and,,businetis patterns
Nvuith:"_out-of-town summer tourist trade is viewed...as a disadvantage
by some and as an advantage by others.

COMMENTS
1

elk

1.. Dual use of teputational interviewing and,m6re-objective secondary
census data sometimes has effect cif making ensible interpretation of
findings impossible because of the discrepan ies between the leaders'
ratings and the other indicators. On the oth r hand, this combination
makes for increasing interpretation precisely because,f the discrepancies.

dr
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2. To a,sk leaders to ate them selves and use that as the only .

measure olleadershi ffectiveness is dubious. It is useful to 'find
out what leaders ink pf themselves, but that hardly constitutes
a valid measu e ofleadership effectiveness.

3., This is ainly a descriptive study. What it lacks is some
explanato scheme which attempts' to .fit together all_the pieces of
data abo t the area studied. .Also,' it doesn't alwiys do a good job
of weighing the differ nces between communities on a given indicator.
We end pwith a jum le of evidence in need of interpretation.

4. The reputational technique has another disadvantage: it tends to
undgrc t the role of conflict between groups in a community.,,,li there
is diss tisfaction or disagreement between leadership and public,
these a e not likely to get a fair'airing through interview of leaders
alone. For this reason it is doubtful that "the subjective evaluations
of leaders in the community :nay provide a substitute for a more
comprehensive survey of a random sample of people."

5. As the authors suggest, the value of this report may not be apparent
until fdllow-up studies are done so that an evolutionary picture of the
area is obtained.

6, Some salient cleavages identified in the Study are: "insiders"
vs,. "outsiders;" farmers vs. non-farmers, in-valley vs. out-of-valley,
and state vs. region. These are of course pertinent to the. question
of differential perception of impacts.

11, &

4
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WILKINSON AND COLE (1967)

Sociological Factors in Watershed Development

Kenneth P., Wilkinson and Lucy W. Cole

State College: Watei Resources Research Institute, Mississippi.State
University, 1967 (July).

DESCRIPTORS /IDENTIFIERS
o

Attitudes: Watershed Development; Field Theory; Interviewing; Planning.;
Pilblic Participation; River Basin 'Development; Watershed is/ianagement

LOCATORS

Missis pi (Watershed Projects)

ABST ACT
.

Phis paper (1) develops a strategy and frame of reference (the iRter-
actional or field theory approach) for 'sociological investigati.on of the
cOrrimunity and related social influences on watershed development;
(2) reviews the literature of the social science which bears on this
problem; and (3) compiles preliminar information on watershed
development.programs in Mississippi. These tasks are carried out
-apart of a long-range research program to assess the fluence of

/sociological factors in water resources management, articularly at
the local level.

4 1-

The strategy proposed in connection with (1) integrating certain aspects
of the work of social scientists and water management professionals
has beemps.rried out in only a preliminary, fragmentary. fashign.
Partly as a result of this, the proposed theoretical frame of reference
has yet to he employed in research on the most salient and critical
water resources problems. Findings of the review of literature
reported in connection with (2) point to the need for a systematic
clasific'ation and evaluation of the theoretical and methological
assumptions underlying social scien e research in this area. A start
is made toward identifying social factors which influence watershed
development, but the concepts ancf.thods employed fo this purpose
are useful mainly in case studies ol specific lc=alities. SophXticated
studies using a large sample of communities must await development
of more precise operations for measuring social -organizational aspects

214.0
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of communities., The information reported in connection With (3)
is intrided to expand the basejor geeneralizing froth the earlier case
studies, through analysis of selected data on all small watersheds in
Mississippi.

SUMMARY

Chapter 1. The "interactional" or field theory approach to studies
of water resources is proposed. Little theoretical convergence has
been accomplished in the-body of studies conducted thus far. This
suggeits that a systematic theory is needed to focus concentrated
programs of research.

. ,

Chapter 2. On the basis of a review of literature in the water
resources area, it is concluded that "human behavioral problems
pervade many aspects of water management programs." 'Much of
the literature focuses on the problem of public participation. Also,
an economic benefit -cost analytical procedure seems to prpdominate.
The writers argue that what is needed "is a concerted effort to apply
the Theories and methods of basic research" to the sociological study
of water problems.

Chapter 3. This chapter reviews the more specific studies on watershed
development programs in Mississippi. In concluding the writers
note that the theoretical frame of reference outlined in Chapter .1 has
yet to be applied.

COMMENTS

1. This paper, perhaps because it was written at a time when( the
social'science input into water resources manageMent was so weak
and pessimistic, reveals excessive concern for the role of the sociologist
in the planring process. In fact, the substantive contributions discus d
are more 'related to this question than to substantive questions them-
selVes. Sociologists get hung up about this too much; well only be
taken seriously when we begin to offer good problem-solving research.

2. It 'is hard to see how the "interactional approach" is superior
to the systems approach. A problem in taking Parsons' scheme as
the model is that scant connections will be found. Also, characterization
of social systems approach is one-sidedt. e. , on its failure to deal
with change. Potential application of interactional approach appears
dubious.

3. As a literature'-review and guide, this, paper is still useful. It

is very skettchy, however, and would have been more potent if it had
selected a smaller set of problems and developed them more intensively.
Its pri,mary value is, as a "scanning" device for literature review:
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WILLIAMS JR. (1()69)

"The Effects Of Urban Renewal upon ,1 Black Cwnrnunity: Evaluation'
and Recommendations"

J. Allen Williams, Jr.

Social Science Quarterly, 50, 3 (December 1969), 701-712.

DESCRIPTORS /IDENTIFIERS

Attitudes: Urban Renewal; Comn,itinity Cohesion; Evaluation; Housing:
Replacement; InterviewingMetodology; Migration: Forced;'Minorities:
Urban Renewal; Quality of Life';' Urban _Renewal: Housing.

LOCATORS

Audtin, Texas

ABSTRACT

,Although the dysfunctional consequences of urban renewal projects
have been well doctimented, some proponents appear to believe that
recent changes in policy and administration have solved the previous
problem's. The purpose of this paperis to presetrtindings from a
study conducted in a'rec;ently completed nrbat renewal project in a
blacl, area in Austin, Te It'as and to make several fecomMendations
basefl on the findings. It is an evaluative study in that it attempts to
assess the impacts of the project in terms of the goals of urban
renewal. In general, few if,aly positive impacts are found and most
of the impacts are clearly negative. For example, decent hOusing
was not obtained by over one-third of the respondents,, higher housing
costs were incurred in the change, many complained of having been .
placed in an unsuitable living environme-nt, and segregation was'not
diminished. Moreover, respondents complained that the move and
the new area contributed to a sense of loss of community, including
separation from friends and long-time neighbors. Recommendations
for change include greater compensation for displaced families,
better timing on the part of the relocating agency in displacing people
from their old residences, and increased use of public service
personnel to assist reloc ated families witla range of problems.

e
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'WILLIAMS JR;(1969)

\
1+1 About one-third of the;relocated households'did not obtain "decent"
housing; 76.5% of all oustiiads in the sample took on an increatied
financial burden 'after relocation. .

J
2. The majority stated that there had ,been no Change for the better
in physical characteristics of their living environment.

, .

3. The majority indicated little or no change in convenience to
facilities and the number stating they 'are less conveniently located
was twice that of those who felt more conveniently located.

4. Many feel the change has improved their lives regarding the
honesty of the people and as a place to raise children, but many also
exp'ressed the view tifat safety after dark and police protet.;tion had
declined.

.
.. :

--?
,/,,....\

5. There has been an overall improvement in tax revenue and
.. ,commerce. . 7
).

6. The project iny/ no way contributed to ethnic desegregation through,...___
v ..'.relocation. st . 4

7. Loss of community waslhighW salient for some (26. 3 %) but not
uppermost in most peoiSle's minds: . .

0

8. Few householdg have\ received assis'tance.thrOugh co,ritact with
,

service agencies'
1,,

9. The most salient a is to provide ways of minimizing ,harm to
relocatees, including more funds to displaced household's. Execution
of renewal pans should bei carefully staged so thailroUsing becomes
available prior'ip displatemtnt. The arias of urblan'renewal maybe
incompatible; if so, priorities among the objectives should be
established on the basis of need..

COMMENTS

1. Thi `kind of evaluation resea ch needs to-be expanded: larger
sam es,.t.fferent projects, different areas. Site-specificity limits
the generalizp.bility'pf results and the "applicability.of recommendations.
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DESCRIPTORS AND IDENTIFIERS

Adjuitment (social-psychological)
Burdge and Johnson (11973)
Burdge and Ludtke (1973)
Ludtke and Burdge (1970)
Napier (1972)

Alienatio'n
Napier (1972)

Anomie
Gold (1974)

Army Corps of Engineers
'Burdge. and Johnson (1973)
Mack (1974)
Wolf (1974)

4.

Attitudes
Coal industrialization

Gold (1974)-'.
Community leaders

Wilkenittg and others (1973)
Dams'

Hogg and Smith (1970)
Mack (1974)

) 44%,

Wilkening and others (1973)
Flgoding and flood protection

Andrews and others (1973)
Highways

Llewellyn (1974)
Relocation._

Burdge and Johnson (1973)
Burdge and Ludtke (1.973)

Reservoirs
Burdge and Johnson (1973)
BUrdge and Ludtke (1973)
Ludtke and Burdge ( 1 970,)

Milliken and Mew (196(0

Urban renewal
Williams Jr. (1969)

Watershed development
Napier (1972)
Wilkinson and Cole (1967)

Attitude Surveys
Llewellyn (1 974)

Benefactors vs. Beneficiaries
Hogg and Smith (1970)

Benefit-Cost Analysis
Burdge and Johnson (1973')
Gold (1974)."0 -Llewellyn (1974)
Mack (1974)
Peelle (1974)

Bureau of Reclamation
Fitzsimons and Salama (1973)
Smith and Hogg (1971.a)

Case-Matching
Johnson and Burdge (1974)

Causal Inference
Burdge and Ludtke.41973)

Coal Mining Impacts
Gold (1974)

Community Cohesion
Burdge and Johnson (1973)
Burdge and Ludtke .(19.73)
Gold (1974)
Hogg and Smiith (1970)
James and Brogan (1974)
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Community Cohesion (cont'd)
Llewellyn (1974)
Ludtke and Burdge (1970)
Mack (19 4)
Napier (1972)
Wilkening and others (1973)
Williams Jr. (1969)

Community Leaders
Wilkening and others (1973)

Comparative Diachronic Analysis
Johnson and Burdge (1974)

Dams ;
Hogg and Smith (1970)
Mack (1974)

11.
Wilkening and others (1973)

Data Sources
Fitzsimmons,, and Salama (1973)
Johnson and Burdge (1974)

Demographic Impacts
Hollis and McEvoy (1973)
Smith and Hogg (1971a)

Differential Impacts
Gold (1974)
Llewellyn (1974)
Mack (1974)
Peelle (1974)

Dimensioning Impacts
Francis (1974)
Johnson and Burdge (1974)
Peelle (1974)

E-Model
Mack (1974)

Economic Growth
, eSmith and Hogg (1971a)

-
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Economic Impacts '

Gold (1974)
Hogg. and Srpith (1970).
Mack (1974)
Milliken and Mew`(1969)

Environment (physical)
James and Brogan (1974)
Llewellyn (1974)
Ppelle (1974)

Environmentalism
Francis (1974)

Evaluation
Burdge and Johnson (1973)
Dunning {1974)
Mack (1974)
Williams Jr. (1969) ,

Factor Analysis
James and Brogan (1974)

Field Theory
Wilkinson and Cole (1967) ,

Flood Plain Management
Andrews and others (1973)
James and Brogan (1974)
Mack (1974)

Four Accounts Framework
Fitzsimmons and Salama (1973)° k

Future Shock
Gold (1974

Goose l-follow Foothills vs. Romney (1971)
Francis (1974)
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Groups
Impacted

Dunning ( 1974)
Gold (1974)
Mack (1974)
Peelle (1974)

Highway Impacts
Llewellyn (1974)

pious ing
Replacement (urban renewal)

.Williams Jr. (1969)

Hydrologic System .

Andrews and others (1973)

Index Construction
James and Brogan (1974)

Indicators
Fitzsimmons and Salama (1973)

Interviewing
Andrus and others (1973)
Burdge*nd Johnson (1973)
Burdge and Ludtke (1973)
Gold (1974)
Hogg and Smith (1970)
Llewellyn (1974)
Ludtke and Burdge (197A)
Mack (1974)
Milliken and
Napie (197
Wilkeni an others (1973)
Wilkinson and Cole (1967)
Williams Jr. (1969)

Mew R96V

Land Use Planning
Janles and Brogan (1974)
Milliken and Mew (1969)

Legal Aspects
Francis (1974)
Savatsky (1974)
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Life' History Technique
Hogg and Smith (i 97044

Matrix Logic.
Fitzsimmons and Salama (1173)

Methodology
Andrews and pthers (1973)
Burdge and Johnson (1973)
Burdge and Ludtke (1973).
Fitzsimmons and Salama (1973)
Gold (1974)
1-1Ogg and Smith (1970)
James and Brogan (1974).
Johnson and Burdge (1 974)
'Llewellyn (1974)
Ludtke and Burdge (1970)
Mack (1974)
Milliken and Mew (19(i9)
Napier (1972)
Peelle (1974)
Wilkening and others (1973)
Williams Jr. (1969)

Migration
Fbrc,ed

Butdge and Johnson (1973)
Burdge and Ludtke (1973)
Llewellyn (1974)
Ludtke and Burdge (1970)
Napier (1972)
Williams Jr. ( 1969)

Minorities
Urban Renewal

Williams Jr. (1969).

Modeling
Andrews and others (197)
Burdge and Ludtke (143)
Ludtke and Burdge (1970)
Mack (1974)

Montana Power Company
Gold (1974)
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Multiple-Objective Planning
,- Fitzsimrrions and Salama (1973)

---.,

National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA)

Legal history
Francis (1974) la,

Social impact assessment
Francis (1974)
Savatsky (1974)

Noise
Highway impacts

Llewellyn (1974)

Nuclear Power Plants
Sociakimpacts

Peelle (1974)

Nucleus of Chicago Homeowners'
Association vs. Chicago Housing
Authoritya(1973)

Francis (1974)

Optimization'
Mack (1974)

Participant Observation
Gold (1974)
HOgg and Smith (1970)
Mack (1974)
*.Wilkening and others (1973)

Planning
Dunning (1974)
Francis (1974)
James and Brogan (1974)
Wilkinson and Cole (1967)

Profiling
Dunning (1974)
Fitzsimmons and Salama (1973)
Wilkening and others (1973)
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Public Participation
Llewellyn (1974)
.Wilkinson and Cole (1967)

Publics,
Identification of

Dunning (1974)

(Quality of Life
James and Brogan (1974)
Wilkening and others (1973)
Williams Jr. (1969)

4

Quasi-Experimental Design
Burdge 4nd Ludtke (1973)
Johnson and Burdge (1974)
Ludtke and Burdge (1970)
Napier (19721

Radiation
Perceived danger

Peelle(1974)

Ranchers
Gold 1974)

Rec reation
Hollis and McEvoy (1973)
Milliken and Mew (1969)

aRegression Analysis -.
Andrews and others (1973)
James and Brogan (1974)

Relocation (see Migration: Forced)

Reputational Method
Wilkening and others (1973)

Reservoirs
Burdge and Johnson (1973)

\ Burdge and Ludtke (1'973)
Johnson and Burdge (1974)
Ludtke and Burdge (1970)
Milliken and Mew (19(,9)

Zr' r'., ,...,
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River Basin Development
Wilkinson and Cole (1967)

Self-Fulfilling Prophecy
Population Projections

Hollis and McEvoy (1973.)

Social Goals,
`Francis ,(1974)

Social Impacts
Staging of

)iogg and Smith (1970)

Social Needs
Fitzsimmons and Salama (1973)

Social-Psychological Concepts
Fitzsimmons and Salama (1973)

Social Values
Burdge and Johnson (1973)
Hogg and SmitIv(1970) ,

Mack (1974)
Smith and Hogg (1971a)

Social Well-Being
Andrews and others (1973a)
James and BrOgan (1974)
Mack.. (1974)

Strip Mining
Gold (1974)

Survey Research
Johnson and Burdge (1974)

Systems Approach
Dunning (1974)

Technological Lag
Hogg and Smith (1970)

Tourism
M,1 liken and Mew (1969)

Trade -Offs
Mack (1974)
Peelle (1974)

Urban Areas
James and Brogan (1974)

Urbanization
I- ollis and McEvoy (1973)

Urban Renewal
Housing

Williams Jr. (1969)

Values (see Social Values)

Water
Functions

Fitzsimmons and Salarra (1973)
Policy

Fitzsimmpns and Salama (1973)
Hollis and McEvoy (1973)
Smith and .Hogg.11971a)

Watershed Management
Andrews and others (1973)

__Napier (1972)
Wilkinson and Cole ,(1967)

Well-B,einr(see Social Well-Being)

1
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LOCATORS

Albany-Lebanon, Oregon
Hdgg and Smith (1970)

I
Atlanta, Georgia

James and B rogan *(1974)

Austin, Texas
Williams Jr. (1969)

Baltimore, Marylarid
Llewellyn (1974)

Caesar Creek Reservoir, Ohio
Ludtke and Burdge (1970)

Carr Fork Reservoir, Kentli"cky
Burdge and Johnson (1973)

. Cave Run Reservoir, Kentucky
Btirdge and Johnson (1973)

Colstrip, Montana
Gold (1974)

Foster Darn, Oregon ,

Hogg and Smith (1970)

illette, Montana
Gold (1974)

Green Peter Darn, Ore on
Hogg and Smith (197

Horsetooth Re.serVoir-, Colorad(
Milliken and Mew (149)

Kentucky (reservoir)
.Burdge and Johnson (1973)
Burdge and Ludtke (1973)
Johnson and Burdge (1974)
Ludtke and Burdge (1970)

Kickapoo Valley, Wiscons'in
Wilkening and others (1973)

LaFarge Darn, Wisconsin
Wilkining and others (1973)

Ay
Los Angeles, alifornia

HcAlii, and McEvoy (1973)

Me O'cino Nuclear Power Want,
Califo nia

Peelle (1974)

Mississippi' Watershed Projects
Wilkinson and Cole (1967)

North Springfield Darn, Vermont.
Mack (1974)

Ohio
Southeastern, reservoirs.

Burdge and Ludtke (173)
Watersheds

Napier (1972)

Pruitt-Igoe (St. Louis, Missouri)
Dunning (1974)

Salt Lake Valley, Utah
Andrews and ethers (1973)

Santiam River Basin, Oregon
Hogg and, Smith (1970)

Shadow-Mountain/Granby Reservoirs,
Colorado ,

Milliken and Mew (1969)

Sweet Home, Oregon
Hogg and Smith (1970)

Taylorsville Reservoir, Kentucky
Ludtke and,Burdge (1970)

Western U. S. Water Development
History

Smith and Hogg (1973)

West Virginia Watersheds
Napier (1972)
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